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Chuaigh an Ceann Comhairle i gceannas ar 2 p�m�

Paidir.
Prayer.

14/06/2022A00100Visit of Ukrainian Delegation

14/06/2022A00200An Ceann Comhairle: Before taking Leaders’ Question, I ask the House to give a warm 
welcome to four Members of the Verkhovna Rada: Ms Lesia Vasylenko MP, leader of the del-
egation; Mr� Rostyslav Tistyk MP, Servant of the People Party; Ms Alyona Shkrum MP,  All-
Ukrainian Union “Fatherland” Party; and Mr� Dmytro Natalukha MP, Servant of the People 
Party�  You are most welcome�

14/06/2022A00300Ceisteanna ó Cheannairí - Leaders’ Questions

14/06/2022A00400Deputy Mary Lou McDonald: I warmly welcome our Ukrainian friends�

Last night, the British Government published legislation that gives British Ministers power 
to override unilaterally parts of the Irish protocol�  This move by the British Prime Minister, 
Mr� Boris Johnson, and his Government is disgraceful and utterly reckless�  Mr Johnson’s bel-
ligerent approach to Ireland is part of a cynical attempt to cling to power in Britain at any cost�  
It jeopardises so much achieved by so many over such a long period of time�  It fundamentally 
undermines the Brexit protections for Ireland that were so hard won, and it risks serious eco-
nomic and political damage�

I share the view of the Minister, Deputy Coveney, that Ireland will not be the collateral 
damage for irresponsible Tory actions�  Therefore, let us be clear�  The British Government’s 
plan to strip away the protocol is a plan intentionally to break international law�  In a supreme 
act of bad faith, it intends to walk away from its legal obligations and agreements�  It is worth 
remembering that not alone did the British Government sign-up the protocol but, in fact, it was 
central to designing its content and operation�

The utter recklessness of this move is underscored by the fact the protocol is, in fact, work-
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ing�  It gives the North access to both the British market and the EU Single Market of more than 
500 million people�  The North’s economy is outperforming the English economy, business is 
growing and new jobs are being created.  Of course, cross-Border trade has increased signifi-
cantly, and the all-island economy is thriving�  The Tory Government now puts all of this at 
risk�  We have heard voice after voice from the business community describe how this unilateral 
action threatens significant harm to businesses in Ireland and, indeed, in Britain.  It endangers 
thousands of jobs and investment�  The way to resolve implementation issues is to sit down and 
talk to the EU, but this is something the British have refused to do now for 123 days�  Instead 
of engagement, Mr� Johnson opts for shameful political play-acting�

Tory disdain for political stability in Ireland is now up in lights again�  This latest move is 
part of a wider wrecking agenda that seeks to undermine the Good Friday Agreement and to rob 
our people of a better future�  Mr� Johnson allows the DUP to block the formation of an Execu-
tive in Belfast�  Mr� Johnson then uses this political deadlock as a threadbare excuse to break 
international law and pursue his self-serving agenda�  All the while, workers and families in the 
North are without a government as they struggle in a cost-of-living crisis�

Is gníomh contúirteach de mheon mímhacánta í reachtaíocht Rialtas na Breataine chun an 
prótacal a shárú�  Tá cur chuige aontaithe Oireachtais ag teastáil uainn chun leasanna na hÉire-
ann a chosaint�  Ní dhéanfaidh Boris Johnson bulaíocht ar Éirinn�  We need to take an all-of-
Oireachtas approach in standing up to Boris Johnson’s renewed attempt to bully Ireland�  We 
will not be bullied�

We know we are not alone�  Boris Johnson’s dangerous move has been strongly condemned 
in the United States, in Europe and indeed across the world�  In the spirit of unity, does the 
Taoiseach agree the actions of the British Government are shameful, reckless and dangerous?  
Does he agree we must now mobilise all forces in support of the Good Friday Agreement and 
for Ireland’s prosperity to ensure Boris Johnson is faced down?

14/06/2022B00200The Taoiseach: I thank the Deputy for raising this issue�  The publication of this legisla-
tion yesterday by the British Government and the contributions of various British Government 
Ministers who have attempted to justify it have amounted to a profoundly dispiriting moment�  
I was in government when the Good Friday Agreement was sanctioned by our Government�  I 
was there during the early stages of the Good Friday Agreement and I was a Member of this 
House before the Good Friday Agreement�

Reflecting on the transformation of the British-Irish relationship as well as on the involve-
ment of the European Union and the United States in facilitating the Good Friday Agreement, 
what transpired yesterday is a profoundly damaging moment for the Good Friday Agreement 
itself�  More importantly, it demonstrates the degree to which the British Government now 
seems oblivious to the various sets of relationships in which it has engaged as well as to an 
international agreement to which it itself has signed up, whose ratification it promoted in the 
Westminster Parliament, and which it now has decided unilaterally potentially to upend it�

The British Government’s published legislation would give powers to Ministers unilaterally 
to override aspects of the protocol itself�  This is reckless and, as I said earlier today, has the 
potential to destabilise politics in Northern Ireland�  It is also economically incoherent, damag-
ing and the kind of legislation that clearly was framed without any significant engagement with 
industry or business in Northern Ireland�  It is clear from the manufacturing sector, the export 
sector and the dairy and meat sectors that the protocol has had an advantageous impact�  I have 
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met all the various sectors who have articulated that reality to me and who are equally con-
cerned about the dual regulatory proposals that are contained within the Secretary of State, Liz 
Truss’s, proposals.  That would significantly undermine traceability within the food industry 
and would cause real issues for industry in general�

I met with the President of the European Commission, Ursula von der Leyen, last week, as 
well as with the Vice President, Maroš Šefčovič.  We have been in touch with colleagues in the 
United States as well�  As Deputy McDonald will know, a delegation representing the US Con-
gress was recently in London, Brussels and Dublin.  Suffice to say, all parties find it difficult to 
comprehend the rationale for or the logic of the British Government’s position, bar the domestic 
situation within UK politics itself�

Fundamentally, what has happened here is a violation of trust.  The real difficulty is, having 
entered into an international agreement with the European Union, colleagues across Europe are 
wondering why one would enter into a subsequent agreement, if the first agreement is so casu-
ally put to one side�

I want to reiterate one key point, which is that the European Union has been flexible right 
throughout these negotiations�  The European Union came forward proactively with proposals, 
having listened to parties in Northern Ireland and having listened to industry�  We asked them 
to go to Northern Ireland to engage, and they did�  This was not a fait accompli in terms of the 
proposals that were published last October, but as a basis for the resolution of legitimate issues 
that were raised by unionism and others around the operation of the protocol�  With substantive 
negotiations between the European Union and the United Kingdom Government, those issues 
could have been resolved and still can be resolved�

14/06/2022C00100Deputy Mary Lou McDonald: I thank the Taoiseach for his response�  We are in agree-
ment that this course of action is reckless, but I would equally describe it as shameful and dan-
gerous�  The rationale for these actions are well understood and the logic is entirely self-serving�  
Boris Johnson is quite prepared, through all manner and means, to do what it takes to hold on to 
power�  He is quite prepared to use political unionism in the North as a prop in that wider drama�  
That is what is happening here�  He has actively colluded with the DUP to ensure we have no 
government in the North�  Then he cites political deadlock as an excuse for these actions, which, 
as the Taoiseach correctly pointed out, aim to breach international law�

It is very important Boris Johnson does not succeed�  It is very important he is faced down�  
This is about the protocol in the first instance but it is also about something, as the Taoiseach 
will appreciate, much wider and much more profound than that�  The Tory Government is pur-
suing a hostile, damaging attack against the Good Friday Agreement�  It is as simple as that�  
How does the Taoiseach propose to mobilise allies in support of the agreement to face Boris 
Johnson down�

14/06/2022C00200The Taoiseach: Cothaíonn an cinneadh atá déanta ag Rialtas na Breataine easpa muiníne 
sa Rialtas sin ar fud na hEorpa agus i measc cheannairí na hEorpa�  De réir dealraimh, is é an 
bunteachtaireacht atá ann anois ná go bhfuil sé chun an conradh seo a chur ar leataobh�  Fun-
damentally, and it is with regret I say this, I get the sense that the current British Government 
does not fully get the Good Friday Agreement or does not understand the DNA of the agreement 
and what it really means in terms of its own involvement and the co-guarantor nature of the 
involvement between the British and Irish Governments, but also the wider interest from the 
European Union and the United States�  Parallel with that, we are now witnessing a denial of 
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democracy, whereby people have voted in Northern Ireland for the convening of an assembly 
and the formation of an Executive�  It is not acceptable that the assembly has not been convened 
and that the Executive has not been formed�

We have had extensive contacts with the European Union in advance of this decision�  It 
will remain resolute, firm and measured in terms of its response to the United Kingdom Gov-
ernment’s decisions in this regard�  Of that the Deputy can be in no doubt�  We have maintained 
constant contact and are at one with the European Union in respect of how we respond to and 
deal with this latest decision by the British Government�

14/06/2022C00300An Ceann Comhairle: Thank you very much, Taoiseach�

14/06/2022C00400The Taoiseach: I repeat that it is our long-standing, consistent view that it is only by sub-
stantive negotiations between the European Union and the United Kingdom Government that 
these issues can be resolved�

14/06/2022C00500Deputy Ivana Bacik: I welcome our guests from Ukraine who are addressing the Seanad�  
I condemn yesterday’s action by the British Government in moving to publish legislation to 
undermine the Northern Ireland protocol�  The legislation clearly amounts to a breach of inter-
national law�  We have all seen that the introduction of the Bill is already damaging the relation-
ship between Britain and the EU�  It is a reckless and dangerous approach to a sensitive issue 
and it has the potential to undermine seriously the Good Friday Agreement and the peace pro-
cess�  Where compromise and trust are needed, we instead see the British Government opting to 
ratchet up tensions by pursuing unilateral action and ignoring its international obligations�  In 
effect, we are seeing Johnson’s Government acting like a rogue state.  It is as if Donald Trump 
had moved into No� 10 Downing Street�

This is clearly a matter of immense concern to all of us and, notably, it will have the most 
difficult and devastating effect on the people of Northern Ireland, who, as we see, are being 
used, in effect, by the Tory Government as a proxy in its own internal battle.  As Tony Connelly 
of RTÉ put it, “Boris Johnson has courted the hard-line European Research Group (ERG) to 
try to cling to his position”, and we are now seeing the Foreign Secretary, Liz Truss, seeking 
to do the same in an internal Tory battle for power�  This is no way to do business�  We are all 
agreed on that�  The path the British Government is pursuing will cause economic uncertainty, 
hinder the potential for growth in Northern Ireland and, as I have said, risks setting back and 
undermining the hard-won peace process�  It is not too late to call for a return to constructive 
talks with the EU�  I met last week with the leader of the Opposition in Britain, Keir Starmer, 
as did the Taoiseach and the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Deputy Coveney.  I put it to him that 
to proceed with this reckless and dangerous legislation is unconscionable�  Mr� Starmer has put 
that in clear terms himself�

Yesterday, we also saw a cross-party grouping of MLAs in the Northern Ireland Assembly 
write to Prime Minister Johnson�  That group of MLAs represents the majority of voters in 
Northern Ireland who support collaboration and continued operation of the protocol�  Their 
message is that the Johnson Government must end the charade that its actions are somehow 
being undertaken to protect the Good Friday Agreement�  We know that is not the case and the 
Taoiseach has been clear on this too�  Those MLAs have called, as we do, for engagement by 
the British Government with the EU in further negotiation and for honesty about the inevitable 
consequences of this British Government’s unilateral action�
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The clear message that we want to give, which is shared across this House, is that we in this 
jurisdiction must not be bullied by the Conservative Party and its political allies�  Given the 
approach of the British Government, which we have seen seeking, effectively, à la carte legal 
advice as to the consequences and content of this legislation, will the Taoiseach confirm that our 
Government’s advice is that we now, unfortunately, due to the unilateral action of the British 
Government, face the risk of seeing an undermining of the peace process and even a return to 
a harder border on this island?  Is that risk now facing us, contrary to what this British Govern-
ment’s so-called à la carte legal advice is supposedly telling it?

14/06/2022D00200The Taoiseach: I appreciate the Deputy’s comments and the sense of unity across the House 
in relation to this assault on an international agreement�  Fundamentally, that is what is poten-
tially being considered by the British Government�  It is producing legislation which represents 
a breach of an international agreement it freely entered into�  The British Prime Minister advo-
cated this protocol and trade agreement to the British Parliament.  It was ratified by the British 
Parliament and accepted�  Flowing from that then is the whole issue of trust in the conduct of 
international relations�  The EU, in particular, has engaged honourably, proactively and with a 
significant degree of trust in terms of its negotiations.  It is clear now that the British Govern-
ment has not been acting in good faith in respect of the conduct of those negotiations�

The allegations or assertions from the British Government’s side that Europe has not been 
proactive or flexible do not stack up.  They simply do not stand up.  Commissioner Maroš 
Šefčovič has been proactive.  The medicines supply issue, if we recall, was resolved nearly a 
year ago.  In fact, the European Parliament specifically passed legislation to facilitate the reso-
lution of the medicines issue as it manifested at that time�  It was again encouraging to see the 
very warm support that I received as Taoiseach, on behalf of everybody here, at the European 
Parliament last week on this specific aspect.  Some of my consultations were on this issue.

All parties in Northern Ireland have a right to be consulted in terms of the British Govern-
ment’s action and not just one party�  Their views should be sought and engaged with�  The ma-
jority of MLAs, as Deputy Bacik said, support the protocol�  They believe there can be changes 
to the operation of the protocol, as we do as well�  Issues have been raised and, in the context 
of my recent discussions with Commissioner Šefčovič, he is prepared to come forward with 
further proposals to resolve these issues�  One never gets reciprocation from the British Govern-
ment side�  One never gets clarity from the British Government side as to what the landing zone 
is in respect of an ultimate resolution of these particular issues�

Economically, it is striking to talk to people on the ground�  An increasing number of busi-
nesses and industries can not only master or manage the protocol but find it advantageous.  
What worries me most is the lack of real appreciation of the nuts and bolts of this by the British 
Government�  Its proposals are actually damaging economically�  They are damaging to indus-
try and to jobs in Northern Ireland�  Talk to anyone involved in the manufacturing or export sec-
tors or the food industry and agribusiness sector and they are all clear that they need a protocol�  
They do not need it undermined�  They actually need it�  We should focus on the sector of the 
Northern Ireland economy that has problems�  If we focused on that, which Europe is prepared 
to do, we can resolve the issues�

14/06/2022E00200Deputy Ivana Bacik: I entirely agree with the Taoiseach about the British Government’s 
actions amounting to a breach of trust�  One of the most alarming things about this development 
is the breakdown in trust between the Governments across the islands and the breakdown in 
trust in the relationship between the British Government and EU negotiators�  As the Taoiseach 
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said, Maroš Šefčovič and his team are seeking to negotiate in good faith.  There is now a dawn-
ing realisation across the EU that the British Government is not negotiating in good faith and 
has broken trust�  That is why I do not use the comparison with Donald Trump lightly�  We saw 
his regime tearing up international agreements and breaking trust with those with whom inter-
national treaties had negotiated, to the detriment of the peace and prosperity of his people�  Un-
fortunately, we are seeing the same development with the British Government’s breach of trust�

We in the Labour Party, as proud Europeans and members of the Party of European Social-
ists, look to support the Government and the efforts of the EU to engage in constructive negotia-
tion, find the sort of constructive solutions to any issues facing communities and businesses in 
Northern Ireland and ensure that we do not see any support for the Tory government’s breaking 
of trust in this international arena�

14/06/2022E00300The Taoiseach: I appreciate the comments and position adopted by the Deputy in respect 
of this issue�  That is important, and it is important that at European Union level that all of our 
respective groupings within the European Parliament are apprised of this and briefed on the up-
to-date position and on the feeling on the ground in Northern Ireland in respect of the operation 
of the protocol for the vast majority of businesses and how advantageous it is for key sectors of 
the Northern Ireland economy, in particular on the FDI side�  There has been an improvement 
in FDI into Northern Ireland because of the protocol�

There is no doubt that the EU stands ready to do the right thing by the people of Northern 
Ireland; I want to make that very clear�  What concerns me is the denial of democracy, as I 
would describe it�  I have been very consistent over the past decade that the institutions of the 
Good Friday Agreement should always be respected�  The Assembly should never have been 
taken down�  The Assembly should always be formed immediately after an election because 
the people have spoken.  I find it very difficult to comprehend a situation in a democratic world 
whereby if the people have voted through the ballot box, their elected representatives are not 
facilitated in meeting to discuss the cost -of-living and bread-and-butter issues that affect their 
daily lives�  That is not good enough�  That is what I mean by the destabilisation of politics that 
is afoot�

14/06/2022E00400Deputy Michael Lowry: The future sustainability of private and voluntary nursing homes 
across the country is a rapidly growing concern�  Owners and operators of nursing homes are 
struggling to stay afloat.  Many see no way forward.  I have received numerous calls and corre-
spondence from nursing homes across County Tipperary�  All are desperate for support to save 
their businesses�  They are not making extravagant demands; they are simply seeking equality 
with public nursing homes�

This is a national issue�  The kernel of the problem is the discrimination by the State under 
the fair deal scheme in the resourcing of private, as opposed to public, nursing home resident 
care�  At present, public nursing homes receive 62% more per resident per week than what is 
available to pay for the care of an elderly person in a private nursing home�  Private nursing 
home owners are being tasked with doing the impossible and a growing number are holding on 
by their fingertips in the hope that their voices will finally be heard.  

Private nursing homes are providing elderly care for fees of up to €700 per week per resi-
dent, less than the amount allocated to their public counterparts�  It does not take a genius to see 
that, from a business perspective, there is no future for private nursing homes in Ireland if this 
alarming discrepancy is not addressed urgently�  
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There is also a significant differential in pay for HSE and private and voluntary health care 
assistants�  Approximately one in every two employees in nursing homes are healthcare assis-
tants.  The pay differential is unfair and compounds the problem.  Private nursing homes are 
losing staff to better paid jobs in the HSE and elsewhere.  Staff in private nursing homes are 
outstanding�  They are under enormous pressure�  Their patients are treated like family mem-
bers.  Staff give the patients professional care and attention.  These staff deserve to have their 
work properly valued�

Negotiations have been ongoing for years, but the discussions are going around in circles�  
They are unending and unproductive�  I spoke to one nursing home owner who was recently 
forced to put €90,000 of borrowed money into their business for it to survive�  Last week, I 
visited another loss-making home which is now dependent on the religious congregation to 
support the nursing home financially.  The financial loss is growing to such an extent that the 
congregation cannot make up that loss indefinitely.  They have spoken about the current and 
ongoing rises in the costs of heat, electricity and food�  They are simply unable to absorb the 
increased costs of those necessities in the private sector�  Private nursing homes must provide 
the same level of complex care many elderly residents require�  Public nursing homes have 
specialised needs provided at no cost by the HSE, while private operators must pay for services 
such as chiropody, physiotherapy, occupational therapy and even basic medical equipment�

14/06/2022F00200The Taoiseach: I thank the Deputy for raising this important issue�  As it transpires, the 
Minister of State, Deputy Butler, is meeting with the CEO of the National Treatment Purchase 
Fund, NTPF, Mr� Liam Sloyan, to discuss the issues the Deputy raised and the general issues 
that face nursing homes and their ongoing relationship with the NTPF�  The nursing home rep-
resentative bodies are also in discussions more generally�

The Nursing Homes Support Scheme Act 2009 is the overall template that governs funding 
to support people accessing residential care�  Prices are negotiated, as the Deputy will know, for 
delivery by the designated State agency, namely the National Treatment Purchase Fund�  Pric-
ing agreements are reached with individual nursing homes by the NTPF, and the rates the fund 
offers are based on a set of standard criteria that include costs incurred by the nursing home in 
question�  Neither the Minister nor the Department has a role in individual price negotiations�  
There is a variation between the cost of care in public and private homes�  Public nursing homes 
generally have higher costs and a higher staff-patient ratio.  They also deal with far more com-
plex cases, in general�  There is about an 80:20 split, that is, 80% of all nursing home care is 
private and 20% is public, in the form of community nursing units, with a minimum of one in 
each county�  That balance has to be looked at over time but, whether private, voluntary or pub-
lic care, the resident’s financial contribution is the same.  The price of care affects only levels of 
State funding and has no direct impact on the resident�

Last December, the Department published a value-for-money review of nursing home costs�  
The purpose was to identify and to analyse the reasons for any cost differential between private 
and public nursing homes.  Again, the review found that the cost differential is driven largely 
by variances in staff-to-resident ratios and the skill mixes in public and private nursing homes.  
Older infrastructure and the cost of upkeep of older buildings are a contributor in many of our 
community nursing units�  Nine recommendations have come out of that report, and the HSE is, 
with the Department of Health and the NTPF, working through the recommendations�  Delivery 
of those would lead, I think, to an improvement in the overall value for money delivered by the 
nursing homes support scheme�
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The Department and the Government provided substantial support to the sector over the 
pandemic, with €134 million to €135 million in additional funding made available to private 
and voluntary nursing homes�  More recently, substantial engagement has taken place on cost 
increases relating to inflation.  The current inflationary cycle is now the subject of discussions 
between the nursing homes representative bodies and the NTPF�

14/06/2022F00300Deputy Michael Lowry: I welcome the fact that the Minister of State, Deputy Butler, is 
entering further discussions and negotiations, but will the Government please bring some ur-
gency to the matter and bring it to a conclusion?  There have been negotiations for years with no 
constructive proposals put on the table�  We need to get past that stage�  In my view, the ongoing 
medical and personal needs of elderly residents are practically the same, regardless of where 
they reside�  It certainly does not make any sense to me to say that it costs 62% less in a private 
nursing home than it does in a public one�  The reality is that this is just not sustainable for 
private operators and it is expecting them to perform a miracle�  If the Taoiseach does not bring 
this matter to a conclusion and if it is not addressed successfully, the doors of private nursing 
homes in every town and village across Ireland will be forced to close�  Public nursing homes 
will not be able to meet the demand for elderly care and we may then have a very serious issue�  
The most vulnerable members in our society will be those that will suffer.  The Government 
must act urgently to correct the imbalance that currently exists�

14/06/2022G00200The Taoiseach: The Minister of State, Deputy Butler, has met with Nursing Homes Ireland, 
NHI, the representative body, and continues to do so�  At the moment the Government is allocat-
ing approximately €1 billion for the care of approximately 22,000 residents on an annual basis�  
The Exchequer contribution as we speak is quite significant and will obviously grow in terms 
of demographics and of the fact that we are ageing and living for longer as a people, which is 
in itself a good thing�  It will also, however, create pressures�

There is no doubt that the voluntary sector is under pressure and I accept that in the current 
inflationary cycle many entities and organisations are under much deal pressure.  The Minister 
of State is meeting with Nursing Homes Ireland, the Department and the National Treatment 
Purchase Fund, NTPF, agency will be giving this very serious consideration�  This also has to 
be seen against a backdrop of what were extraordinary levels of support given to the private 
nursing home sector by the Government during the pandemic itself�

14/06/2022G00300Deputy Michael Healy-Rae: I thank the Ceann Comhairle very much�  I really and truth-
fully believe that the Government is out of touch on the whole issue of the cost of petrol and 
diesel and the effect that is having on people.  The Minister, Deputy Ryan, said yesterday that 
there would be no assistance available before October�  At the same time he made a disgraceful 
comment for people to go to the local social welfare office to look for assistance.

The Taoiseach could say that he is not responsible for that statement or for it coming out 
of his mouth but the Taoiseach gave him the voice and pulled him into Government, so he is 
ultimately responsible for the irresponsible statement that he made, which I call very ill-judged�  
There are people today up and down the country who might believe what a Government Min-
ister says and who may think, maybe, that because they are struggling with the cost of fuel 
and of motoring that they should go to the local social welfare office because a Government 
Minister told them to do so�  That is a highly irresponsible act�  There are vulnerable people 
and those under duress and financial distress who could take that advice on board and go to a 
social welfare office.  That is a disgraceful thing and I ask the Taoiseach to tell people that that 
is a misleading comment because it is not factual�  If one speaks to any social welfare inspector, 
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they will tell you that they have not been directed by this Government to deal with this in any 
way, shape or fashion�

The Taoiseach knows as much about social welfare as I do�  There is a thing called an SWA, 
a supplementary welfare allowance, which is allowed for in certain circumstances�  I can as-
sure the Taoiseach that any genuine man, woman or younger person who will go before a social 
welfare officer today to say that they were sent by the Minister and asks for help will be told, 
through no fault of the social officer, that they cannot get this help, that they have no money to 
do so and that it is not at his or her discretion�  I ask the Taoiseach to clarify that here before the 
Dáil today�

I highlight the fact that a gallon of diesel - for anyone who does not know, a gallon is 4�56 L - 
costs €9�53�  The tax take of this Government on that gallon is €4�20�  A gallon of petrol is €9�72 
of which the tax take is €4�77�  This is totally ridiculous and shameful and our group, the Rural 
Independent Group, asked the Government last April to stop and to tackle the massive amount 
of tax that it is taking and to do something about it�  The Government voted against us, did noth-
ing and its answers to the people now is to suck it up and to blow it out in bubbles because it 
will do nothing for them�  This is totally ridiculous and unfair�  The soaring petrol prices mean 
that massive revenues are wind-falling for the Government�  We hear every day from Ministers 
suggesting that there is nothing more that the Government can do�  This is, however, the same 
Government which took in more than €300 million in taxes on petrol and diesel alone in April�  
The Government is benefiting the most from the hardship and the harrowing conditions people 
have to go through when all that they are trying to do is to survive and to keep motoring and 
on the road�

14/06/2022H00100The Taoiseach: I thank the Deputy for raising the cost of living�  There is no doubt that 
Putin’s war on Ukraine has pushed inflation worldwide to its highest level ever.  That is the real-
ity.  It is affecting prices of imports of energy, food and other commodities.  The Government is 
acutely aware of the enormous pressures on people arising from this round of inflation, which 
has been imported as a result of Putin’s war�  There is no getting away from that�  That is the hard 
reality.  In the first instance, we need to do what we can to reduce the impact on people.  The 
Government has introduced €2�4 billion in cost-of-living decisions since last October across the 
board�  For example, it has hiked up the weekly fuel allowance by approximately 55% or €404 
on the previous year�  To say we have done nothing makes no sense when the Government has 
increased a very basic allowance by more than €404�

14/06/2022H00200Deputy Danny Healy-Rae: It is not doing enough�

14/06/2022H00300The Taoiseach: We have also decreased the excise duty on petrol, diesel and green diesel, 
saving motorists between €9 and €12 each time they fill their tank.  Public transport fares are 
now down 20% and 50% for young people�  We have changed health costs for people with 
changes to the drugs payment scheme threshold�  In education, we took measures on examina-
tion fees�  We reduced VAT from 13�5% to 9% on gas and electricity bills and we also gave a 
€200 energy credit to every household�  We cut the annual PSO levy by €58 to zero by October 
2022.  We have launched a national retrofitting scheme and new grant rates that will cover 80% 
of the typical cost of attic and wall insulations�  We have put caps on school transport fees�  We 
have also brought forward the working family payment budget�  We are abolishing the €80 
inpatient hospital charge for children, and that will be expanded more broadly�  We have taken 
specific measures for hauliers, tillage farmers and for hospitality, which the Deputy spoke for, 
on a consistent basis�
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Inflation is projected to rise by 6.5% overall this year and 3% in 2023.  That is a forecast.  
I acknowledge it could be higher and we will have to wait and see�  Acknowledging the acute 
impact on people, on top of what we have done, we will have an opportunity to strategically and 
intelligently deal with this unprecedented impact on people in the forthcoming budget and to do 
it in a way that dovetails with policies that we have set in train and to try to reduce pressures on 
families, children and those most in need�  We want to work with the social partners and others 
to identify those�

Finally, the latest CSO data on wages shows that the average weekly earnings in the first 
quarter of 2022 were up 10% from the same period two years ago�

14/06/2022H00400An Ceann Comhairle: Thank you Taoiseach, we are way over�

14/06/2022H00500The Taoiseach: Right across all areas we will move to help people�

14/06/2022H00600Deputy Michael Healy-Rae: I just want to remind the farmers, fishermen, agri-contractors 
and silage contractors who are working very hard that what the Government thought of them 
was the sum total of 2 cent of a reduction in March�  In case they had forgotten, I will remind 
them of it again today�  I will also remind the Taoiseach that on the Monday and Tuesday night 
before the Government gave the reduction the cost of diesel and petrol actually went up by 
more then than the Government reduced it on the Wednesday�  I also remind him that the reduc-
tion was more than evaporated in the past four trading days when the cost of diesel and petrol 
went up by more than the Government brought it down last March�  What the Government did 
was futile and very small�  At a recent meeting the Taoiseach was one of the strongest and most 
forceful voices saying that we should cut off the fuel coming from Russia.  That is a debate for 
another time�  However, when the Taoiseach came back, he was involved in a meeting in which 
he said that one of the results we could have in this country is that the people would have to face 
a scenario in which all but 100 stations would have to shut�  We would like to know where those 
100 are and how many of them are dispersed evenly around the country�

The Taoiseach totally ignored the question about the Minister, Deputy Ryan, in terms of the 
misleading comment�  The Taoiseach owes it to every Deputy in this House to clarify whether 
a person who needs money can go to a social welfare office and say he or she cannot afford the 
fuel for his or her car, bus, van, tractor or lorry�  Can that person say he or she was told by the 
Minister that he or she could come to the office for help?  Will that person get help?  The Tao-
iseach has to answer that question�  All the smart talking about it will not let the Taoiseach get 
away without answering that clearly�  It is a simple “Yes” or “No”�

14/06/2022J00200The Taoiseach: I remind the Deputy that he is criticising me for facilitating the Green Party 
and the Minister, Deputy Ryan, to come into Government�  If I recall, at the time, there was no 
one more relieved than Deputy Healy-Rae that we formed a Government�  His only exhortation 
to me was that it would go the full five years and not four years.

14/06/2022J00300Deputy Michael Healy-Rae: Is that a good answer for a Taoiseach to give to this House, 
in all fairness?

14/06/2022J00400The Taoiseach: What the Minister, Deputy Ryan, is saying, as the Deputy knows well-----

14/06/2022J00500Deputy Danny Healy-Rae: It is the smart answers that will finish the Taoiseach.

14/06/2022J00600The Taoiseach: -----is that the social welfare system is there for anybody who is in genuine 
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hardship to go to seek assistance�  That is well known�  That is what the Minister, Deputy Ryan, 
was referring to�  It is wrong to take his words out of context and endeavour to undermine a 
Minister of integrity�  The Deputy may not agree with the Minister’s ideas and he has been in 
denial of climate change and a whole load of things, without question�

14/06/2022J00700Deputy Michael Healy-Rae: That is not true�

14/06/2022J00800The Taoiseach: The bottom line is that people are under pressure�  There is no doubt about 
that�  It has been caused by Putin’s war�  There is no doubt about that� 

14/06/2022J00900Deputy Mattie McGrath: They were under pressure long before the war�

14/06/2022J01000The Taoiseach: What happened at the European Council was a European-wide decision�  
We are not dependent on Russian oil and gas imports�  Other countries are and they took much 
more difficult decisions that we did.  We cannot condone the war.  I hope the Deputy is not say-
ing we should take no action against Russia�  We must keep pressure on Putin’s regime to stop 
this war�  We cannot just look after ourselves all of the time�  The attitude the Deputy seems to 
have articulated today is mé féin first and to hell with the people of Ukraine.  That is not good 
enough�

14/06/2022J01100Deputy Michael Healy-Rae: Is taking care of people not good enough?

14/06/2022J01200The Taoiseach: The European Union has correctly decided to put sanctions on the impor-
tation of Russian gas and oil�  Our task is to alleviate pressure on people in this country�  The 
forthcoming budget will give us an opportunity to do that in a strategic way that does not lead 
to runaway inflation again.  We cannot go back to the 1970s and cause second-round and third-
round inflationary impacts.  If we were to follow the Deputy’s advice every month-----

14/06/2022J01300Deputy Mattie McGrath: Taxation is causing it�

14/06/2022J01400The Taoiseach: -----we would do exactly that�

14/06/2022J01450An tOrd Gnó - Order of Business

14/06/2022J01500Minister of State at the Department of the Taoiseach(Deputy Jack Chambers): I move:

Tuesday’s business shall be: 

- Motion re Referral to Select Committee of proposed approval by Dáil Éireann of 
the reports by the Minister for Defence, regarding service by the Defence Forces with 
the United Nations in 2020 and 2021 (without debate)

- Motion re Referral to Select Committee of proposed approval by Dáil Éireann 
of Ireland’s participation in four Permanent Structured Cooperation (PESCO) Projects 
(without debate)

- Garda Síochána (Amendment) Bill 2022 (Second Stage) (to adjourn, if not previ-
ously concluded, after 3 hours and 25 minutes, and any division claimed to be taken 
immediately prior to Committee Stage on Wednesday) 
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Private Members’ business shall be the Motion re Appropriate School Places for all 
Children, selected by Sinn Féin�

Wednesday’s business shall be: 

- Motion re Instruction to Committee on the Institutional Burials Bill 2022 (without 
debate and any division claimed to be taken immediately prior to Report Stage of the 
Institutional Burials Bill 2022) 

- Motion re Instruction to Committee on the Electoral Reform Bill 2022 (without 
debate and any division claimed to be taken immediately prior to Report Stage of the 
Electoral Reform Bill 2022)

- Statements on “Annual Transition Statements” (not to exceed 145 minutes)

- Garda Síochána (Amendment) Bill 2022 (Second Stage, resumed, if not previously 
concluded, and Committee and Remaining Stages) (Second Stage to conclude within 30 
minutes, and any division claimed to be taken immediately prior to Committee Stage, 
but in any event no earlier than 5 p�m�; Committee and Remaining Stages to be taken no 
earlier than 5 p�m� and to conclude within 45 minutes)

- Institutional Burials Bill 2022 (Report and Final Stages) (to conclude within 2 
hours and 30 minutes)

- Electoral Reform Bill 2022 (Report and Final Stages) (to conclude within 90 min-
utes)

Private Members’ business shall be the Motion re Energy Security, selected by the 
Rural Independent Group�

Thursday’s business shall be the Statements on Special Educational Needs (not to ex-
ceed 210 minutes)�  Thursday evening business shall be the Motion re Report entitled “Re-
port on Reducing Emissions in the Transport Sector by 51% by 2030”�

Announcement of Proposed Arrangements for this week’s business

In relation to Tuesday’s business, it is proposed that:

1� the ordinary routine of business as contained in Schedule 3 to Standing Orders 
shall be modified to the extent that Government business may continue after 6.12 
p�m� and shall, if not previously concluded, be interrupted after 3 hours and 25 min-
utes to take private members’ business, with consequential effect on the commence-
ment time for the items of business following, as well as on the time for the adjourn-
ment of the Dáil, which may be later than 10�30 p�m�: Provided that if Government 
Business concludes before the 3 hours and 25 minutes has expired, private members’ 
business shall be taken on the conclusion of Government business;

2� the Motion re Referral to Select Committee of proposed approval by Dáil 
Éireann of the reports by the Minister for Defence, regarding service by the Defence 
Forces with the United Nations in 2020 and 2021, shall be taken without debate;

3� the Motion re Referral to Select Committee of proposed approval by Dáil Éire-
ann of Ireland’s participation in four Permanent Structured Cooperation (PESCO) 
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Projects shall be taken without debate; and

4� any division claimed on the proceedings on Second Stage of the Garda Sío-
chána (Amendment) Bill 2022 shall be taken immediately prior to Committee Stage 
on Wednesday, but in any event no earlier than 5 p�m� on that day�

In relation to Wednesday’s business, it is proposed that:

1� the ordinary routine of business as contained in Schedule 3 to Standing Orders 
shall be modified to the extent that-

(i) oral Parliamentary Questions to the Taoiseach pursuant to Standing Or-
der 46(1) shall not be taken, with consequential effect on the commencement 
time for the SOS and for Government business;

(ii) Government business may continue after 8�45 p�m� in order to allow 
the proceedings on the Electoral Reform Bill 2022 to conclude; and

(iii) the weekly division time may be taken later than 8�45 p�m� and shall, 
in any event, be taken on the conclusion of proceedings on the Electoral Re-
form Bill 2022, with consequential effect on the time for the adjournment of 
the Dáil, which may be later than 9�30 p�m�;

2� the Motion re Instruction to Committee on the Institutional Burials Bill 2022 
shall be taken without debate and any division claimed thereon shall be taken imme-
diately prior to Report Stage of the Institutional Burials Bill 2022;

3� the Motion re Instruction to Committee on the Electoral Reform Bill 2022 shall 
be taken without debate and any division claimed thereon shall be taken immediately 
prior to Report Stage of the Electoral Reform Bill 2022;

4� the Statements on ‘Annual Transition Statements’ shall not exceed 145 min-
utes, with arrangements in accordance with those agreed by Order of the Dáil of 30th 
July, 2020, for 135 minutes, following which a Minister or Minister of State shall 
be called upon to make a statement in reply which shall not exceed 10 minutes, and 
members may share time;

5� in relation to the Garda Síochána (Amendment) Bill 2022, the following ar-
rangements shall apply:

(i) the proceedings on Second Stage shall, if not previously concluded, 
be brought to a conclusion after 30 minutes and any division claimed thereon 
shall be taken no earlier than 5 p�m� but in any event immediately prior to 
Committee Stage; and

(ii) Committee and remaining Stages shall be taken no earlier than 5 p�m� 
and shall, if not previously concluded, be brought to a conclusion after 45 
minutes by one question which shall be put from the Chair, and which shall, 
in relation to amendments, include only those set down or accepted by the 
Minister for Justice;

6� the proceedings on Report and Final Stages of the Institutional Burials Bill 
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2022 shall, if not previously concluded, be brought to a conclusion after 2 hours and 
30 minutes by one question which shall be put from the Chair and which shall, in 
relation to amendments, include only those set down or accepted by the Minister for 
Children, Equality, Disability, Integration and Youth; and

7� the proceedings on Report and Final Stages of the Electoral Reform Bill 2022 
shall, if not previously concluded, be brought to a conclusion after 90 minutes by one 
question which shall be put from the Chair and which shall, in relation to amend-
ments, include only those set down or accepted by the Minister for Housing, Local 
Government and Heritage�

In relation to Thursday’s business, it is proposed that:

1� the ordinary routine of business as contained in Schedule 3 to Standing Orders 
shall be modified to the extent that topical issues pursuant to Standing Order 37 may 
be taken earlier than 7�24 p�m� and shall, in any event, be taken on the conclusion of 
Government business; and

2� the Statements on Special Educational Needs shall not exceed 210 minutes, 
with arrangements in accordance with those agreed by Order of the Dáil of 30th 
July, 2020, for 200 minutes, following which a Minister or Minister of State shall 
be called upon to make a statement in reply which shall not exceed 10 minutes, and 
members may share time�

14/06/2022J01600Deputy Pádraig Mac Lochlainn: Sinn Féin is opposing the Order of Business because 
of the last-minute introduction of an amendment to the Electoral Reform Bill 2022�  It is an 
old-fashioned stroke, to be quite frank�  There is no time to debate it�  The Government wants 
to push through a motion�  What is it about?  It is about Fianna Fáil being blocked in the court, 
following the actions of a private citizen, with regard to its €500,000 lottery�  Rather than have 
full scrutiny of changes to the law that would facilitate that, the Government wants to barge it 
through�  That is a stroke but to see Fine Gael and Green Party Ministers go along with it says 
an awful lot�  I hope the Government will change tack and make provision for a full scrutiny of 
the change Fianna Fáil wants to bring in�  If it does that, we will agree to the Order of Business�

14/06/2022J01700Deputy Thomas Pringle: I will address the same issue�  It is wrong, as the Taoiseach will 
have to agree, to push forward the Electoral Reform Bill 2022, with Report Stage to be guil-
lotined after 90 minutes when the Government has tabled more than 150 amendments�  We also 
have the stroke of allowing political party lotteries to take place�  There has to be full scrutiny�  
We will oppose the Order of Business for that reason�

14/06/2022K00200Deputy Ged Nash: This is nothing but a good old style Fianna Fáil political stroke�  It is po-
litical reform Fianna Fáil style�  It is disgraceful�  We were told through the media, by a spokes-
person from the Department of Housing, Local Government and Heritage, that this measure 
was agreed by Cabinet on 24 May�  We had a Dáil select committee meeting two weeks ago�  
This measure could have been brought to the select committee�  Before that, another stroke was 
attempted by nodding through an instruction to committee�  We then had a 60-minute debate 
on some new sections that were added to the Bill and the Government is trying the same thing 
again�  This is even more devious, because it seeks to introduce, at the eleventh hour, a new way 
for political parties to raise money.  We know about the toxic influence of money on the political 
system�  Our history has shown us that�  By virtue of that alone, we need serious scrutiny of this 
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measure in this House�  We need a full plenary sitting of the Dáil to interrogate and ventilate the 
issues properly�  We have 90 minutes to discuss 150 amendments�

14/06/2022K00300An Ceann Comhairle: The Deputy’s time is up�

14/06/2022K00400Deputy Ged Nash: Some of them are technical and inconsequential�  Having just 90 min-
utes to debate something of this import is disgraceful.  It is a poor reflection on the Government 
parties, which are railroading an important issue through the Dáil with minimal scrutiny�

14/06/2022K00500Deputy Catherine Murphy: This is incredibly important legislation�  We have long await-
ed it�  It is not acceptable for it to be treated in this way�  We also see the Garda Síochána 
(Amendment) Bill being rushed through�  This time of the year is quite dangerous for process�  
With a poor process, one often gets inadequate scrutiny and poor outcomes�  This is not a way 
to handle legislation�  Only a couple of weeks ago, we were dealing with statements, because 
there was not sufficient legislation coming through.  This is a misuse of the House’s time and 
then rush things through�  It is not acceptable�

14/06/2022K00600Deputy Peter Fitzpatrick: I have a saying that your health is your wealth�  The communi-
cation between the Minister for Health and the HSE about the future of the emergency depart-
ment in Our Lady of Lourdes Hospital is deplorable�  The HSE has announced that the hospital 
does not meet the safe clinical standards for some patients�  The emergency department was 
closed and will be replaced by general practitioner referrals, a 24-hour medical assessment unit 
and an injury unit�  The intensive care beds will close�  On my local radio station this morning, 
I heard the clinical director of the hospital and surgeon Gerry McEntee speaking�  He spoke on 
behalf of the HSE�

14/06/2022K00700Deputy Bríd Smith: Deputy Fitzpatrick is out of order�

14/06/2022K00800Deputy Pádraig Mac Lochlainn: Deputy Fitzpatrick is out of order�

14/06/2022K00900An Ceann Comhairle: What is Deputy Fitzpatrick seeking?

14/06/2022K01000Deputy Peter Fitzpatrick: I am asking for time this week for the Minister-----

14/06/2022K01100Deputy Pádraig Mac Lochlainn: If the Opposition did that, they would not be-----

14/06/2022K01200The Taoiseach: This is a democratic Parliament�

(Interruptions).

14/06/2022K01400Deputy Peter Fitzpatrick: Over the last ten or 15 years, the people of Meath have been 
made promises�  Gerry McEntee came onto the local radio station and spoke on behalf of the 
HSE�  Will the Taoiseach make time this week for the Minister, Deputy Donnelly, to come in 
and tell the people of Navan and the surrounding areas exactly what is happening in Our Lady 
of Lourdes Hospital?

14/06/2022K01500Deputy Mattie McGrath: I acknowledge the hard work of the staff of the Business Com-
mittee�  After many phone calls, matters were pushed onto the committee by the Government�  
We had decisions to make within an hour�  I object to the Order of Business, due to the ongoing 
controversy surrounding An Bord Pleanála�  We need an urgent debate�  We have a housing 
crisis which we have never seen the like of�  An Bord Pleanála’s carry-on and questionable 
behaviour in many cases is not helping.  There is no confidence in it.  It is the highest planning 
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authority in the land�  Nothing would be found out but for judicial reviews�  These judicial re-
views cost money�  People need a proper functioning An Bord Pleanála, which we do not have�  
It is mostly political cronies of two Government parties, Fine Gael and Fianna Fáil - I have the 
list here�  The Taoiseach can nod all he likes�  All his friends are in An Bord Pleanála now�  He 
cannot deny it�  It is the same with the Electoral Reform Bill�  You have not changed your spots�  
The leopard never changes its spots�  I am glad to be away from ye, that is one thing that is sure 
and certain�  I am still trying to get rid of the spots�

14/06/2022K01600An Ceann Comhairle: The Deputy’s time is up�

(Interruptions).

14/06/2022K01800Deputy Mattie McGrath: We need a debate on the carry-on of An Bord Pleanála�  We need 
to have the Minister in and to have a full Dáil debate�

14/06/2022L00100Deputy Richard Boyd Barrett: On the schedule, there is a proposal to approve Ireland’s 
further participation in the PESCO military project without debate�  Some of us believe that 
PESCO is putting in place the basis for a European army and that the Government is waging a 
very sustained attack on our neutrality, most recently expressed by the Taoiseach claiming we 
do not need a referendum to join NATO�  There is, of course, a very sustained call from NATO 
to increase military expenditure across the EU�  Now we have a proposal to move from Ire-
land’s current involvement in one PESCO project to an additional four PESCO projects, further 
involving Ireland in arrangements with the European militarisation project and with NATO, 
with non-EU forces and their military projects, as one of the projects suggests�  At the very 
minimum, this should be debated in the Dáil because some of us are going to fight to the death 
to prevent the Government from destroying Ireland’s neutrality�

14/06/2022L00200The Taoiseach: The comments from the Opposition are deeply disingenuous�  Sinn Féin is 
the wealthiest party in Ireland with over 200 staff, 50 properties and a network of fundraising 
in the United States, as well as an inheritance that would be illegal here in this Republic�  With 
the greatest respect to the Deputy opposite, he has some neck to start lecturing other parties on 
fundraising�  There is nothing wrong with political parties having legitimate means of fundrais-
ing.  If that is by a raffle, there is nothing wrong with that.  Providing for that in law, in my view, 
is the correct thing to do�  It is transparent and open�  Political parties should have legitimate 
avenues to raise money within the legal framework�  That is simply what is going on here�

14/06/2022L00300Deputy Pádraig Mac Lochlainn: Why not scrutinise it now?

14/06/2022L00400The Taoiseach: If the Deputy looks back at Sinn Féin’s history and the history of his move-
ment going back over decades, I would love a similar level of transparency in respect of the 
historical fundraising his movement engaged in over the decades�  I really mean that�  If Sinn 
Féin wants to hold other parties up to scrutiny, it should hold itself-----

14/06/2022L00500Deputy Pádraig Mac Lochlainn: Where did Fianna Fáil come from?  What happened in 
Cork in the 1920s?

14/06/2022L00600The Taoiseach: Sinn Féin has raised $15 million in the United States over the last number 
of years�  It received €4 million of an inheritance�

14/06/2022L00700Deputy Pearse Doherty: All legal�

14/06/2022L00800The Taoiseach: God only knows what happened when Sinn Féin and the Provisional IRA 
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were one and the same thing�  No one knows where the money went then or how it was trans-
lated�  That is the bottom line�

14/06/2022L00900Deputy Pearse Doherty: Last year, Fianna Fáil was raising money illegally, half a million�

14/06/2022L01000The Taoiseach: I really would love scrutiny and transparency in respect of all of that�  
When I come to Deputy Nash, his party has had alternative means of fundraising through a pro-
portion of trade union subscriptions down through the years as well�  Many of those trade union 
members were Fianna Fáil supporters and voters as well as anybody else�

14/06/2022L01100Deputy Ivana Bacik: That is very different.

14/06/2022L01200Deputy Ged Nash: That was limited in 2015 when there was a limit placed on corporate 
donations�  We changed the law�

14/06/2022L01300The Taoiseach: Let us not pretend that this was some sort of stroke or whatever�  It is not�  
We have some of the better legal frameworks governing political fundraising in this Republic�

14/06/2022L01400Deputy Ged Nash: Thanks to the Labour Party and no thanks to Fianna Fáil�

14/06/2022L01500The Taoiseach: Yes, thanks to Fianna Fáil, actually, and other parties in what has transpired 
over the last 20 years in terms of this Legislature�

14/06/2022L01600Deputy Aodhán Ó Ríordáin: Should we thank Fianna Fáil for every tribunal we ever had?

14/06/2022L01700The Taoiseach: The comments have been overstated�  It struck me that when Deputy Fitz-
patrick raised what for him and others in the north east is a legitimate issue, he was shouted 
down by everybody because he was not obeying the dictatorial attitude of everybody�  In other 
words, because he was not discussing the issue the Deputies raised, all of them were saying he 
was out of order�  All he wanted was time to discuss Navan hospital�

14/06/2022L01800Deputy Ged Nash: Not all Governments support Independents�

14/06/2022L01900The Taoiseach: That is democracy - shout down the Independents because they are raising 
issues of legitimate concern to them but that do not suit the agenda�  It is a sign of what is to 
come if we do not toe the line with certain agendas on a given day, politically and democrati-
cally speaking�

14/06/2022L02000Deputy Ged Nash: This is distraction�

14/06/2022L02100The Taoiseach: In response to Deputy Boyd Barrett, there will be a full debate after com-
mittee in respect of the issue he raised, namely, participation in four PESCO projects as op-
posed to one.  I have no difficulty with that.  We need interoperability and we need to work on a 
whole range of issues, from peacekeeping to peace enforcement, and making sure we have the 
capacity to do all that�

Deputy Mattie McGrath raised the issue of An Bord Pleanála�  There is a review under way 
in respect of the specific issue, which the Minister has announced.  We should await the out-
come of that review�
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Question put: “That the proposed arrangements for this week’s business be agreed to�”

The Dáil divided: Tá, 65; Níl, 57; Staon, 0.
Tá Níl Staon

 Brophy, Colm.  Andrews, Chris.
 Browne, James.  Bacik, Ivana.
 Bruton, Richard.  Berry, Cathal.

 Burke, Colm.  Boyd Barrett, Richard.
 Butler, Mary.  Brady, John.

 Byrne, Thomas.  Buckley, Pat.
 Cahill, Jackie.  Carthy, Matt.
 Calleary, Dara.  Clarke, Sorca.

 Cannon, Ciarán.  Collins, Michael.
 Carey, Joe.  Cronin, Réada.

 Chambers, Jack.  Crowe, Seán.
 Costello, Patrick.  Cullinane, David.
 Creed, Michael.  Doherty, Pearse.
 Crowe, Cathal.  Donnelly, Paul.

 Devlin, Cormac.  Ellis, Dessie.
 Dillon, Alan.  Farrell, Mairéad.

 Donnelly, Stephen.  Fitzpatrick, Peter.
 Donohoe, Paschal.  Funchion, Kathleen.

 Duffy, Francis Noel.  Gannon, Gary.
 Durkan, Bernard J.  Guirke, Johnny.
 English, Damien.  Healy-Rae, Danny.

 Farrell, Alan.  Howlin, Brendan.
 Flaherty, Joe.  Kenny, Martin.

 Flanagan, Charles.  Kerrane, Claire.
 Fleming, Sean.  Mac Lochlainn, Pádraig.
 Foley, Norma.  McDonald, Mary Lou.

 Griffin, Brendan.  McGrath, Mattie.
 Harris, Simon.  McNamara, Michael.
 Haughey, Seán.  Mitchell, Denise.
 Heydon, Martin.  Munster, Imelda.
 Higgins, Emer.  Murphy, Catherine.

 Humphreys, Heather.  Murphy, Verona.
 Kehoe, Paul.  Mythen, Johnny.
 Lahart, John.  Nash, Ged.

 Lawless, James.  Naughten, Denis.
 Leddin, Brian.  Nolan, Carol.

 Madigan, Josepha.  O’Callaghan, Cian.
 Martin, Catherine.  O’Donoghue, Richard.
 Martin, Micheál.  O’Reilly, Louise.
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 Matthews, Steven.  O’Rourke, Darren.
 McAuliffe, Paul.  Ó Broin, Eoin.

 McConalogue, Charlie.  Ó Laoghaire, Donnchadh.
 McEntee, Helen.  Ó Murchú, Ruairí.

 McGrath, Michael.  Ó Ríordáin, Aodhán.
 Moynihan, Aindrias.  Ó Snodaigh, Aengus.

 Murnane O’Connor, Jen-
nifer.

 Pringle, Thomas.

 Naughton, Hildegarde.  Quinlivan, Maurice.
 Noonan, Malcolm.  Ryan, Patricia.

 O’Brien, Joe.  Shanahan, Matt.
 O’Callaghan, Jim.  Sherlock, Sean.

 O’Dea, Willie.  Shortall, Róisín.
 O’Donnell, Kieran.  Smith, Bríd.
 O’Gorman, Roderic.  Smith, Duncan.

 O’Sullivan, Christopher.  Stanley, Brian.
 O’Sullivan, Pádraig.  Tully, Pauline.
 Ó Cathasaigh, Marc.  Ward, Mark.

 Ó Cuív, Éamon.  Whitmore, Jennifer.
 Rabbitte, Anne.

 Richmond, Neale.
 Ring, Michael.

 Smith, Brendan.
 Smyth, Niamh.
 Smyth, Ossian.
 Stanton, David.
 Varadkar, Leo.

Tellers: Tá, Deputies Jack Chambers and Brendan Griffin; Níl, Deputies Pádraig Mac Lo-
chlainn and Ged Nash�

Question declared carried�

14/06/2022P00100Deputy Mary Lou McDonald: Workers and families now face the biggest squeeze on 
household income for a decade.  People are being ripped off at every turn.  The price of fuel has 
hit new record highs - up 11% in just two weeks�  In some parts of the country, this means petrol 
prices have hit €2�30 a litre�  I accept that there are international factors at play in this but it is 
clear to us that we need an emergency budget and that people simply cannot wait until October�  
We need actions immediately to get the cost of fuel down and, therefore, I ask the Taoiseach to 
do two things�  First, I ask the Taoiseach to reduce the excise duty applied to petrol and diesel 
by the maximum level, which would bring prices of petrol down by 13 cent and those of diesel 
by 9 cent�  That, alone, will not be enough�  I ask that the Taoiseach engage with the EU Com-
mission to seek out further reductions in VAT and, indeed, in excise�  I ask that that engagement 
happen as a matter of urgency�  We should not have to come in and put this to the Taoiseach for 
months, as was the case last year on these matters�
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14/06/2022P00200The Taoiseach: First, as I have said, the cost of living is bearing down very heavily on 
people�  We are acutely aware of that in government and we have brought in approximately €2�4 
billion of measures already�

As I stated earlier, we cannot chase inflation like we did in the 1970s, when we had a 
decade-long inflationary cycle that went out of control and undermined people’s real incomes, 
jobs etc�  The forthcoming budget will be a cost-of-living budget�  We want to do things that 
target those in need but also deal with a range of issues that also support the economy and jobs 
and gives us an overall 12-month framework to deal with this issue and take on board the views 
of the social partners as well in respect of strategic issues that impact on the cost to people, from 
childcare to housing, and pay and the inflation issues arising also.

14/06/2022P00300Deputy Mary Lou McDonald: I take it that is a “No”�

14/06/2022P00400Deputy Ivana Bacik: Today, Women’s Aid published its annual report for 2021 revealing a 
shocking number of disclosures of domestic violence�  There were over 33,000 such disclosures 
last year�  Over 2,300 cases of sexual abuse were disclosed to the organisation last year�

Disappointingly, we have yet to see publication of the third national strategy on domestic, 
sexual and gender-based violence, which has been promised for some months�  As Chair of 
the Joint Committee on Gender Equality, I should say we have engaged with the Minister for 
Justice, with stakeholders and with Women’s Aid, Safe Ireland and other organisations seeking 
to see the implementation of the important Citizens’ Assembly recommendations on tackling 
gender-based violence�

There has been positive change in recent years, notably, among other legislation, the Do-
mestic Violence Act 2018 and the Harassment, Harmful Communications and Related Offences 
Act 2020�  However, we urgently need to see the strategy published by the Department of Jus-
tice and, indeed, to see then how we can proceed to carry out any further legislative reform that 
is needed�  I ask the Government to commit to seeing that strategy published before the end of 
this Dáil term in July�

14/06/2022P00500The Taoiseach: Of course, Deputy Bacik is correct�  The Minister for Justice, Deputy 
McEntee, has worked with a range of stakeholders in respect of this.  These figures are shock-
ing�  The Minister is leading work on a whole-of-Government approach to domestic, sexual 
and gender-based violence and to develop and to publish the strategy as soon as we possibly 
can�  The Minister engaged with all of the stakeholders in that regard�  I will ask the Minister 
to engage with the Deputy and others in respect of the timelines around the publication of the 
strategy, but also the follow-up work in respect of the work that Tusla has been doing in terms 
of accommodation etc�

14/06/2022P00600Deputy Gary Gannon: In this Chamber we hear much about the cost of living but the So-
ciety of St� Vincent de Paul report from several months ago captured the issue more succinctly�  
For too many families in this country, it is the cost of survival�  There was a report yesterday 
from the ESRI that demonstrated clearly that those most vulnerable are, once again, lone par-
ents and adults of a working age living with a disability�  We need targeted interventions imme-
diately�  We in the Social Democrats are asking for advanced targeted measures for people who 
are worried about the cost of survival, be that to feed themselves or the cost of electricity, and 
to do it more quickly�  We cannot simply say to people who are hungry in this country that they 
must wait until October and see what happens then�  We need it more immediately�  We are ask-
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ing for an intervention that comes before the budget�  People are really struggling at this point�

14/06/2022P00700The Taoiseach: The Government has already taken measures�  We accept that people are 
struggling�  We accept the need�  There has to be targeted measures, particularly for families and 
directed towards children in need and children who may be vulnerable, but the budget gives us 
the framework, but also the opportunity in advance of it to engage with many stakeholders and 
people who have views on this to make sure that we deal with this strategically�  What is hap-
pening is unprecedented because of the war in Ukraine�  We cannot just have measures every 
month.  That will not suffice.  The budget gives us an opportunity on all fronts to redistribute the 
impact of the unprecedented inflationary cycle on people and to target those who are suffering 
the most�

14/06/2022P00800Deputy Bríd Smith: I welcome the announcement today of the 80 electric buses to be pro-
vided this year and the plan to go to 800 over the next eight years�  Much more needs to be done�  
It is welcome but it is a drop in the ocean compared to the urgency that is needed to deal with 
climate change and the cost of living�  I note the Minister of State, Deputy Troy, has endorsed 
the People Before Profit policy of provision of free public transport, given he had a lovely trip 
to Luxembourg recently and had the experience of free public transport�  As well as Deputy 
Troy endorsing the notion of free public transport, will the Government have the same ambition 
to move towards that demand, which is one of the key demands of Saturday’s demonstration on 
the cost of living which will be an intervention before the budget?  At 1 p�m� on Saturday, peo-
ple will be marching through this city and one of the key demands is for free public transport�  
I encourage everybody to get onto that protest because it is an intervention we can make prior 
to the budget but I would like the Government to intervene and endorse the idea of free public 
transport�  As the Minister of State, Deputy Troy, said, “This is [the] route we need to travel�”

14/06/2022P00900The Taoiseach: First, the Government has taken significant steps towards reducing the 
fares on public transport, in the most recent cost-of-living measures we took but also in the bud-
get in October last in terms of young people’s fares being reduced by 50%, which was a radical 
move�  I welcome the Deputy’s welcome for the 80 electric buses�

14/06/2022P01000Deputy Richard Boyd Barrett: We welcome the Taoiseach’s welcome for our welcome�

14/06/2022P01100Deputy Mattie McGrath: Cuirim céad míle fáilte rompu�

14/06/2022P01200The Taoiseach: What is significant is that they come from a high quality factory, in terms 
of rights, in Ballymena�  The NTA has secured the capacity there�  That illustrates the synergies 
North and South that have developed economically to the benefit of all on the island.  That is a 
very practical example of that�

14/06/2022Q00200Deputy Bríd Smith: My question was about the policy for free public transport�

14/06/2022Q00300An Ceann Comhairle: I thank the Taoiseach and call Deputy Verona Murphy�

14/06/2022Q00400Deputy Verona Murphy: A recent Irish Nurses and Midwives Organisation, INMO, sur-
vey found that more than 30% of nurses said it is likely or very likely they will leave their jobs 
in the next year�  I am reliably informed that 11 of the current 12 interns at Wexford General 
Hospital have plans this year to emigrate to greener pastures�  Our valuable nurses and junior 
doctors are leaving this country in their droves to work in health systems that offer better pay, 
fewer hours and simply show appreciation for their invaluable skills and vocation�
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Will the Taoiseach tell the House what meaningful and radical plan his Government has to 
address immediately the now-critical recruitment and retention crisis across the health sector 
and implement the real change that is required to halt the tsunami that will wipe out our health 
service and its workforce?

14/06/2022Q00500The Taoiseach: Actually, over the past two years we have had record numbers of recruit-
ment into our health service.  We have invested very significantly in nurse education in this 
country and transformed it over the past 20 years�  I was involved in it myself at the time, in the 
degree programme, the advanced nursing programmes and the postgraduate programmes�  We 
need to continue to invest in nurse education and in all aspects of professional education within 
our health services�  We are increasing annually the number of people working in our health 
service�  That said, we are always seeking to improve human resource management within the 
Health Service Executive and within our health service more generally so that we create an 
atmosphere and environment that makes it more conducive to retaining staff and to keeping 
people in our health service�  There is still work to be done on that front�

14/06/2022Q00600Deputy Mattie McGrath: DEIS status schools have never been more important with the 
rising costs of living�  DEIS status was awarded to a number of schools in Tipperary�  How-
ever, Coláiste Dún Iascaigh in Cahir and the Edmund Rice Secondary School, Carrick-on-Suir, 
among others, were left out and denied DEIS status�  They have appealed, as the Department 
told them to do�  They are awaiting the results of the appeal�  They were dearly hoping to get 
results before the summer break, so they can plan for the reopening of the school in the coming 
September�  We hope they will be successful in getting DEIS status, because is vitally important 
nowadays, especially with the costs of sending children to school, as well as the costs of food, 
lunches and everything else�  DEIS status is important to those schools and especially, as I said, 
Edmund Rice Secondary School in Carrick-on-Suir and Coláiste Dún Iascaigh in Cahir�

14/06/2022Q00700The Taoiseach: I commend the Minister for Education, Deputy Foley, on taking the deci-
sion to expand DEIS.  This has been the largest and most significant expansion of the DEIS 
programme.  A recent ESRI study has shown the programme, since it was first initiated, has 
been a very significant contributing factor to better outcomes in education in the Republic, as 
opposed to outcomes in Northern Ireland�  There is a shared island research study in that regard�  
A separate, independent body assesses who qualifies and who does not.  It will go to an appeal.  
I understand the outcomes of the appeals should be within the next fortnight�  It is hoped the 
schools the Deputy has referenced can be successful in their appeal�  There is an independent 
mechanism for determining this�

14/06/2022Q00800Deputy Michael McNamara: A month ago, I raised the issue of overcrowding at Univer-
sity Hospital Limerick, UHL�  The Taoiseach told me there was an expert group in place there 
to deal with overcrowding at the time and to develop recommendations into the future�  I asked 
when it would report, to whom it would report and what were its terms of reference�  I asked 
in particular whether the existing one model 4 hospital and the three model 2 hospitals were 
adequate�  The Taoiseach did not know�  He told me would come back to me, but he did not�  I 
wrote to him since�  I still have no reply�  Today, a month later, there are 105 people on trolleys 
in Limerick.  That figure was 81 when I raised the issue a month ago.  What is going on in UHL?  
Does the Taoiseach even know?

14/06/2022Q00900The Taoiseach: The HSE established the task force and the team to go into University Hos-
pital Limerick�  It is obviously reporting back to the HSE�
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14/06/2022Q01000Deputy Michael McNamara: The Taoiseach is washing his hands of it�  He set up the HSE 
so that he could wash his hands of it�

14/06/2022Q01100The Taoiseach: No, I did not�  That is nonsense�  We saw during the pandemic the value of 
a single body to manage a pandemic�  God forbid if we had 15 separate regional bodies trying to 
manage a pandemic and all that would have unfolded�  There are pluses and there are minuses�  
Medical advice, royal college advice and so on, have all been of the view the configuration-----

14/06/2022Q01200Deputy Michael McNamara: Is the Taoiseach going to come back to me, or is he going to 
waffle?

14/06/2022Q01300The Taoiseach: The Deputy is heckling and he is interrupting�  I simply made a point----

14/06/2022Q01400Deputy Michael McNamara: The Taoiseach is waffling.

14/06/2022Q01500The Taoiseach: No, I am not�  Not at all�  I simply made the point that a team was appointed 
by the HSE and it is reporting back to the HSE in respect of the challenges facing the mid-west, 
particularly University Hospital Limerick-----

14/06/2022Q01600Deputy Michael McNamara: When?

14/06/2022Q01700The Taoiseach: -----where there has been very significant investment.

14/06/2022Q01800Deputy Brendan Smith: As the Taoiseach knows, in early 2021, the Northern Ireland 
planned healthcare scheme was put in place as a replacement for the European Union cross-
border directive, following Britain’s exit from the EU�  This scheme and its predecessor have 
enabled large numbers of patients to access treatment or surgery or both in Northern Ireland and 
elsewhere, paid for by this State�  By and large, these were patients who had been on long hos-
pital waiting lists�  Similarly, people from Northern Ireland have access to treatment in private 
hospitals in this State where there is spare capacity across some specialties�  This scheme needs 
to be put on a legislative basis and not just on administrative basis as at present�  We should be 
seeing more use of this scheme, especially for children who are awaiting therapies, for example�  
I would like if there were a timeline in respect of the legislative measures�

14/06/2022Q01900The Taoiseach: I thank Deputy for raising the issue.  This scheme has been in effective 
operation since January 2021�  It ensures patients have not lost important access to private 
providers in Northern Ireland following the cessation of the EU cross-border directive arising 
from Brexit�  Using the latest data available from the HSE, more than 5,500 reimbursements 
have been made to persons in 2021 who have continued to access healthcare in Northern Ireland 
under either the cross-border directive transitional arrangements or the new Northern Ireland 
planned healthcare scheme�  This equates to the reimbursement of approximately €9�7 million 
to patients accessing care under the scheme�  Patients also continue to access care in other Eu-
ropean Union nations under the provisions of the cross-border directive�

On the point of the legislation, this is on administrative basis at the moment�  Work is under 
way by the Department of Health to determine the legislative framework that is necessary to 
underpin the operation of the Northern Ireland planned healthcare scheme�  That will continue 
over the coming while.  I will come back to the Deputy with more specific timelines.

14/06/2022Q02000Deputy Francis Noel Duffy: I have used almost every opportunity in this Chamber to 
emphasise the value to the State of cost rental affordable housing and 100% housing on public 
land�  The LDA recently informed the housing committee that it would now build 100% public 
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housing on public land and that 75% of its units will be cost rental�  This amounts to approxi-
mately 30,000 units over the next 20 years�  I personally welcome these Green Party policies�  
However, recent newsprints suggest delays�  Will the Taoiseach give us assurance here today 
the LDA is on track to deliver 30,000 costs rental units, as prescribed in its 20-year programme?

14/06/2022Q02100The Taoiseach: I thank the Deputy for raising the issue�  Given the green credentials of the 
Minister, Deputy O’Brien, I have no doubt the LDA will be pursued�  The LDA wants to deliver 
here-----

14/06/2022Q02200Deputy Richard Boyd Barrett: It is not doing a very good job�

14/06/2022Q02300The Taoiseach: -----and we want to deliver as much housing as we can, as quickly as we 
possibly can�  I will certainly articulate the Deputy’s perspective again to the Minister�

14/06/2022Q02400Deputy Matt Carthy: We have talked about what is quite simply a Fianna Fáil stroke by 
the Minister for Housing, Local Government and Heritage to table a last-minute amendment 
that will allow political parties to raise money through a lottery licence�  Of course, the reason 
he is doing that is because that practice is currently illegal�  Back in the 1980s, the Taoiseach 
will remember that Fianna Fáil was brought all the way to the Supreme Court by An Garda 
Síochána to prove it was neither a charity nor a philanthropic body�

Recognising the Minister’s amendment will make this legal for the first time, I have very 
specific questions for the Taoiseach.  Will he explain to the House how Fianna Fáil raised more 
than half a million euro last year through a lottery licence?  Did his party mislead the courts?  
Given the conditions of such a licence, which stipulate that money should go to charity, has Fi-
anna Fáil now handed that money over to a charitable cause?  These are very specific questions.  
I hope I get specific answers.

14/06/2022Q02500The Taoiseach: I would very much appreciate transparent answers from the Deputy’s good 
self-----

14/06/2022Q02600Deputy Matt Carthy: We have spoken about it�

14/06/2022Q02700The Taoiseach: -----on his party’s fundraising activities over the past 20, 25 or 30 years�  
I do not think it would bear too much public scrutiny�  Anything Fianna Fáil has raised over 
recent years has been within the law�

14/06/2022Q02800Deputy Matt Carthy: No, it has not�

14/06/2022Q02900Deputy Pearse Doherty: No, it has not�  Fianna Fáil is changing the law to facilitate it�

14/06/2022Q03000An Ceann Comhairle: Wait now�  No, no�  Resume your seat�

14/06/2022Q03100Deputy Matt Carthy: On a point of order, a Cheann Comhairle, I have asked the question 
in respect of-----

14/06/2022Q03200An Ceann Comhairle: Resume your seat, Deputy�

14/06/2022Q03300Deputy Matt Carthy: A Cheann Comhairle, may I make a point of order?

14/06/2022Q03400An Ceann Comhairle: No, you may not�  Resume your seat�

14/06/2022Q03500Deputy Matt Carthy: I have a point of order�
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14/06/2022Q03600An Ceann Comhairle: There is no point of order on these lines�  Resume your seat�

14/06/2022Q03700Deputy Matt Carthy: I would like to make a point of order that the Taoiseach has clearly 
misled this House�

14/06/2022Q03800An Ceann Comhairle: Please do not accuse anybody of misleading the House�  Resume 
your seat�

14/06/2022Q03900Deputy Pearse Doherty: They are changing the law to make it legal�  They raised half a 
million last year illegally�

14/06/2022Q03950Deputy Matt Carthy: Has Fianna Fáil given it to charity?

14/06/2022Q04000An Ceann Comhairle: Resume your seat, Deputy, please�

14/06/2022Q04100Deputy Matt Carthy: Has it given the money back to charity?

14/06/2022Q04150An Ceann Comhairle: Resume your seat�

14/06/2022Q04175Deputy Matt Carthy: That is the law�

14/06/2022Q04200An Ceann Comhairle: Please, Deputy�

14/06/2022Q04300Deputy Matt Carthy: The law is they have to give that money to charity�  They have to 
abide by the law�

14/06/2022Q04400An Ceann Comhairle: Please, Deputy�  I call Deputy Mac Lochlainn�

14/06/2022Q04500Deputy Matt Carthy: He is not answering�  The Taoiseach is refusing to answer the ques-
tion, a Cheann Comhairle�

14/06/2022Q04600Deputy Pearse Doherty: Maybe he could also explain why the permit, the lottery licence, 
which is supposed to be available in the court, is not available in the court�

14/06/2022Q04700An Ceann Comhairle: Deputy, you are not Deputy Mac Lochlainn�  I have called Deputy 
Pádraig Mac Lochlainn�

14/06/2022R00400Deputy Pádraig Mac Lochlainn: The Cabinet signed off today on the updated defective 
blocks scheme, which we are told will cost up to €2�7 billion�  For the life of me, I cannot un-
derstand why the Government has not clearly said there will be full scrutiny of the legislation, 
given that €2�7 billion of taxpayers’ money is involved�  In 2020, as the Taoiseach knows, we 
had a so-called 90:10 scheme, which was a false dawn for all the families in counties Donegal 
and Mayo�  In 2021, we had the introduction of a sliding scale�  Families have been let down 
again and again�  Will the Government work with the families to ensure proper scrutiny and that 
the legislation, at last, delivers 100% redress, is based on actual science and ensures taxpayers’ 
money is spent prudently?

14/06/2022R00500The Taoiseach: The Deputy welcomed and endorsed the 2020 scheme�

14/06/2022R00600Deputy Pádraig Mac Lochlainn: We learned the hard way�

14/06/2022R00700The Taoiseach: The Government has decided today to expand the scheme even further to 
include counties Clare and Limerick and to take on board the recommendations from the Soci-
ety of Chartered Surveyors Ireland, SCSI�  It is time to move on this�  One day, the Deputy will 
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come in here and attack the Government for delaying�  The next day, he will come in and - let 
us be honest about it - refer to scenarios that could create-----

(Interruptions).

14/06/2022R00900The Taoiseach: I am just saying this straight up because the Deputy needs to be honest with 
people too�  He should not come back to me next December saying the Government has done 
nothing on this because the legislation still has not been passed by the House�  I am open to 
progressing this�  I want honesty and transparency in the legislative process�

14/06/2022R01000Deputy Pádraig Mac Lochlainn: Is the Taoiseach agreeing to scrutiny?

14/06/2022R01100The Taoiseach: The Deputy knows and I know what pre-legislative scrutiny means�

14/06/2022R01200Deputy Pádraig Mac Lochlainn: Are you agreeing to scrutiny?

14/06/2022R01300The Taoiseach: I am simply saying that the Minister is very clear in what he has said to the 
homeowners�  When I went to County Donegal and met people, they were complaining about 
delays in getting houses rebuilt�

14/06/2022R01400An Ceann Comhairle: The time is up, Taoiseach�

14/06/2022R01500The Taoiseach: They wanted urgency in getting houses started�  I understand 300 houses 
have been identified by Donegal County Council on which a start could be made.  We need to 
get going, particularly on the houses that are most damaged and are not habitable at the mo-
ment�  We need to get them demolished and rebuilt�

14/06/2022R01600An Ceann Comhairle: We are out of time�

14/06/2022R01700The Taoiseach: I genuinely think we need to get on with it�

14/06/2022R01800An Ceann Comhairle: I would like to get on with it too�  We are out of time�  My apologies 
to those Deputies who were not reached�

14/06/2022R01900Reports on Defence Forces Service with the United Nations: Referral to Select Commit-
tee

14/06/2022R02000Minister of State at the Department of the Taoiseach (Deputy Jack Chambers): I move:

That, notwithstanding anything in the Order of the Dáil of 29th June, 2021, the proposal 
that Dáil Éireann approves:

(i) the report by the Minister for Defence regarding service by the Defence Forces 
with the United Nations in 2020, and

(ii) the report by the Minister for Defence regarding service by the Defence Forces 
with the United Nations in 2021,

copies of which were laid before Dáil Éireann on 21st June, 2021 and 30th March, 2022 
respectively, in accordance with Section 13, of the Defence (Amendment) Act 2006, be 
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referred to the Select Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence, in accordance with Stand-
ing Order 95(1)(a), which, not later than 5th July, 2022, shall send a message to the Dáil in 
the manner prescribed in Standing Order 101, and Standing Order 100(2) shall accordingly 
apply�

Question put and agreed to�

14/06/2022R02200Ireland’s Participation in PESCO Projects: Referral to Select Committee

14/06/2022R02300Minister of State at the Department of the Taoiseach (Deputy Jack Chambers): I move:

That the proposal that, in accordance with the Programme for Government commit-
ments, Dáil Éireann approves Ireland’s participation in four Permanent Structured Coopera-
tion (PESCO) Projects:

i) Cyber Threats and Incident Response Information Sharing Platform,

ii) Deployable Military Disaster Relief Capability Package,

iii) Special Operations Forces Medical Training Centre, and

iv) Maritime (semi) Autonomous Systems for Mine Countermeasures,

be referred to the Select Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence, in accordance with 
Standing Order 95(1)(a), which, not later than 5th July, 2022, shall send a message to the 
Dáil in the manner prescribed in Standing Order 101, and Standing Order 100(2) shall ac-
cordingly apply�

14/06/2022R02400An Ceann Comhairle: Is that agreed?

14/06/2022R02500Deputy Richard Boyd Barrett: No�

14/06/2022R02600Deputy Jack Chambers: We will have a full debate when the proposal comes back from 
the select committee�

Question put and agreed to�

14/06/2022R02800Ceisteanna - Questions

14/06/2022R02900Taoiseach’s Meetings and Engagements

14/06/2022R030001� Deputy Ivana Bacik asked the Taoiseach if he will report on his most recent discussions 
with the Prime Minister of Ukraine� [24218/22]

14/06/2022R031002� Deputy Seán Haughey asked the Taoiseach if he will report on his most recent discus-
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sions with the Prime Minister of Ukraine� [26029/22]

14/06/2022R032003� Deputy Neale Richmond asked the Taoiseach if he will report on his recent meeting with 
the Deputy Prime Minister of Ukraine� [30513/22]

14/06/2022R03225The Taoiseach: I propose to take Questions Nos� 1 to 3, inclusive, together�

I met with the Ukrainian Prime Minister, Mr� Denys Shmyhal, in Shannon Airport on 20 
April.  He gave me a first-hand account of events on the ground in Ukraine, including, in par-
ticular, the appalling killings and destruction in Bucha and the continuing attacks on civilians 
and towns�  The Prime Minister, who was on his way to discussions at the International Mon-
etary Fund, IMF, in Washington, outlined Ukraine’s urgent need for financial assistance, both 
to enable the its Government to keep essential services going and to reconstruct infrastructure 
and buildings after the war�  He also indicated areas where particular technical assistance will 
be required to help make Ukraine safe again in the face of the enormous damage caused by the 
war�  He reiterated the determination of the Ukrainian Government to protect its people and 
resist the ongoing aggression by Russian forces�

I expressed Ireland’s strong support for Ukraine’s application to join the EU�  The Com-
mission will shortly publish its opinion on the application, which will be discussed by the Eu-
ropean Council at its meeting later this month�  I also expressed our support for the strongest 
sanctions against Russia and those in Russia supporting or facilitating the war.  A significant 
sixth package of sanctions against Russia, which will see an end to the importation of 90% of 
Russian crude oil and petroleum products, was subsequently agreed at the special meeting of 
the European Council on 30 and 31 May�  Prime Minister Shmyhal expressed his gratitude for 
Ireland’s ongoing support for Ukraine, including in welcoming Ukrainians who have sought 
refuge in this country�

I met with the Ukrainian Minister of Foreign Affairs, Mr. Dmytro Kuleba, during my visit 
to the World Economic Forum in Davos on 25 May�  He briefed me, in particular, on latest 
developments in the war, especially in Donbas, where there have been a large number of both 
military and civilian casualties�  I expressed my total horror at the brutal way in which Russian 
forces are destroying towns and villages�  I also had an opportunity for a short exchange with 
the mayor of Kyiv, Mr� Vitali Klitschko, while in Davos�

I met with the Deputy Prime Minister of Ukraine, Ms Olga Stefanishyna, during her recent 
visit to Dublin on 3 June�  She was especially focused on seeking support for Ukraine’s EU 
application�  She said that while the Ukrainian Government fully appreciates that joining the 
EU is a complex process, in which relevant criteria must be met, a strong signal from the Euro-
pean Council at this time would be of very significant value to the people of Ukraine, who are 
enduring so much�  I expressed our support and undertook to engage with other EU leaders to 
ensure the most positive message possible is sent�  I also met with the Speaker of the Ukrainian 
Parliament, Mr� Ruslan Stefanchuk, during my visit to the European Parliament on 8 June�  I 
again set out Ireland’s unequivocal support for his country and his people�  He expressed his 
gratitude to the Government and people of Ireland�  In my address to the European Parliament, I 
said that those countries looking to join the EU should be supported in undertaking the reforms 
and preparations necessary and that, when they meet the criteria, we should not place further 
barriers in their way�  I expressed my hope that when the European Council meets in June and 
considers its application, it will be possible to send the people of Ukraine a clear and positive 
message�
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14/06/2022R03400Deputy Ivana Bacik: I thank the Taoiseach for the update on his meeting with the Ukrai-
nian Prime Minister and for his expression of support from the Government for the rapid acces-
sion of Ukraine to the EU�  I join him in expressing solidarity with the people of Ukraine and 
support for its speedy accession to the Union�

I met last week with the Ukrainian ambassador, Ms Gerasko Larysa, in Leinster House�  In 
previous weeks, I invited members of the Ukrainian Action in Ireland group to meet with the 
leaders and Whips of other groupings in the Oireachtas�  I commend all the voluntary actions 
being taken, including, for example, the opening of a new support hub for Ukrainians in Vicar 
Street, Dublin 8 at the weekend and the provision of free bicycles to Ukrainian refugees by Paul 
McQuaid of River Cycles in Usher’s Island, also in Dublin 8�  These and many other examples 
of voluntary activity around the country to support Ukrainians are hugely welcome�  The am-
bassador conveyed to me her thanks to Ireland for the huge support we have given to Ukrai-
nians fleeing war but expressed concern about accommodation and that the Ukrainian adults 
who come here wish to engage in paid employment�  To facilitate them in doing so, we need to 
ensure there is adequate provision not only of school places but also of childcare�  I undertook 
to raise those issues�

I once again express my condemnation of the horrific Russian war and the appalling breach-
es of international rules of war, including the filtration camps about which we are now hearing.  
We must all condemn the unspeakable horrors that are being visited on the people of Ukraine�

14/06/2022R03500Deputy Seán Haughey: I am pleased the EU has been able finally to agree a sixth round 
of sanctions on Russia�  As we know, there will be a ban on all seaborne oil from Russia�  In 
addition, the country’s largest bank, Sberbank, has been barred from the Society for Worldwide 
Interbank Financial Telecommunication, SWIFT, system�  However, it took a long time to agree 
this package�  The Prime Minister of Hungary, Mr� Viktor Orbán, held up the agreement and a 
temporary exemption was given for piped oil imports.  The negotiations were difficult and the 
final deal is not perfect.

Is there a weakening of solidarity with Ukraine within the EU?  There are reports of difficul-
ties, for instance, regarding the striking of a peace deal between Russia and Ukraine�  France 
and Italy are talking with Putin, apparently, and the Baltic states are not particularly happy 
about that�  Will Ukraine be made to accept the ceding of territory or be told it cannot join 
NATO as part of any potential peace agreement?  There is also opposition from some member 
states to Ukraine’s application to join the EU being fast-tracked�  I would like the Taoiseach to 
tell the House that EU solidarity is firm and that it is not being diminished regarding the issues 
I brought to his attention�

14/06/2022S00200Deputy Neale Richmond: I am grateful for that comprehensive update from the Taoiseach�  
I join with others in strongly supporting his call for the full and rapid accession of Ukraine to 
the EU, as well as Moldova and Georgia in due course�  One of the sad things, and we are over 
100 days into this phase of the conflict, is that the attention of so many people is drifting.  Sadly, 
it is drifting when the war is perhaps getting most vicious, particularly in the Donbas region�  
We see the true extent of the crimes that Russia is committing against the Ukrainian people�  It 
is rarely being covered and is not being discussed to the same extent that it was in the first fort-
night of the war.  This happens with many conflicts and it is understandable.  It behoves all of 
us who spoke so passionately on this previously, regardless of what side of the debate we were 
on or what angle, to continue to press this�
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We have to remember this war is exacerbating so many of the difficulties that all the coun-
tries across the EU are facing�  It is sickening to see Russia using food as a weapon in this war 
and especially food destined for the developing world�  The Taoiseach talked about further EU 
sanctions�  Like Deputy Haughey, I think the EU can go further and there can be a seventh 
round of sanctions�  Regarding Ireland’s role, the next time the EU agrees supports for Ukraine 
will we put financial resources behind EU lethal military support for the Ukrainians?  Will we 
again look at the anti-aircraft missiles and Javelin missiles that are sitting in storage and soon to 
be disposed of and give those to the Ukrainian people who can use them to defend their lives, 
their homes and, indeed, Europe?

14/06/2022S00300Deputy Richard Boyd Barrett: I find it interesting that the Taoiseach met with the Deputy 
Prime Minister of Ukraine as she was on the way to the International Monetary Fund, IMF�  
People Before Profit-----

14/06/2022S00400The Taoiseach: No�

14/06/2022S00500Deputy Richard Boyd Barrett: I referred to the IMF, which the Taoiseach might possibly 
have heard of�

14/06/2022S00600The Taoiseach: Yes, but it was the Prime Minister I met and not the Deputy Prime Minister, 
before he continued on to Washington�

14/06/2022S00700Deputy Richard Boyd Barrett: Sorry�  My apologies�  Prime Minister Shmyhal was go-
ing to the IMF to seek financial assistance.  Since the beginning of this, People Before Profit 
has been saying that we should support the calls for a unilateral cancellation of Ukrainian debt�  
It would make a significant difference to the ability of Ukrainians to restore and rebuild their 
country, which has been shattered by Putin’s bloody war�  Yet the Taoiseach and all the major 
powers that claim they are such great supporters of the Ukrainian people have resisted the call 
for cancellation of Ukrainian debt, just like the IMF has previously resisted the cancellation of 
the debts of many impoverished and war-devastated countries in Africa, the Middle East and so 
on.  It seems that support for the international financial system is more important to the Taoise-
ach’s Government and other western governments than actually assisting the Ukrainian people 
in their hour of need�

14/06/2022S00800Deputy Mary Lou McDonald: I also welcome the very clear position taken by the Govern-
ment concerning Ukrainian accession to the EU�  I wish to raise the issues of housing and the re-
sourcing of childcare and school places, in particular in respect of what is available to Ukrainian 
people now living here�  Others have pointed out the Trojan work being done by community and 
voluntary organisations, local schools and statutory agencies�  The response is still being found 
wanting from the Government, however, in respect of resourcing�

Examples include the lack of capacity in early childcare and learning services for children 
of school age�  I cite Dublin’s inner city as an example, where serious resource issues existed 
prior to Putin’s criminal war on Ukraine�  I raised those issues with the Taoiseach on several oc-
casions�  Now, however, this situation has been exacerbated almost beyond breaking point�  We 
saw last weekend reports of issues around housing and accommodation, with people sleeping 
on the floors of hotels.  I am sure that is not what we want for anyone when we receive them into 
this country�  What are the plans to up the funding available for childcare, early child learning, 
school places and accommodation?

14/06/2022S00900An Ceann Comhairle: The Taoiseach has three and a half minutes to respond�
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14/06/2022S01000The Taoiseach: I thank all the Deputies for their contributions�  I share with Deputy Bacik 
her horror at this war and the extraordinary inhumanity visited on the people of Ukraine�  Towns 
have been levelled to oblivion almost in respect of buildings�  Civilians have been targeted con-
sistently.  The Deputy also correctly identified a range of volunteer organisations and individu-
als that have been extremely supportive of the response here to the situation�

Regarding Ukraine’s application for membership of the EU, there has been proactive diplo-
matic engagement by the Ukrainian Government�  This has been represented most recently by 
the four parliamentarians here these days in respect of supporting Ukraine’s application�  We are 
engaging with the European Commission and its President, and with others, to pursue that�  On 
Deputy Haughey’s point, to be fair in the context of the sixth round of sanctions, it gets more 
challenging as we get higher up the rounds�  The sanction on the importation of Russian oil 
is a significant move, because quite a number of EU countries are very dependent on Russian 
oil and gas, unlike us and some other states�  Therefore, it is rather easier for us to declare our 
support in this regard�  To be fair, countries such as Germany and others are taking on board 
significant pressure by reducing their dependency on Russian oil very quickly.

I do not believe there is a weakening of solidarity�  As I said to Deputy Bacik regarding the 
application for EU membership, I hope that by the time of the next meeting of the European 
Council, in the next fortnight, that we will be able to achieve some degree of unity of purpose 
concerning Ukraine’s application�  There are challenges�  Some countries have a more tech-
nocratic approach to applications to joining the EU�  In a time of war, however, I believe it is 
necessary to send a simple and clear message to the people of Ukraine that they belong within 
the EU�  We should be unequivocal about that message of support�  I met with the speaker of the 
Ukrainian Parliament, as I said earlier�  He sends his best wishes to the Ceann Comhairle and 
appreciates his recent meeting with him and with the Cathaoirleach of the Seanad�  This clear 
message regarding the Ukrainian application is the point�  Generally speaking, I favour a more 
proactive approach to enlargement in the western Balkans and in the neighbourhood of the EU 
more generally�  A passive approach in this regard leads to manipulation by other powers that 
are not really advancing the cause of the citizens of those countries in the neighbourhood of the 
EU�

On the question of a ceasefire or a settlement, the leaders at the European Council have 
been adamant, especially the German Chancellor and the French President, that it is a matter 
for Ukraine to determine the timing and criteria governing any ceasefire and the conditions and 
so on�  Also, in terms of the reconstruction of Ukraine, the governments of Europe stand ready 
to support that fairly substantially�

Deputy Richmond raised similar points�  It is incomprehensible that food is being weap-
onised, with silos-----

14/06/2022S01100An Ceann Comhairle: We are out of time now�

14/06/2022S01200The Taoiseach: Grain is not being allowed out of the ports�  The strangulation of the ports 
by Russia is a significant problem.  We support the provision of non-lethal weapons.  That is the 
position of the Government�  This has not held back the deployment of the EU Peace Facility, 
EPF�

On the point made by Deputy Boyd Barrett concerning the IMF and the seeking of finan-
cial assistance, again, the IMF is there to support many countries in distress�  Without it, many 
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countries would have gone under a long time ago�  I do not see the IMF as the bogeyman in all 
of this�  Rather, I see it as playing a constructive role in ensuring there is some degree of world 
order and in creating-----

14/06/2022S01300An Ceann Comhairle: We are out of time�

14/06/2022S01400The Taoiseach: -----the financial wherewithal to enable countries like Ukraine, and others, 
in situations like this to recover�  All of the western countries and democracies are working 
towards reconstruction and reconstruction funds to enable the reconstruction of Ukraine in the 
aftermath of the war�

In terms of childcare and education, we have provided significant resources to Ukrainians 
who have come into the country, as well as accommodation�  It has been quite unprecedented�  
Parallel with that, we are now witnessing a significant increase in the number of those seeking 
asylum, separate from the Ukrainian situation�  It could be three times what we anticipated this 
year alone�  There are huge challenges facing us as a country in that respect�

14/06/2022T00200Departmental Offices

14/06/2022T003004� Deputy Mary Lou McDonald asked the Taoiseach if he will report on the international 
unit of his Department� [24325/22]

14/06/2022T004005� Deputy Ivana Bacik asked the Taoiseach if he will report on the international unit of his 
Department� [25826/22]

14/06/2022T005006� Deputy Richard Boyd Barrett asked the Taoiseach if he will report on the international 
unit of his Department� [26001/22]

14/06/2022T006007� Deputy Paul Murphy asked the Taoiseach if he will report on the international unit of 
his Department� [26004/22]

14/06/2022T007008� Deputy Seán Haughey asked the Taoiseach if he will report on the international unit of 
his Department� [26030/22]

14/06/2022T008009� Deputy Mick Barry asked the Taoiseach if he will report on the international unit of his 
Department� [26198/22]

14/06/2022T00900The Taoiseach: I propose to take Questions Nos� 4 to 9, inclusive, together�

The international section of the Department supports my work at an international level, be-
yond the EU, to promote Ireland’s foreign and economic policy objectives and to develop and 
maintain strong bilateral and multilateral relations�  Working closely with other departments, 
especially the Department of Foreign Affairs, the section provides me with advice and briefing 
on bilateral and multilateral relations, and on international issues generally, including interna-
tional peace and security, overseas development assistance, and international human rights�

The section also oversees the implementation of the Global Ireland 2025 strategy and chairs 
a senior officials group to monitor progress on implementation of the UN strategic development 
goals, supporting the work of the Department of Environment, Climate and Communications 
in overseeing coherent implementation across government�  The section co-ordinates my inter-
national travel, as well as my engagement with Heads of State and government, and with other 
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senior international figures and organisations.

Recent outbound visits include my attendance at the World Economic Forum in Davos on 
25 May, where I participated in a panel discussion on European unity in the context of the EU’s 
response to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, met a number of senior executives from multinational 
companies with a significant presence in Ireland, including at an event hosted by IDA Ireland, 
had bilateral meetings with the President of Israel and the Foreign Minister of Ukraine and en-
gaged with, among others, the Prime Ministers of Moldova, Greece, and Croatia, as well as the 
Chancellor of Austria and other European, Middle East, African and Latin American leaders�

The section also supported my visit to members of the Irish Defence Forces serving in UNI-
FIL in Lebanon on 28 and 29 May, to mark International Day of United Nations Peacekeep-
ers�  During my visit to Lebanon, I met the head of mission and force commander of UNIFIL, 
Major General Aroldo Lázaro Sáenz, visited the town of Tibnin, laid a wreath at the memorial 
in memory of the 47 members of the Defence Forces who lost their lives serving in Lebanon, 
met members of the local community, visited the Defence Forces stationed at UN position 2-45, 
observed their important work first-hand and visited UN position 652, which helps to secure 
the Blue Line between Lebanon and Israel�  During my visit I also had short meetings with the 
Deputy Prime Minister of Lebanon, Saadeh Al Shami, and the Minister of Tourism, Walid Nas-
sar�  I was accompanied by the Minister for Defence, Deputy Simon Coveney, and the Chief of 
Staff for the Defence Forces, Lieutenant General Seán Clancy.

The international section also co-ordinates inbound visits, and I was pleased recently to be 
able to receive, among others, the Governor of New Jersey, Phil Murphy, on 25 April, a visit-
ing US congressional delegation, headed by Congressman Richard E� Neal on 23 May, and the 
Deputy Prime Minister of Ukraine, Olga Stefanishyna, on 3 June�  I also met the Prime Minister 
of Holland, Mark Rutte�

14/06/2022T01000Deputy Mary Lou McDonald: The chair of the European Parliament’s Palestinian delega-
tion issued a damning statement last month in response to Israel’s eleventh-hour decision to 
ban him from entering Palestine and the delegation from visiting Gaza�  Israel’s interference 
in member state politicians’ engagement with the Palestinian institutions and civic and human 
rights group is a constant that would not be accepted from any other state with which the EU 
has a long-term economic and trade agreement�

Just a week before Israel’s authorities banned the delegation’s visit, the EU announced a €25 
million humanitarian aid package to meet the basic needs of vulnerable Palestinians in Gaza as 
well as in the West Bank and East Jerusalem�  On announcing that funding, the Commissioner 
called on Israel to respect international humanitarian law and condemned the continued evic-
tion of civilians and demolition of their homes, schools and basic infrastructure�  

Israel’s blockade of Gaza is ruthless�  It is a breach of international law and has crippled the 
economy, with two thirds of the population reliant on humanitarian assistance�  In the West Bank 
and East Jerusalem, Israel continues to restrict Palestinian access to essential goods and servic-
es, including water, electricity and education�  UN special rapporteur Michael Lynk has called 
for Israel’s latest escalation of rocket attacks on Gaza to be investigated by the International 
Criminal Court.  Yet, the UN, EU and this Government are totally ineffectual when it comes to 
holding the Israeli authorities to account for their innumerable breaches of international human 
rights law and the operation of an apartheid regime against Palestinians�  Surely it is now time 
for the Taoiseach to not alone support the Control of Economic Activity (Occupied Territories) 
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Bill 2018, but to champion its provisions through this House and with our EU partners�

14/06/2022T01100Deputy Ivana Bacik: We heard an important briefing today from Dóchas on the Horn of 
Africa crisis, where up to 20 million people could go hungry due to drought and the fallout from 
the brutal war on Ukraine�  What additional aid will Ireland commit to the growing food crisis 
in the global south?  How can we use our position on the UN Security Council to find solutions 
to the Russian embargo on Ukrainian grain exports, while being conscious that Russia is clearly 
weaponising food production in Ukraine?

I also wish to ask about our position on the TRIPS waiver, given that the WTO ministerial 
conference is taking place in Geneva now�  I am conscious that Oxfam Ireland has urged the 
Tánaiste to use his position on the WTO’s foreign affairs council to advocate for a full TRIPS 
waiver to facilitate the local production of Covid-19 vaccines, treatments and tests in lower- 
and middle-income countries�  Will Ireland support a full TRIPS waiver to end global Covid-19 
vaccine inequality?  Will Ireland advocate this week at the WTO ministerial conference for the 
EU to support such a waiver?  

In Ireland, 81% of people had two doses of the Covid-19 vaccine, compared to only 14% of 
people in lower-income countries�  Nearly 30,000 people worldwide have died every day from 
Covid since the TRIPS waiver was first proposed, the majority in low-income countries.  I am 
conscious of the immense devastation Covid has caused here, with reports growing of long Co-
vid and a lack of treatments for people suffering from it.  However, I am also conscious, as all 
of us are, that the implications and impact have been so much worse from those who suffered 
from Covid in low-income countries without the same access to vaccines and treatments that 
we in the developed world and, in particular, in the EU have had�  Can we support a full TRIPS 
waiver?

14/06/2022T01200Deputy Richard Boyd Barrett: Within days of Putin’s bloody and inexcusable invasion of 
Ukraine, the Taoiseach, along with other European leaders, demanded that Putin and his regime 
become outcasts in the international community and have argued for boycott, sanctions and 
divestment of Putin’s regime for his horrible crimes�  Yet the Taoiseach has reported that he met 
the Israeli President and continues with normal economic, political and diplomatic relations 
with the state of Israel, which refused a European parliamentary delegation entry to Palestin-
ian territory�  The UN special rapporteur for the Middle East, Human Rights Watch, Amnesty 
International and B’Tselem all recently condemned the state of Israel for ongoing systematic 
crimes against humanity�

A siege against Gaza has gone on for a decade and has brought the entirety of Gaza into “a 
permanent humanitarian crisis”�  Yet, there is no call for sanctions, a boycott or divestment but 
just business as usual with the state of Israel�  Could the Taoiseach please explain these extraor-
dinary double standards?  There has been no sanction at all against Israel, and even when the 
most respected international human rights organisations in the world are saying there should 
be targeted sanctions, he resists�  I ask the Taoiseach please to explain it, because the double 
standards are shocking�

4 o’clock14/06/2022U00100

Deputy Bríd Smith: I note from the Taoiseach’s reports that he spends a lot of time at meet-
ings and travelling to visit various delegations and discussing the horror, as he described it, of 
the war in Ukraine and the extraordinary inhumanity being imposed by Russian forces on the 
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people of Ukraine�  I ask him to perform a very simple act of solidarity that would go a long way 
towards alleviating that horror�  There are tens of thousands of Ukrainian people living in Po-
land, having fled Ukraine since the start of the war.  Many are women who have been raped by 
Russian soldiers as part of the war effort.  Rape is always used as a weapon in war.  As a result, 
many of them end up pregnant.  Under current Polish legislation, those who find themselves 
pregnant as a result of rape and who wish to seek an abortion have to go to court to prove they 
have been raped�  That law is being applied to those Ukrainian women who have been raped by 
members of the Russian army or the other forces attacking them�  They are being cruelly treated 
in being told they must also prove they are pregnant as a result of rape before they can access 
abortion�  That is inhuman and cruel�  There will be an amendment by The Left party before the 
parliament next week to lift that restriction and to allow Ukrainian women access to abortion�  
Access for all is hugely important�  Will the Taoiseach support the amendment by The Left party 
and make it clear that he considers it an abomination that women who have been raped in a war 
cannot access abortion?

14/06/2022U00200Deputy Seán Haughey: As we know, the British Government has published legislation 
to set aside various aspects of the protocol�  It is clearly a breach of the UK’s commitments 
under international law�  It seems to me that the British Prime Minister has done deals all over 
the place, including with the European Research Group in the Tory Party, to win his recent no-
confidence vote.  The legislation can be seen in that context.  Boris Johnson is, in effect, set-
ting aside international law, destroying British-Irish relations and EU-UK relations, weakening 
the Good Friday Agreement and risking a trade war between the EU and the UK�  The British 
Government has said that it is setting aside the protocol to protect the Good Friday Agreement�  
Nothing could be further from the truth�  The complete opposite is, in fact, the case�  The legis-
lation has been brought forward simply to appease just one of the political parties in the North, 
to the detriment of the Good Friday Agreement as a whole�  It is important for the international 
unit of the Taoiseach’s Department to get the message out loud and clear to our friends across 
the world that what the British Government is doing could actually wreck the peace process, not 
the opposite, as some have claimed�

14/06/2022U00300The Taoiseach: The decision to ban an EU delegation from entering Palestine is reprehen-
sible and wrong.  We have consistently, at EU level but, more significantly, at the UN Security 
Council, raised issues pertaining to Israeli policy within the West Bank, settlements and a range 
of other matters�  We have been probably one of most consistent and proactive countries in that 
regard, most recently in respect of the murder of Shireen Abu Akleh, the Al-Jazeera journal-
ist�  I met with the President of Israel, at his request, on the margins of Davos�  He has strong 
Irish connections, as the House will be aware�  We never lose an opportunity to put across our 
perspective and viewpoint on the settlement policy and how wrong it is and the need for a two-
state solution to that issue�

I say to Deputy McDonald and others that, internationally, Ireland is one of the few coun-
tries that continues to hold Israel to account for its actions in the Middle East�  The US and 
others continue to support the position of Israel on the Middle East, although they also provide 
significant supports.  President Biden provides supports.  His administration has restored some 
supports for Palestinians that President Trump had got rid of.  A broader international effort is 
required in advocating on behalf of the Palestinians with Americans and others to get balance, 
a proper approach and a proper process involved in order to have a meaningful opportunity for 
a two-state solution and financial supports for the West Bank and Gaza and the United Nations 
Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East, UNRWA�  The European 
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Union has made the strongest representations recently�  The Commission was making attempts 
to put conditions on supports to the Palestinian Authority in the form of funding from Europe 
and we have pushed very hard to have those conditions removed�  We feel that is an unaccept-
able new development in respect of EU funding of the Palestinian Authority�

The Horn of Africa crisis, which Deputy Bacik raised, is a very serious issue in respect of 
the potential of famine arising out of Putin’s war�  Without question, Putin has weaponised 
energy, food and migration�  That is a real issue facing the world right now�  I do not accept 
the proposition regarding a TRIPS waiver�  The European Union has, however, reached agree-
ment with the leaders of Africa, particularly through the African Union, following the recent 
European Union - African Union summit�  Europe is the only real player involved in investing 
huge funds to develop the capacity to manufacture mRNA vaccines and technology more gen-
erally into the future in Africa - in South Africa and Senegal�  It never gets acknowledged in 
this House�  I am not referring to Deputy Boyd Barrett, but others in the House keep beating the 
anti-European Union drum�  Actually, the European Union has been the great donor of vaccines�  
The issue with vaccines is no longer a TRIPS waiver�  I never accepted that it was and thought 
at the time that the TRIPS waiver was more a sound bite than a solution�  There is a surplus of 
vaccines at the moment�  What is really at stake now is getting the vaccines into people’s arms, 
overcoming a lot of hesitancy about vaccines across Africa and various states�

14/06/2022U00400An Leas-Cheann Comhairle: A Thaoisigh, I remind you of the time�

14/06/2022U00500The Taoiseach: Am I over time?

14/06/2022U00600An Leas-Cheann Comhairle: You are way over�  Finish up on these questions�

14/06/2022U00700The Taoiseach: Europe is committed to creating that capacity within Africa to produce 
medicines into the future, particularly in respect of mRNA technology, which would be very 
significant.

I think Deputy Boyd Barrett has taken issue with the fact that I met the President of Israel�

14/06/2022U00800Deputy Richard Boyd Barrett: There is a double standard�  The Taoiseach would not meet 
Putin but he meets the Israelis�

14/06/2022U00900The Taoiseach: I do not believe it is a double standard�  What Putin is doing in Ukraine 
now is a bit much�

14/06/2022U01000Deputy Richard Boyd Barrett: The suffering of Palestinians is less important.

14/06/2022U01100The Taoiseach: No, I am not saying that, but let us not try to make a moral equivalence�  
The Deputy should just be honest�

14/06/2022U01200Deputy Richard Boyd Barrett: There is a moral equivalence�

14/06/2022U01300The Taoiseach: He should be unequivocal in his condemnation-----

14/06/2022U01400Deputy Richard Boyd Barrett: I am�

14/06/2022U01500The Taoiseach: -----of what is the worst form of warfare I have ever witnessed, on a relent-
less basis�  Putin’s Russia is bombing and levelling village after village-----

14/06/2022U01600Deputy Richard Boyd Barrett: The Israelis have done that to Gaza as well�
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14/06/2022U01700The Taoiseach: -----and town after town and civilian after civilian�

14/06/2022U01800Deputy Richard Boyd Barrett: No sanctions - ever�

14/06/2022U01900The Taoiseach: Putin has weaponised food and weaponised energy-----

14/06/2022U02000Deputy Richard Boyd Barrett: So have the Israelis�

14/06/2022U02100The Taoiseach: -----which is having global consequences-----

14/06/2022U02200Deputy Richard Boyd Barrett: What does the Taoiseach think the siege of Gaza is except 
a weaponisation of food?

14/06/2022U02300The Taoiseach: The Irish effort in respect of Palestine has been very proactive down through 
the years-----

14/06/2022U02400Deputy Richard Boyd Barrett: No sanctions - never�

14/06/2022U02500The Taoiseach: -----but the Deputy does not have the wherewithal even to acknowledge 
that because it is his way or the highway�  He has a broader world view in always trying some-
how to make the real, shocking brutality of what is going on equal to somebody else’s actions�  
We have to deal with the Middle East situation�

14/06/2022U02600Deputy Richard Boyd Barrett: I am just against all brutality; I am not selective�

14/06/2022U02700The Taoiseach: We have to deal with settlements�  We have to deal with other European 
Union colleagues, the United States and other countries-----

14/06/2022U02800Deputy Richard Boyd Barrett: The Taoiseach is selective in his condemnation�

14/06/2022U02900The Taoiseach: -----to bring about a resolution to the Middle East crisis�  Ireland continues 
to support generously-----

14/06/2022U03000Deputy Richard Boyd Barrett: The Saudi regime�  The Government supports it all right�

14/06/2022U03200The Taoiseach: -----the Palestinians�

I will raise Deputy Bríd Smith’s points with our colleagues in the European Parliament�  I 
am not familiar with the precise nature of the amendment�  Was the Deputy talking about the 
European Parliament?

14/06/2022U03300Deputy Bríd Smith: No�  I was talking about the Polish Parliament�  The Left in Poland has 
an amendment seeking to give raped Ukrainian women access to abortion�

14/06/2022U03400The Taoiseach: I am sorry�  I thought the Deputy meant the European Parliament because, 
obviously-----

14/06/2022U03500Deputy Bríd Smith: Whatever powers the Government has to condemn-----

14/06/2022U03600The Taoiseach: We do not have such powers�  I do not have powers-----

14/06/2022U03700Deputy Bríd Smith: It should use whatever influence it has.  The Taoiseach seems to be 
talking to many people about the war in Ukraine a lot of the time�

14/06/2022U03800The Taoiseach: The Deputy has clarified the matter.  We do not have powers in respect of 
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the Polish Parliament�

14/06/2022U03900Deputy Bríd Smith: I know�  I am not stupid�  I know the Government does not have pow-
ers in the Polish Parliament�

14/06/2022U04000The Taoiseach: We have spoken to the Polish Government�  We have had discussions at the 
European Council on a range of issues as to what can be done�  Again, we will raise-----

14/06/2022U04100Deputy Bríd Smith: Perhaps the Government could raise the issue of women who are 
raped as a weapon of war being given access to abortion�

14/06/2022U04200The Taoiseach: May I answer?  We will raise it with the Polish Government�

14/06/2022U04300Deputy Bríd Smith: Good�

14/06/2022V00100The Taoiseach: The Deputy did not make it clear that it was the Polish Parliament she was 
referring to�  I wanted to establish if it was the European Parliament that was being referred to�

14/06/2022V00200Deputy Bríd Smith: An amendment will before the Polish Parliament next week�

14/06/2022V00400The Taoiseach: We will raise that matter with the Polish Government�

Deputy Haughey raised the protocol issue�  I do not disagree with his fundamental point 
that this is fundamentally an issue of relationships, trust and, above all, honouring international 
agreements which were freely entered into by the British Government and ratified at parliamen-
tary level in Westminster�  This is very serious in its impacts on the Good Friday Agreement, the 
economy, trade and the whole relationship and trust between the European Union, the British 
Government and our Government�

14/06/2022V00500National Economic and Social Council

14/06/2022V0060010� Deputy Mary Lou McDonald asked the Taoiseach if he will report on the work of 
the National Economic and Social Council, the agency under the aegis of his Department� 
[24327/22]

14/06/2022V0070011� Deputy Ivana Bacik asked the Taoiseach if he will report on the work of the National 
Economic and Social Council� [25828/22]

14/06/2022V0080012� Deputy Cian O’Callaghan asked the Taoiseach if he will report on the work of the Na-
tional Economic and Social Council, the agency under the aegis of his Department� [26648/22]

14/06/2022V0090013� Deputy Cian O’Callaghan asked the Taoiseach if he will report on the work of the 
National Economic and Social Council, the agency that is under the aegis of his Department� 
[29502/22]

14/06/2022V0100014� Deputy Brendan Smith asked the Taoiseach if he will report on the work of the Na-
tional Economic and Social Council� [30061/22]

14/06/2022V0110015� Deputy Richard Boyd Barrett asked the Taoiseach if he will report on the work of 
the National Economic and Social Council, the agency under the aegis of his Department� 
[30723/22]
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14/06/2022V0120016� Deputy Paul Murphy asked the Taoiseach if he will report on the work of the National 
Economic and Social Council� [30726/22]

14/06/2022V01300The Taoiseach: I propose to take Questions Nos� 10 to 16, inclusive, together�

The National Economic and Social Council, NESC, advises me on strategic policy issues 
relating to sustainable economic, social and environmental development in Ireland�  The NESC 
work programme in 2022 includes five main areas.  It will carry out a major piece of research 
and consultation on climate, biodiversity and how to achieve a just transition in agriculture�  It 
will continue to help us deepen our understanding of how to deliver more affordable and sus-
tainable housing systems, drawing on international and national experience, including ongoing 
work in Ireland on cost rental�

NESC is supporting work on Ireland’s well-being framework by examining how well-being 
frameworks are implemented in practice�  NESC has also undertaken an extensive programme 
of research and consultation to support the shared island initiative�  It produced a report on 
this in the first quarter of 2022 which made recommendations in five key areas: economy and 
infrastructural investment; social policy; climate and biodiversity; well-being frameworks; and 
data co-ordination�

Finally, it will examine aspects of the Covid-19 pandemic to help identify strategic lessons 
about public governance and how Government can be supported to arrange and manage its ac-
tivity to deliver the best results for society�

The NESC Council published five reports in 2021 and one report in 2022.  These are: Shared 
Island Shared Opportunity: NESC Comprehensive Report, Council Report No� 157; Grounding 
the Recovery in Sustainable Development: A Statement from the Council, NESC Report No� 
152; Shared Island: Projects, Progress & Policy, Scoping Paper, NESC Report No� 153; Digital 
Inclusion in Ireland: Connectivity, Devices & Skills, NESC Report No� 154; Ireland’s Well-
Being Framework: Consultation Report, NESC Report No� 155; and Collaboration on Climate 
and Biodiversity: Shared Island as a Catalyst for Renewed Ambition & Action, NESC Report 
No.156.  As reports are finalised in the relevant areas, they are brought to Government for ap-
proval in advance of publication�

14/06/2022V01400An Leas-Cheann Comhairle: We have a number of contributors�  Each speaker will have 
up to one minute, beginning with Deputy McDonald�

14/06/2022V01500Deputy Mary Lou McDonald: The Taoiseach mentioned the Shared Island Shared Op-
portunity report in support of his Department’s shared Ireland unit about which I wish to ques-
tion him�  The Taoiseach correctly makes a very strong play around the need for dialogue and 
collaboration and the report echoes that�  Will the Taoiseach explain why Fianna Fáil, the party 
of the Taoiseach, and his partners in Government are actively seeking to block an MLA or MP 
from parties in the North from participating in special Oireachtas committees?  I am not talking 
about statutory committees but special committees such as the committees on gender equality 
or autism�  That is what is happening and it completely goes against the grain of everything the 
Taoiseach has been saying around shared island collaboration and working together�

We have the bizarre situation where we have an all-Ireland centre for children with autism 
located in Armagh, north of the Border, but members of the Government will not work with 
counterparts from the North to develop policy solutions in a special committee on autism�  I ask 
the Taoiseach for an answer on that point and, in fact, an undertaking that sanity will prevail and 
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that members from the North can participate in special committees?

14/06/2022V01600Deputy Ivana Bacik: I thank the Taoiseach for his update on the work of the NESC�  One 
of the five areas on which NESC is strategically advising the Taoiseach is aspects of the Co-
vid-19 pandemic�  We are all conscious that a lack of hospital bed capacity was one of the key 
reasons our lockdowns had to be so extensive in order to protect bed capacity in hospitals�  We 
see reports that the emergency department in Our Lady’s Hospital, Navan, is to be closed�  Has 
sufficient capacity been put in place in Drogheda hospital to ensure we do not see the repeat 
of the overcrowding we have seen in University Hospital Limerick, which I heard about on a 
recent visit?  

Last week in my constituency, I heard from a constituent who told me of their family mem-
ber’s experience in St� Vincent’s University Hospital where the person had to sit on a chair 
for two days while enduring the agony of appendicitis.  Another person contacted my office 
last about a relative who was suffering with early symptoms of sepsis having developed blood 
poisoning, and who sat in a chair into the early hours of the morning semi-lucid and propped 
upright against a wall�  It is a reasonable expectation for those people and their relatives that 
hospitals would be able to provide beds to every patient in need of care�  Has NESC advised 
on the additional capacity we need to put in place to ensure people are not facing these sorts of 
waiting times in hospitals?

14/06/2022V01700Deputy Cian O’Callaghan: On 15 February, Frank McDonald, a retired journalist from 
The Irish Times, wrote to the Chairman of the Joint Committee on Housing, Local Government 
and Heritage regarding a very disturbing pattern which he noticed when reviewing the minutes 
of An Bord Pleanála’s meetings�  He noticed that: “Decisions on [strategic housing develop-
ment] schemes, particularly those of a high-rise nature, were made by panels of three that con-
sistently included two particular board members rather than being allocated randomly among 
board members, contrary to assurances given to the Oireachtas by previous chairpersons of An 
Bord Pleanála�”  This is a very serious allegation�  The letter was only circulated to members 
of the housing committee yesterday, despite having been written and sent in February�  Are the 
specific allegations that files on strategic housing developments were not allocated randomly 
under investigation?  When did the Government and the Taoiseach first become aware of these 
allegations about An Bord Pleanála?

14/06/2022V01800Deputy Brendan Smith: The Taoiseach told us some time ago that NESC is undertaking 
work on behalf of the shared island unit in the context of the economy and regional develop-
ment.  I suggested that a particular work project should be undertaken on the specific chal-
lenges faced by the Border region, in particular the central Border area of Cavan, Monaghan, 
Fermanagh and Tyrone�  We are very dependent on the agrifood, engineering and construction 
products sectors�  Our key market is Britain�  That alone demonstrates the vulnerability of our 
local economy considering that the British Government proposes to break its international ob-
ligations following an agreement which it freely made�

The dairy, beef and sheepmeat sectors are all interdependent on a cross-Border and all-
Ireland basis�  The proposals made by the British Government have alarmed and frightened 
people in those sectors�  They are utterly crazy proposals and a clear message must go back to 
the British Government that the protocol is working in the context of the agrifood and farming 
sector.  We have significant volumes of milk coming south for processing in County Cavan and 
elsewhere�
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14/06/2022V01900Deputy Richard Boyd Barrett: Two years ago, the National Economic and Social Council 
produced a report in which it described Ireland’s housing sector as completely dysfunctional�  
It stated that this could be addressed by policy intervention by the Government and by structur-
ing permanent affordability into the housing sector.  Since then, the situation has got worse, not 
better�  By the way, our housing costs are so far ahead of those of the rest of Europe, on average, 
that for the Taoiseach to suggest that this has to do with the Ukrainian war, or anything like it, 
is just ridiculous�  It is part of the cost-of-living crisis, one of the biggest parts of it, and that is 
down to the Government’s policy failure, identified as recently as two years ago by the National 
Economic and Social Council�

One aspect of this is that because the Government refused to raise the income thresholds on 
eligibility for social housing and social housing support in those two years, thousands of people 
have lost their entitlement to social housing and social housing support and some of them are 
homeless�  When will the Government raise those income threshold limits and restore the time 
that has been lost to the people on the housing list?

14/06/2022V02000Deputy Gino Kenny: In the past number of days, two health unions - the Irish Medical 
Organisation, IMO, and the Irish Nurses and Midwives Organisation, INMO - have made a sig-
nificant statement on the state of the health service and the conditions of their members.  Junior 
doctors have voted overwhelmingly to take strike action in response to long hours, deteriorating 
work conditions and, most worryingly, constant breaches of the European working time direc-
tive�  Alarm bells are ringing for everybody in respect of our health service�  If we cannot keep 
doctors and nurses safe in their workplace, they will not remain in the health service and will 
go somewhere else�  How is the Taoiseach trying to address this and stop nurses and doctors 
leaving the country?

14/06/2022W00200An Leas-Cheann Comhairle: The Taoiseach has under two minutes�

14/06/2022W00300The Taoiseach: I know.  It will be difficult.  Deputy McDonald’s negativity towards the 
shared island unit is striking because when I was at the Joint Committee on the Implementation 
of the Good Friday Agreement there was unanimous support for what it has been doing from 
all members, including those from Sinn Féin to be fair, on that committee�  We do work with 
elected representatives all over Northern Ireland�  When I visited the North recently I had a 
very good engagement with the North West Partnership which involves councils from Donegal, 
Derry and Strabane�

14/06/2022W00400Deputy Mary Lou McDonald: Why is the Government blocking them from being on spe-
cial committees?

14/06/2022W00500The Taoiseach: We have initiated, for example-----

14/06/2022W00600Deputy Mary Lou McDonald: I have asked the Taoiseach a specific question.  Please 
answer�

14/06/2022W00700The Taoiseach: -----the Narrow Water bridge project�

14/06/2022W00800Deputy Mary Lou McDonald: Time is short�

14/06/2022W00900The Taoiseach: I am not stopping�  The Ulster Canal and so on�  It is not about party parti-
san agendas -----

14/06/2022W01000Deputy Mary Lou McDonald: The Government is stopping MLAs and MPs from partici-
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pating on an autism committee and a gender equality committee�  Why is that?

14/06/2022W01100The Taoiseach: The Deputy’s capacity to reduce everything to her party is striking�  It is the 
prism through which she looks at everything�  That is a pity�

14/06/2022W01200Deputy Mary Lou McDonald: No, I want an answer to my question�

14/06/2022W01300The Taoiseach: In relation to Deputy Cian O’Callaghan -----

14/06/2022W01400Deputy Mary Lou McDonald: He is absolutely waffling.

14/06/2022W01500The Taoiseach: I was not aware prior to what Deputy O’Callaghan just said -----

14/06/2022W01600Deputy Mary Lou McDonald: Fianna Fáil does not want Northern representatives to par-
ticipate in committees�

14/06/2022W01700An Leas-Cheann Comhairle: Let the Taoiseach answer, please�

14/06/2022W01800The Taoiseach: I am not aware of those specifics.  As the Deputy will know, the Minis-
ter has appointed a senior counsel to look at issues pertaining to An Bord Pleanála�  When he 
receives that report he will consider that and I have no doubt he will continue to work with 
you-----

(Interruptions).

14/06/2022W02000An Leas-Cheann Comhairle: Deputy, please�

14/06/2022W02100The Taoiseach: Deputy Brendan Smith raised a pertinent point on dairy and sheep meat 
and how the protocol is working generally for the agriculture sector�  It seems to me that this 
is something that is not understood by the British Government particularly with its dual regu-
latory approach in food traceability which puts a lot of agrifood industries and enterprises at 
risk if it proceeds with its proposals as announced yesterday�  The agricultural interests and the 
meat and dairy industries that I met are very clear about the negative impact that the Foreign 
Secretary’s proposals would have on the agrifood industry in Northern Ireland�  That is what 
illustrates more than anything the lack of real thinking through of those proposals by the British 
Government�

Responding to Deputy Boyd Barrett, there is no doubt that the cost of the war is feeding into 
shortages in materials and so on as did the imbalance in supply and demand occasioned by the 
bounce-back of the economies after Covid�  The war has exacerbated that particularly with the 
costs in fuel and commodities beyond anything that we have experienced before�  That is a big 
factor in housing inflation.

On Deputy Gino Kenny’s points, the last two years have seen record recruitment levels into 
the HSE front line staff, with nursing, doctors etc.  In the junior doctors strike, culture in the 
medical profession is the key issue�  We have had these campaigns where they have been met 
with increased salaries, as they have before, and promises that the culture would change in how 
junior doctors are treated but that change has not always transpired�  There is a bit more than a 
pay campaign involved in that and anyone who knows anything about a health service knows 
what I am talking about�  The Minister will engage with the unions on those issues, particularly 
on the medical side and the junior doctor side and their role in the broader health service�
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14/06/2022W02200 Garda Síochána (Amendment) Bill 2022: Second Stage

14/06/2022W02300Minister of State at the Department of Justice (Deputy James Browne): I move: “That 
the Bill be now read a second time”�

The Bill which I am proposing on behalf of the Minister for Justice, Deputy McEntee, is 
short in length but very important�  It is necessary to address an urgent lacuna in the law regard-
ing the legal basis for Garda court presenters.  The specific purpose of the Bill is to establish 
clearly a right of any member of An Garda Síochána to conduct a prosecution, whether or not 
that member initiated the prosecution�  It restores the system of court presenters which existed 
prior to a determination of the High Court on 31 May�

The circumstances that the provisions are designed to address are of an exceptional nature�  
They arise from a judgment in a case stated from the District Court to the High Court�  The 
legislation will restore the status quo for the Garda court presenters, allow the District Courts 
to function effectively and address the needs of accused persons and victims to have their cases 
heard before courts of summary jurisdiction�  Consideration is being given to appeal the judg-
ment�

The amendment will come into effect on enactment and applies to prosecutions currently in 
progress as well as future prosecutions�

First, I will outline the background to the Bill and why there is a need for emergency legisla-
tion�  In a judgment in a consultative case stated from the District Court in the case of the DPP at 
the suit of Garda Liam Varley v. Ciarán Davitt, the High Court found there to be no legal basis 
underpinning the system of Garda court presenters�

Court presenters are members of An Garda Síochána who specialise in court work in the 
District Court dealing with important procedural matters including evidence of arrest, charge 
and caution in first appearances in court, remands, bail applications and presenting a summary 
of evidence in guilty pleas�  The practice of allowing separate Garda members to perform these 
roles is well established and widely relied upon in the State.  It enables more efficient use of 
police resources by reducing the need for individual gardaí to attend court to prosecute every 
criminal offence they detect.  These prosecutorial functions are carried out on behalf of the DPP 
under section 8 of the Garda Síochána Act 2005�  Section 8(1) of the 2005 Act removes the right 
of a Garda to prosecute as a common informer, and section 8(2) supports this by providing that 
Gardaí may bring summary prosecutions only in the name of the DPP�

Section 8(2) of the Garda Síochána Act 2005 states that: (2) Subject to subsection (3), any 
member of the Garda Síochána may institute and conduct prosecutions in a court of summary 
jurisdiction, but only in the name of the Director of Public Prosecutions�

In the judgment in the Davitt case, the High Court held that the ordinary and natural mean-
ing of the word “and” in the phrase “institute and conduct” in section 8(2) is that the word must 
be read conjunctively�  To state it another way is to say that the same Garda member must per-
form both actions - “initiate” and “conduct”�  Accordingly, a Garda member has a right of audi-
ence to conduct any proceedings that he or she has instituted, but the section does not confer a 
right of audience on a Garda in any other proceedings�

Given this interpretation of section 8(2) of the 2005 Act, the court held that order 6, rule 1 of 
the District Court rules, which confers a right of audience on all members of An Garda Síochána 
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and not just the Garda who initiated the prosecution, is an impermissible amendment of the 
2005 Act concluding that the rule is ultra vires the enabling legislation and could not be relied 
on by the District Court judge in affording a right of audience to a Garda who had no involve-
ment in initiating the prosecution.  The net effect of the judgment is that no Garda, acting in a 
case other than one where he is the named complainant may address a court as presenter�  This 
includes bail applications and guilty pleas.  The court presenters, therefore, are now no differ-
ently positioned than civilians when dealing with a court�  In such circumstances the presence 
of a solicitor or counsel, or the actual prosecuting Garda is a prerequisite in all District Court 
cases for the time being.  On 2 June the High Court judge clarified that the judgment does not 
take effect until the final orders are made.  The case was adjourned until 16 June. 

So far, I have set out the legal implications of the judgment�  Now I turn my attention to 
the impact on the actual workings of the District Court following the judgment�  The ruling has 
immediate and serious implications for the conduct of criminal prosecutions in the State as the 
system of Garda court presenters is well established and widely relied upon across the State�  
The contingency measures put in place after the judgment issued and prior to the clarification 
made by the judge as to the effect of the judgment, and the ensuing disruption in that period, 
give an indication of the impact the judgment will have if remedial legislation is not enacted 
before the judgment comes into effect.

In Dublin, the DPP had to arrange for court solicitors to be present at all sittings of the 13 
District Courts and instructions issued to State solicitors outside of Dublin to cover courts, 
where possible�  The instituting Garda member was also to be present wherever possible�  Fur-
ther mitigating measures were also considered including the use of counsel from the DPP’s 
High Court bail panel to cover the Dublin districts with ongoing liaison with Garda headquar-
ters to ensure that Garda directives were in-line with the approach being taken by the DPP�

In a single day, 2 June, over 2,131 cases were before the District Courts across the country, 
and notwithstanding the measures outlined above, hundreds of cases had to be adjourned�  In 
one court alone, 130 cases had to be adjourned.  Once the judgment comes into effect, this im-
pact will be magnified for each District court, in each county, for each day that the legislation is 
not amended�  In addition to the substantial impact on the work of court and State solicitors and 
prosecuting gardaí, the adjournment of cases has caused significant distress and upset to victims 
and accused persons.  There will be a knock-on effect in terms of delays in preparing books of 
evidence in other potentially more serious trials, work that would ordinarily be undertaken by 
deployed staff from the Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions, DPP.

The judgment also gives rise to a risk of Article 40 applications by persons remanded in cus-
tody or refused bail in the District Court where the DPP was represented by the court presenter 
and not a prosecuting Garda member�  Article 40 of the Constitution permits persons to apply to 
the High Court for release on the basis they are unlawfully detained�  Mitigating arrangements 
cannot be sustained over the long term from a cost and effectiveness perspective, and there re-
mains a risk of Article 40 applications to the High Court�

I will now briefly outline the contents of the Bill to the House.  The purpose of the Bill is 
to establish clearly a right for any member of An Garda Síochána to conduct a prosecution, 
whether or not that member initiated the prosecution, restoring the system of court presenters 
that existed prior to this judgment�  A short three-section Bill is proposed that amends the Garda 
Síochána Act 2005, to amend “institute and conduct” in section 8(2) in order that it reads “in-
stitute or conduct” and provide that the prosecution may be conducted by the instituting Garda 
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member or any other member.  The amendment will come into effect on enactment and applies 
to prosecutions currently in progress as well as future prosecutions�

That is where we are at and I look forward to hearing comments from the Deputies�

14/06/2022X00200Deputy Martin Kenny: We are supporting this amendment�  When this situation arose a 
few weeks ago, many Deputies throughout the country would have been contacted by people in 
the legal profession and by members of An Garda Síochána who were very concerned about the 
outcome of the amendment and the potential risks it involved�  As the Minister of State stated 
in his remarks, a considerable body of work is carried out through our District Court system 
throughout the State�  We are just after coming out of a Joint Committee on Justice meeting at 
which we discussed the fact we had waived the pre-legislative scrutiny process�  It is very re-
luctantly we do so because we should, as a norm, carry out pre-legislative scrutiny all the time�  
In this situation, most members of the committee recognise that this amendment was ensuring 
what has been common practice up until now can continue�  It is a very small amendment to 
ensure that happens�

However, there are questions at which we need to look�  What has been common practice?  
Is it appropriate that it has been common practice?  It is appropriate that members of An Garda 
Síochána act as prosecutors when the same organisation is the investigator of crime?  It needs 
to be acknowledged that there has to be work done to look at that�  In the Commission on the 
Future of Policing in Ireland document, which has been endorsed by Government and all parties 
in this Chamber, there is a reference to that whole issue needing to be looked at and examined�

That is not to recognise that the vast majority of these cases, especially in the District Court, 
are for minor offences.  However, some of the cases are serious offences that can have a serious 
impact on the individuals who are charged�  It is something we need to recognise�  Change needs 
to happen in that area because members of An Garda Síochána are better out in the community 
keeping people safe and making sure that crime does not happen, rather than being caught up in 
court proceedings�  I think all of us would acknowledge that is the case�  However, to make that 
happen, a process of change needs to come about over a period of time�  In that situation, certain 
more serious categories may be removed from the Garda court presenter and there would then 
be a staged element where the Government would, I hope, up the capacity of the State Solici-
tor’s office to deal with these issues on an ongoing basis across the District Court system.

The reality is that, for the majority of members of An Garda Síochána who engage in this 
work, there are usually one or two who specialise in it in each area�  From my understanding, it 
is always sergeants who do this�  They have experience and knowledge and know what they are 
doing�  They have been there before, are known to the court system and know the system very 
well.  In that context, we have proposed an amendment for Committee Stage that specifies any 
member of An Garda Síochána above the rank of sergeant�  It would be appropriate to include 
that and I hope the Minister recognises that would be an appropriate amendment, because it is 
in standing with what is and continues to be common practice across the board�

Our courts system, especially our District Court system, is under considerable pressure�  
The outcome of this judgment was going to put it under even more pressure�  We recognise the 
District Court system is very slow due to the number of judges we have in place�  There is a 
recognition we need to expand that.  We need to ensure justice is not only done effectively but 
also efficiently.  People face very long waiting times to have their cases proceed.  Much of that 
is down to the fact we do not have enough judges in the system�  There are also other aspects 
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of it that need to improve�  The pressure the pandemic put on the system meant the system had 
to respond�  The system responded quite well in many cases and there were situations in which 
technology and innovative practices came into play that made it more effective and efficient.  
That is all to be welcomed and they need to be mainstreamed�  We recognise that and will work 
with Government to make that happen�

Primarily, the issue we are dealing with in this amendment, to ensure what has been com-
mon practice up to now is maintained, should be short-lived legislation�  We need to look at it 
as we go forward�  If we are to implement the vision for policing document, we certainly have 
to look at this as a short-term measure and look at a way of relieving these duties from members 
of An Garda Síochána, ensure it moves into the State Solicitor’s office and ensure that office is 
properly resourced to deal with it�

The issues several members of the committee had with regard to not waiving pre-legislative 
scrutiny were appropriate�  It is unfortunate that a mechanism is not found to ensure members 
of the Joint Committee on Justice are not given at least a technical briefing with regard to issues 
such as this when they come up�  That should happen�  I ask the Minister of State to ensure we 
do not have this situation in the future�  I know this is an emergency and last week was not a 
sitting week�  We had all those factors into play�  In broad terms, it is poor practice that things 
such as this should be sprung on the Joint Committee on Justice and the Houses of the Oireach-
tas in that manner and that we would move them so fast without being able to take a breath and 
look at them closely�  It is poor practice, especially if it is something that is more complex that 
may need a little more scrutiny�  I accept this is very simple legislation that keeps in place the 
process we have at present, but it is not good practice to continue behaving in that manner into 
the future�

The overall District Court system needs to be dealt with adequately�  Once this amendment 
is through, and I expect the amendment will be worked very quickly through the process here 
because it is very simple and understandable for people what the amendment is trying to do, the 
broader picture needs to be looked at in detail.  There needs to be a firm commitment from Gov-
ernment to ensure we get our District Court system right, that it practises well, delivers for ev-
eryone and is effective and efficient for people who are before the courts and who are working 
in that system�  I hope the Minister will take our amendment on board when it comes forward�

14/06/2022X00300Deputy Patricia Ryan: The Bill restores the right of Garda court presenters to bring pros-
ecutions by giving it a legal basis�  Two weeks ago, the case of Garda Liam Varley and Mr� 
Ciarán Davitt came before the High Court�  The judgment in this case was that there is no legal 
basis underpinning the system of Garda court presenters at District Court level.  The effect of 
the decision is that no Garda other than the prosecuting Garda has a right of audience in respect 
of a case�  This issue needs to be addressed by this Thursday, which is why we are here today 
discussing the emergency legislation�  Having examined the Bill, Sinn Féin has submitted an 
amendment to ensure Garda court presenters are not below the rank of sergeant�  If the Minister 
of State does not accept the amendment, the unintended consequence of the Bill will be that 
probationary gardaí will given the ability to act as court presenters�  We have grave concerns 
about this�  Currently, Garda court presenters are mostly local sergeants�  They represent the 
State in court proceedings by setting out the offence committed, including details of an arrest, 
charge and caution, along with an outline of the circumstances of the offence.  They do this 
whether they are the prosecuting garda or not�  This allows the State prosecutor to focus on the 
more serious cases in the higher courts�  This is a well-established system across the State and 
has been in place since 1948�  We in Sinn Féin have not opposed this Bill due to the emergency 
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nature of the amendment required to restore the power of Garda court presenters�  We will sup-
port the passage of the Bill through both Houses�  However, this is an unsatisfactory way for 
the Minister for Justice and the Government to conduct business, especially with regard to the 
prosecution of those before the courts�

I also raise the issue of Garda numbers and visibility�  If a garda from Rathangan in County 
Kildare is in court, one other garda is left in the station.  If that other garda has a day off, there 
is nobody in that station�  It is the same in Castledermot in County Kildare�  Recently, a garda 
was on the street in Kildare town�  Several people said to me that is rare�  That is shocking�  We 
need more gardaí�  They need to be more visible�  There needs to be less red tape, which ties 
gardaí up�

We need to look at court conditions and the capacity of the courts�  Deputy Martin Kenny 
spoke about that�  We have courts in antiquated buildings�  We only have one judge in Kildare�  
He is doing the best he can in difficult circumstances but he is under immense pressure.  The list 
often stretches to double figures and it needs to be addressed.

I recently discovered there are just nine drugs personnel in County Kildare�  They do amaz-
ing work and punch well above their weight with the number of seizures, but we need more than 
nine�  There is currently a drugs epidemic in south Kildare�  We need to do something about it�

14/06/2022Y00200Deputy Ruairí Ó Murchú: My colleagues have stated our position�  We will obviously 
support this�  We cannot have a case where we do not facilitate court presenters�  I think Deputy 
Kenny stated we will table an amendment�  It does not make sense to us that these presenters 
would not be sergeants or higher, because they need to be�  We need to make sure we do not end 
up with a novice or probationary garda in that position�  I also reiterate that we need to move 
this on.  This function should be operated by the Office of the Chief State Solicitor.  That would 
free up gardaí to do the specific work we need them to do.

This is hardly the first time any of us have spoken about the backlog in courts, particularly 
in the Circuit Court and higher courts�  Any sort of serious criminal activity is generally handled 
in them�  Even when gardaí have done really decent work to deal with dangerous criminals, 
especially drug-dealing criminals who engage in violent activity, when action is taken, there is 
often a battle a day about remand, whether people are going to be released, and their specific 
conditions, especially if there has been violence or threats of violence�  From time to time, we 
get satisfactory results in the sense that people are barred from certain areas or regions�  That 
can be incredibly beneficial but it takes far too long.  It could take four or five years.

On the wider issue of organised crime and drugs, as much as we welcome the increased 
resources for drugs squad activities, particularly in Dundalk and Drogheda, where there have 
been major disruptions to the drugs supply, the problem has got beyond us�  We need work on 
the citizens’ assembly and more novel ways of dealing with this�  The local superintendent at-
tended a community meeting and the drugs squad was reformed in Dundalk�  There were signif-
icant results�  He said at the time it could do with more numbers, whether 50 or 100 more gardaí�  
Then he stopped himself and said to show him anywhere where someone has actually taken on 
and won the war on drugs�  We all accept that dangerous criminals need to be dealt with and the 
courts system has sufficient resources to make sure the process does not take forever, but there 
is wider work to do�  It goes without saying we have to deal with the wider issue of poverty�

My biggest concern is we have failed to deliver the required community and family sup-
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ports�  Even though there is a cost to doing these, we have seen pilot projects that have worked 
for many years�  We have a very unfortunate history in this State of operating pilot schemes 
and leaving them in a small number of areas and not necessarily rolling them out�  Sometimes, 
where they are working in small areas with limited numbers, we do not expand their resources 
but we expand the region they have to deal with�  They then have the same issue as in all other 
under-resourced services that are under pressure and they cannot deliver for the people�

We need a sufficient number of gardaí, resources in court and addiction services to address 
the drugs issue�  We have work to do on diversion programmes�  We are failing early on by not 
investing enough resources in young people, their families and the wider community so that we 
can get to a better place�  We have a complete multi-agency response to education and health�  
It is also about ensuring we can bridge a gap so that marginalised people, in particular, can get 
employment or into further education�  We have many of the correct pieces�  We just have not 
put them and the system together�

On the matter of sergeants, I will talk about Dundalk.  We have had insufficient supervision 
because we have not had enough sergeants�  I am glad the number has been increased, but it 
is not enough�  I am glad we now have a sergeant who has taken responsibility for community 
policing�  I have spoken to both the new chief superintendent and superintendent about that�  
It is vital work.  We do not have sufficient community policing and more interaction between 
the community policing service, the drugs squad and so on is needed�  Relationships between 
gardaí and the communities they police are not always how they need to be�  Sometimes, very 
good work is done, but at other times, it is not so good and they are missing vital information�  
One could call it intelligence�  I have seen people being stopped and searched, which I have no 
difficulty with, but sometimes the gardaí miss that a person might not be causing any particular 
issue and may just be going to his or her granny’s house�  We know there are other more prob-
lematic cases�

It goes without saying that the more pressure can be brought to bear quickly on drugs opera-
tions, the better�  I am looking for that while accepting we have more work to do�  Even if we 
have a citizens’ assembly and the perfect proposals are put together, I feel that even a 32-county 
Ireland is very small and we probably need to look at a solution on a European level or higher�  
We know the situation outside and inside every District Court�  We know people who have not 
access to or cannot access drug addiction services are caught up in minor crime�  Some of them 
can be incredibly significant for those who are impacted.  All it indicates to me is the failure of 
the system�  We need to have that piece of work�  We will make the attempt at local level, deal-
ing with the Garda and other stakeholders to increase community policing and ensure it is inte-
grated through the entire operations of the Garda as much as is possible�  I get that the service 
is absolutely under pressure�  We need to put the resources where they are needed�

As I stated earlier, we have to be able to deal with the backlog in the courts system, which 
causes great unease and difficulty.  Even in respect of ensuring witnesses are going to provide 
information that is necessary, the longer the time goes on, the more room there is for things we 
would not like to see happen�  Witnesses sometimes feel under too much pressure and step away 
from situations�  I am thinking of a number of instances where this has happened or may hap-
pen�  There is a cost to all these things�  We need to ensure we can put a proper system together�  
That is the bit that is missing�

Sinn Féin supports the legislation�  It is absolutely necessary�  I hope the Government will 
listen to our proposed amendment in respect of sergeants�  It is just sensible�  We really need to 
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get to the end of this�  I have slight worries in respect of the Louth Garda division that the chief 
superintendent is going to be responsible for Louth and Cavan-Monaghan�  It is a huge area and 
this may create difficulties into the future.

14/06/2022Z00200Deputy Aodhán Ó Ríordáin: The Labour Party welcomes this legislation, which is com-
ing from the High Court ruling on court presenters�  I am taken by the letter written by the 
Minister, Deputy McEntee, to the Ceann Comhairle�  She states that on a single day, 2 June, 
more than 2,131 cases were before the District Court throughout the country�  Notwithstanding 
contingency measures put in place, hundreds of cases had to be adjourned�  In one court alone, 
130 cases had to be adjourned, which has caused significant distress and upset to victims and 
accused persons�  These cases will be added to the already lengthy backlog of cases arising 
from Covid disruption�  Clearly, the court presenter system, without any legislative underpin-
ning, was holding the District Court system together�  If it is struck down by the High Court, the 
legislative body of the Oireachtas then needs to act�  The Government is acting and we support 
that action�

I do not necessarily agree, however, with the Minister’s suggestion that delays are purely 
down to Covid�  Anybody who works in the system will attest to the fact there is a lack of judg-
es�  That has to be addressed�  It is part of the issue that is leading to such delays in our District 
Court system�  It is slightly alarming that a ruling like this can shine a light on a practice that is 
holding the District Court system together and maintain that it does not have legislative under-
pinning.  Are the Office of the Attorney General and the Department of Justice analysing our 
systems so there is no other issue that may come to light in future that could be struck down by 
the High Court?  It is important there is robust analysis of how our system of justice operates�  If 
something so fundamental to how a case proceeds through a District Court process can be iden-
tified by a High Court judge as not having legislative underpinning, is there anything else?  As 
a result of this judgment, is the Government, the Office of the Attorney General, the Department 
of Justice or any agency conducting a robust analysis of how the District Court operates so that 
we do not find ourselves in this situation again?  It does not reflect well on us as an Oireachtas 
that such legislation has to come before us without pre-legislative scrutiny and has to be rushed 
through the Houses so quickly�  If someone is in front of a District Court, this may be his or her 
only chance to get a level of justice, be that person an accused person or somebody on the other 
side of the issue�  It would cause me and, I am sure, the Minister and the Government, disquiet 
that such a fundamental element of how this is run could be deemed to be without a legislative 
underpinning�  The lack of judges is part of the problem�  We need a robust analysis of how our 
District Court system is operating�

I am heartened by the words of Deputy Ó Murchú when he speaks to how drug offences 
are dealt with�  I feel that across the Oireachtas we have potential for great change here�  As 
the Deputy said, there is a citizens’ assembly due in the new year on the issue of drugs�  Those 
who work in this area know a massive number of the drug possession cases that have come 
before our courts do not need to be there at all�  Some 70% of drug cases are for possession for 
personal use�  The vast majority of cases are against people who are addicted to something or 
who use something.  In other jurisdictions, they are funnelled through a very different path.  We 
talk about harm reduction and using the health system primarily, not the courts system�  If the 
Minister takes a trip to the drug court, which has a certain level of success, she will observe a 
courtroom full of sick people�  They should not be sitting in a courtroom looking at a judge�  
Those who have an addiction fundamentally do not belong in a courtroom interacting with the 
criminal justice system, gardaí and judges�  That is not where they should be�  The citizens’ as-
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sembly, as indicated by Deputy Ó Murchú, is the right forum for us to analyse properly how 
other jurisdictions are dealing with this issue�  I refer to Portugal and various states in America�  
We should take issues of personal use and addiction out of our courts system�  They do not be-
long there.  We need to find another mechanism for dealing with them.  If we were to do that, 
we would free up a lot of court time and Garda time that could be spent tackling the pushers, the 
gangs and the industry rather than the victims, who are the ones inevitably in front of the courts�

We appreciate the Government had to act and is acting�  The Minister is bringing forward 
legislation without pre-legislative scrutiny because there is a time issue and that is fair enough�  
However, the Government has to recognise that if a High Court judge has struck down some-
thing so fundamental to the operation of our courts system, what else is there?  What else 
could there be?  Are there other legal loopholes that need to be strengthened so we do not find 
ourselves in this position again?  If we are back here again in six months’ time because a High 
Court judge sees something else that does not have a legal underpinning, it is not going to re-
flect well on us at all.

On the day-to-day operation of a court, I encourage the Minister to go down to the drug court 
or any court�  For any Member of the Oireachtas or member of the public who is not familiar 
with what happens there, whenever I have taken the opportunity to witness it at first hand, it is 
really striking how those who are in the accused position need an awful lot more help, compas-
sion, understanding, medical intervention and counselling than is being afforded to them.  Many 
of these cases could be dealt with in a very different way.  Other jurisdictions that have dealt 
with it in a different way have seen the number of drug cases and overdoses collapse.  They 
have seen the number of people in heroin dependency programmes collapse as well�  That is 
my main point�  Let us not be here again because of something else we overlooked�  Let us deal 
with the lack of judges, because it is leading to delays within the courts system�

5 o’clock

If we have the opportunity and if there is goodwill, as Deputy Ó Murchú indicated, across 
the parties in this House to deal with the issue of drug offences differently, we will have a radi-
cally reformed courts system and a much better way to empower somebody with a drug use or 
addiction issue�  As any observer knows, the last person to whom somebody with a drug use or 
addiction issue needs to be talking is a garda or judge�  I will leave it at that�

14/06/2022AA00200Deputy James Lawless: I thank the Minister for introducing the Bill and speaking about 
its provisions�  As stated by colleagues on the justice committee and others, the committee 
considered this matter at its meeting this afternoon, obviously after the fact in the sense that 
we granted the waiver last week in corporeal fashion�  We were happy to do so as the volume 
of cases going through the courts was such that the system was threatening to grind to a halt�  I 
considered the figures earlier and concluded 30,000 cases are being processed per week.  The 
figures provided by the Minister of State indicate there were 2,100 in one day.  It could be a bit 
higher on some days�  Naas alone processes 300 cases�  There are 13 District Courts in Dublin�  
Every county in the country outside Dublin has at least one, if not two�  The lists would have 
between 100 and 300�  Many weeks could see up to 30,000 or more cases going through the 
courts�  Any of us familiar with the District Court system will know it entails summary justice�  
In reality, common sense and practical considerations inform the outcomes more than any com-
plex legal theories�  Experienced judges get the measure of a case in a couple of moments, and 
often that is all it takes to make the decisions�  However, it is important that cases be processed 
without delay�  We could have had circumstances in which the system ground to a halt for want 
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of action by the Oireachtas�

Waiving pre-legislative scrutiny is not best practice or something we want to do or do regu-
larly�  As the House, including the Minister of State, will be aware, we process almost all items 
that come before us with due diligence and carry out scrutiny�  While the Davitt decision was 
a surprise, the High Court appeal, launched from the Circuit Court, was not�  The issue ran for 
months so there was a period in which to identify the issue�  In a previous role, I worked in 
a legal department doing what was called horizon scanning�  Part of my role was to consider 
upcoming legislation, amendments and decisions that might affect the place of work.  The 
Oireachtas, with all its powers, should have at least one person in a similar role scanning the 
horizon to see what is coming down the track and to be ready to act quickly when something 
like the development in question happens�  I grant credit on the grounds that action has been 
taken quickly through the drafting of legislation, but the Department, rather than putting things 
on the back foot, should keep an eye on cases like the one in question as they go through so we 
will not voice these considerations again�  The committee will not grant waivers willy-nilly; it 
was a special case�

The role of the court presenter has evolved over time, more by accident than by design�  I 
know a number of court presenters�  They are sergeants�  They are extremely competent in my 
experience�  Any of the ones I know or have come across perform their duties admirably and 
honourably�  They are at a remove�  One of the points made about the system is that it is not 
best practice for the prosecutor to be directly connected to the investigator�  Actually, it is often 
thought that a criminal court case has a defence against the prosecution�  People who watch 
US television dramas, etc., see that sort of adversarial conflict.  Of course, there is an adver-
sarial aspect to a case but in the Irish system the prosecutor has the additional duty of ensuring 
impartiality and independence�  The role overrides everything else and the prosecution has an 
obligation to put before the court matters that come to its attention, even though they may be 
detrimental to the prosecution case�  Prosecutors do that�  Along those lines, best practice sug-
gests that because there are obligations, it is not recommended to have the person discharging 
the prosecution linked directly or indirectly to the investigating force�  Many gardaí carry out 
the function admirably but it is difficult, even for the best-minded and most skilled and honour-
able gardaí in the world, to be at a remove from the force they are part of and from their col-
leagues investigating the crime, who may work in the same station, perhaps at the same desk, on 
a day-to-day basis� That is an issue�  However, having said that, it would be far worse if every 
investigating officer had to prosecute his or her own cases, which is what would happen if this 
legislation was not enacted�  That is what we would have rowed back to�  Instead of having the 
centralised role of court presenter, every garda would be called in, which would put a strain on 
Garda resources�  Not only would the logjam in the courts be problematic but there would also 
be a strain on Garda resources, with gardaí on the beat and on other duties all of a sudden hav-
ing to attend courts�

 It is a matter for another day but we must consider the lack of efficiency in courtrooms if 
people must sit around for hours waiting for cases to be heard, perhaps with them being ad-
journed time and again�  Multiple gardaí could be sitting around for multiple days waiting for 
their five minutes in the sun.  I do not believe any of them would want to do that.  That is best 
avoided�  It is being avoided through this Bill�

A Policing Authority report, which is published, imminent or expected, makes a recom-
mendation on the degree of independence�  It is recommended that an independent prosecutor, 
be it a State solicitor, State counsel or otherwise, have a role in the courts�  While the commit-
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tee waived the pre-legislative scrutiny and I am supporting the expeditious passage of the Bill 
because of the nature of the situation, this subject deserves revisiting�  The committee may 
consider it but the Department should do so also�  We should not let the perfect be the enemy 
of the good in considering the legislation today, but let us not allow an imperfect situation to 
prevail in the long term either�

While we are focusing on the prosecution today, the defence situation is also far from per-
fect�  There has been commentary and coverage recently of defence counsel appearing in the 
District Court.  They are paid a pittance for their time and efforts.  One reason is the legal aid 
scheme in the District Court does not apply to counsel but only to solicitors�  It is something of 
an antiquated scheme�  It derives from the days when the District Court had much shorter lists 
and when a solicitor might have covered two or three matters in a court before lunch, before 
dealing with conveyancing or something like that in the afternoon�  In reality, with busy prac-
tices and expanding suburbs, a Dublin solicitor is not going to spend an entire day looking after 
one case�  In the Criminal Courts of Justice, for example, a barrister might deal with a number of 
cases on a given day for different solicitors.  The barrister’s role has been developed within the 
District Court but the system that exists recognises only the role of the solicitor and, therefore, 
the barrister who takes up the mantle depends on the solicitor to pay him or her afterwards, al-
most through a back-door system�  It is very confusing�  It is very unfair to those who go down 
that route�  The natural progression is that those concerned will withdraw their services eventu-
ally and move on to other things, and the system will be the poorer for it�  This should be looked 
into when the District Court system is being considered�

14/06/2022AA00300Deputy Pat Buckley: I welcome this opportunity to speak about the Bill�  It is about re-
storing Garda court presenters and it is more than urgent to pass it�  I want to make a few brief 
points on it�  We do not always agree here but when there is a matter of urgency, we can come 
to a gentleman’s or lady’s agreement�  We do not oppose the Bill�  We accept it and the waiv-
ing of the requirement to undertake pre-legislative scrutiny, but as has been raised a number of 
times on the side of the House, one slight amendment is required�  I ask the Minister of State to 
take it on board�  If accepted, it would mean the Garda court presenter would not be under the 
rank of sergeant�  The Minister will have heard other speakers speak about trying to streamline 
the legislation and say the judgment in the High Court may be an opportunity for us all in this 
House to work together and consider changing practices within the judicial system�

With regard to streamlining services, the drugs courts and so on were mentioned�  Funnily 
enough, the mental health committee, at its meeting this morning, dealt with people who are 
charged with offences under the drugs Act.   Many of these have addiction issues, so maybe 
there is an alternative to going to court�  Individuals could be victims because of addiction�  
Therefore, there are many things we could change in the legislation�

I have spoken to gardaí about this�  We used to have many conversations when we were 
working in the convention centre�  We should have more of them on the streets on the beat�  
Their frustration is that they are doing all the administrative work even though they are trained 
to go out and protect the citizens of this country�  It is not happening�  Our amendment is to 
streamline it and make it specific to working gardaí.  People can do all the theory tests in the 
world but once we go onto the practical stuff, that is where we need our gardaí, not inside, act-
ing as deputy clerks or anything like that�  I ask the Minister of State to take that amendment on 
board.  It would be of benefit to moving forward within any part of a judicial review or anything 
to do with the courts�  Let us get gardaí onto the streets to protect the people they are supposed 
to serve�
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14/06/2022BB00200Deputy Catherine Murphy: I accept this legislation is required�  However, I am not an 
advocate for rushing legislation through this House�  Although this is probably an exception, we 
tend to see this prior to a recess�  I hope we are not going to see a whole clatter of things rushed 
through without adequate scrutiny�

The primary legislation should have made provision for court presenters when the strategy 
was being developed�  It should not have taken a High Court decision to force the justice system 
to harmonise itself with some basic considerations�  I wonder what consideration there was at 
the point the strategy was being developed�  Did nobody in the Department think of this aspect?  
It may be there are other Bills where we should learn from this shortcoming�

A point I would like to build on is the context of human rights.  The court management office 
and the court presenters must be cognisant of the position relating to Articles 6 and 13 of the Eu-
ropean Convention on Human Rights, in summary, the right to a fair and public hearing within 
a reasonable time�  Others have talked, for example, about the number of judges�  We are all 
aware there can be lengthy delays in cases being heard�  If there is any violation of the conven-
tion in that regard, the person impacted can seek effective remedy before a national authority, 
notwithstanding that the violation has been committed by persons acting in an official capacity.

I know cases are being adjourned because the High Court decision means the Garda ser-
geant court presenters may no longer manage criminal prosecutions in the District Court�  Ms 
Justice Bolger’s overturning of the rule under which a large volume of criminal prosecutions 
were presented by gardaí unconnected to the original investigation could seriously impact the 
current efficiencies realised by the use of the court presenters and the functioning of the District 
Court itself�  This has the potential to lead to breaches of the convention because of delays but 
the specialised role of the court presenter could also be redundant, meaning gardaí who would 
be free to cover ground on their rosters will now find themselves coming back and forth to the 
courts�  We have seen this before�  I remember going past Naas courthouse maybe ten years 
ago and I would see a whole lot of gardaí outside the court and, at the same time, people were 
looking for visibility in other respects.  It is very important that there is efficient use of gardaí.

I keep on stating that there is not equality across the country in the deployment of resources�  
The more the population grows, the more we stretch those resources, rather than having them 
added to�  That is very much the case in places such as counties Kildare and Meath, which 
have the lowest ratio of population to gardaí�  I suspect that when the new census of population 
comes out, this will be even more acute�

I want to move on to points raised by the Commission on the Future of Policing in Ireland�  
The 2018 Commission on the Future of Policing in Ireland report recommended that the new 
State Prosecution Service should be tasked with bringing cases to the Courts Service�  The 
report also views Garda investigations and prosecutions as two separate jobs, as is the case in 
other comparable jurisdictions�  The report goes further and calls for the immediate cessation of 
police prosecutions in court because gardaí are not trained to the level of the opposing defence 
lawyer�  During the High Court case, legal counsel for the DPP and the Garda argued that the 
revised interpretation of the District Court rules on the right to an audience would result in a 
fundamental overhaul of the court presenters system operating in the District Court, and that the 
involvement of gardaí in prosecutions and the time they spend in court or preparing for court is 
enormously wasteful for police resourcing and they should be deployed to core policing duties�  
It would be quite useful to do some sort of a calculation regarding the time involved�  When we 
consider the resources and we then start taking out things like rosters over whatever number of 
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days and people who are ill or on leave, and we start to look at the actual time available to police 
areas, the capacity is much less than we might think�

The transfer of court prosecutions to another State department or service has been called for 
by gardaí themselves, the Garda Inspectorate and the Policing Authority�  The Government’s 
implementation plan for the Commission on the Future of Policing in Ireland stated that a re-
view of prosecution decisions would take place by September 2019 and would be implemented 
by the summer of 2021.  Instead, in the summer of 2022, we find ourselves having to enshrine 
poor practice into law because this recommendation has not been acted on in four and a half 
years�  The Minister of State might outline where he sees that going and what kind of timeframe 
we are talking about�  The Department of Justice put out a tender only last March to research 
our procedural system and how it compares to other jurisdictions�  To go beyond the research, is 
there a timeline in that regard?  The tender document cites the recommendation by the commis-
sion and states that it is accepted in principle by the Government, subject to further evaluation, 
suggesting that this reform, widely acknowledged by all sides as necessary and committed to 
by this Government and the last, could be sidelined�

The high-level steering group on police reform has yet to make any recommendation to the 
Government on the prosecution system�  The two interim reports submitted by the group to the 
Minister for Justice in 2021 have not been published yet�  The Minister of State might tell us if 
it is intended to publish those and, if so, when�  I ask him to clarify whether there are plans to 
act on the recommendations of the Commission on the Future of Policing in Ireland�  Are court 
presenters a stopgap to getting to that point and, if so, will the Minister publish those reports 
and give us some sort of a timeline on that?

14/06/2022BB00300Deputy Jim O’Callaghan: This Bill seeks to extend the powers of audience that members 
of the Garda have before the District Court�  Although it is a very short Bill, its brevity should 
not disguise the fact there is a very complex and lengthy history to the rights of audience that 
police officers have had before our courts, particularly for minor offences.  Prior to indepen-
dence, it was the case that in respect of all minor offences and some indictable offences, mem-
bers of the RIC - the constabulary - were the people who were able to give evidence before the 
courts�  The reason they were able to give that evidence was not any statutory power they had 
but that they had this common law power to give evidence as common informers�  The reason 
they were common informers was they were members of the public and they were in a position 
to give this evidence before the court�  That was a widespread practice before independence�  
In fact, it became too widespread and there was criticism of police officers as they then were 
for effectively becoming advocates before the court.  It was slightly different in Ireland where 
the law officers encouraged it.  There were statements to members of the RIC that they should 
examine and cross-examine witnesses and, in effect, be witnesses.  Following independence, all 
the prosecutorial powers were transferred to the Attorney General of the Irish Free State under 
the Criminal Justice (Administration) Act 1924�  Section 9 set out how the powers of prosecu-
tion were to operate in respect of indictable or serious offences but also in respect of minor of-
fences�  It is clear from section 9(2) that the power of members of the constabulary to prosecute 
as common informers continued and was transferred over to the new force, An Garda Síochána�  
The power for members of An Garda Síochána in this new State to prosecute as common in-
formers continued.  It also continued even after the establishment of the Office of the Director 
of Public Prosecutions, DPP, in 1974.  Even though many offences were prosecuted at the suit 
of the DPP, and before that the Attorney General of the Irish Free State, predominantly gardaí 
were prosecuting as common informers�  We got full recognition and a better understanding of 
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that in 1977 in the Supreme Court decision in the case of DPP v. Roddy.  Mr. Justice Griffin 
stated that gardaí who are prosecuting are prosecuting as common informers�  He looked at sec-
tion 9 of the Criminal Justice (Administration) Act 1924 and noted that the power of gardaí to 
prosecute as common informers had not been removed�  

We are here today because of the recent decision of Ms Justice Bolger in the High Court�  It 
is important we are aware of what happened and why that case was stated to her for her consid-
eration�  It related to a minor drugs prosecution in a District Court�  A garda was prosecuting but 
the initiating garda who had arrested and brought the case was not in court�  The replacement 
garda was there and that garda wanted to be able to give evidence if the accused pleaded guilty 
or wanted the case to be adjourned if that was not the case�  The District Court judge was asked 
by the solicitor representing the accused whether she would state a case�  She did state a case 
and that was whether the substitute garda had a right of audience before the District Court in 
respect of that prosecution�  Ms Justice Bolger answered in the negative and said there was no 
right of audience�  Her reason was she looked at section 8(2) of the Garda Síochána Act 2005�  
That legislation in effect removed or codified the common law.  It provided a statutory basis 
upon which gardaí could prosecute minor offences in the District Court.  That had been recom-
mended by Mr. Justice Griffin in the 1977 case.  However, section 8(2) clearly provides that any 
member of An Garda Síochána may institute and conduct prosecutions in a court of summary 
prosecution but only in the name of the DPP�  

Sometimes we think we get too worked up about words contained within legislation�  How-
ever, we are here today introducing new legislation because the word “and” was used in that 
section�  Had the word “or” been used, we would not be here�  In the case before Ms Justice 
Bolger, it was argued by the State that the section should be read disjunctively�  That does not 
make sense because in 2005 when whoever was here used the word “and”, they meant to use the 
word “and”�  Had they meant to use the word “or” they would have used the word “or”�  Those 
who have read the decision of Ms Justice Bolger will see that she very correctly assessed the 
language contained within the statute and said that if the Oireachtas was going to be deliberate 
in changing how prosecutions are done in the District Court, it clearly would have used very 
precise language�  She rejected the argument put forward by the State that it should be read 
disjunctively and the word “or” could be substituted for the word “and”�  

Obviously that has significant consequences, which is why we are here.  I commend the 
Minister of State, Deputy Browne, on bringing forward this legislation so promptly�  It is an 
example of where legislation needs to be brought forward promptly�  A series of prosecutions 
are going through the District Court throughout the country at present.  We do not want to find 
ourselves in a situation where every initiating garda has to be in the District Court on a particu-
lar date, otherwise the proceedings will be struck out�  That would be a miscarriage of justice�  

We have to go back to what was contained in the report of the Commission on the Future of 
Policing in Ireland�  It recommended getting the gardaí out of court as much as possible in their 
capacity as presenters�  Sitting in courtrooms is a waste of time for gardaí, ultimately becom-
ing advocates in the District Court�  None of us wants that�  We want gardaí out on the street 
fighting crime as opposed to presenting cases.  Gardaí will obviously have to be in court to give 
evidence as witnesses.  That is different from the issue of court presenter.  I would welcome 
legislation to give effect to the recommendation of the Commission on the Future of Policing 
in Ireland�  We want presenters in court�  We do not want the rules of evidence cut short�  Di-
rect evidence will have to be given by gardaí who spot things on a particular occasion but this 
legislation is necessary�
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14/06/2022CC00200Deputy Donnchadh Ó Laoghaire: Ba mhaith liom fáilte a chur roimh an píosa reachtaíochta 
seo�  Tá roinnt gnéithe de go mbeimid ag iarraidh a leasú, go háirithe go mbeadh gá go mbeadh 
an garda sa chúirt ag grád an tsáirsint nó níos sinsearaí ná sin�  Ach tá sé luachmhar mar phíosa 
reachtaíochta�  It is important legislation�  It is logical�  It is unfortunate that we have ended up 
in this situation as it has tied up gardaí who might otherwise be out on the beat�  The Garda court 
presenter is a well-established position�  Typically it is the local sergeant�  It is important we 
draw a distinction between gardaí who are called for evidence as Deputy O’Callaghan has done�  
That is very different animal from that of the court presenter.  This legislation makes sense.  It 
is something of an emergency situation and it is being rushed�  We will support it albeit we will 
table amendments�  The fact that court presenters currently have to be the prosecuting gardaí 
and that no decision other than the prosecuting garda has a right of audience as things stand 
means there are gardaí in the courtroom who might better be out on the street�  When training 
gardaí, which is an expensive and time-consuming job, our focus should be as much as possible 
to have those skilled people out on the street deterring crime�

Unfortunately, there are a few areas in which that is being tied up�  The other relates to the 
very slow pace of civilianisation, which needs to be expedited�  I recently had a conversation 
with some senior gardaí in Cork�  There as much as anywhere else we are not seeing enough 
civilians coming in�  That means gardaí are not out on the street to the extent that they could 
be�  We need to push that on because many jobs are being done by gardaí that could be done by 
civilian staff.  That is having an impact on Garda resources on the ground.  

I will again raise the fact that Garda resources in Cork seem to be the poor relation com-
pared with some other urban centres�  It has not had the same intake from Templemore as Dub-
lin, Limerick, Drogheda or some other locations�  That needs to be changed�  I will instance a 
few areas, in particular Carrigaline, which I have raised often�  Of any large town with more 
than 10,000 people it has the fourth lowest number of gardaí�  There are only 20 gardaí, which 
is actually fewer than there was in March, for more than 15,000 people�  The number is very 
likely higher after the census�  That is one garda for every 800 people in the town�  That just is 
not good enough�  It is a similar story in other rapidly growing areas such as Douglas, Togher 
and Ballincollig�  That needs to be addressed�  

From a policing point of view, the Minister of State might bear in mind that Carrigaline has 
a huge number of young people but the Garda youth diversion project is operating from a rented 
premises, well supported by the community association and that is welcome�  However, it will 
ultimately need a permanent location, its own building, for the young population that exists�

14/06/2022CC00300Deputy Bernard J. Durkan: This is important legislation and I commend the Minister of 
State on bringing it forward�  It is only a short Bill�  It is short in implications in terms of what 
it has to say to us now but it is very important in the way it ties it up�

It reminds me of the phrase “and-or” and an issue the House has discussed in the past, that 
is, the meaning of “may” or “shall” in relation to what authority is given in a Bill�  Of course, 
these words have two distinct and different meanings.  “May” means the Minister may or may 
not, at his or her discretion�  That is a simple interpretation of it�  We have had countless debates 
in this House as to whether it meant something else and Deputies insisted on the use of the word 
“shall”, which compels the Minister or whomever to do what is proposed in the particular Bill 
or section�  It gives the Minister no options whatever, whereas “may” gives him or her options�

I realise what is proposed in this case�  It is to replace “institute and conduct” so that it reads 
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“institute or conduct” following the amendment�  That is good�  I accept it will take gardaí out 
of the courts and put them out on the street�  However, what is important is that the person 
conducting the proceedings should be familiar with the details of the case�  If that does not hap-
pen, difficulties will arise and people may walk when they should not walk or people may be 
convicted where they should not be convicted.  That is an important definition.  I am aware the 
Minister of State has studied all of this carefully beforehand and that it has been proofed to the 
extent necessary�  However, we need to always recognise that there are exceptions to the rule 
that may arise in different ways and means from time to time.  I mention that for noting at this 
stage and the Minister of State may have something to say about it�

In general, the courts work in a satisfactory fashion�  But for the courts, we would be in very 
serious difficulty.  The only issue I have ever come across is that people who feel aggrieved 
that the law did not treat them favourably may find themselves equally aggrieved after going to 
court�  They invariably go back before the courts again and again as lay litigants and they never 
have their cases resolved�  They are never happy that the ongoing discourse regarding their case 
never seems to get resolved�  I mention that in the case of people who are deceived in relation to 
wills and people who inveigle themselves into the confidence of people who are vulnerable and 
may influence the individual who is vulnerable to the extent that they should not.  Depending 
on the way the case is dealt with, it may well happen that nothing is done to reverse that situa-
tion�  That should occur�  There needs to be an opinion of last resort that examines the victim’s 
situation in a way that gives some solace or recognition that his or her case has been heard�  For 
example, solicitors will say they know the person is the victim and has been wronged but that is 
in the past and they cannot do anything about it at that stage�  The Minister of State is an experi-
enced lawyer and I would not like to get into an entanglement with him�  However, I have seen 
both types of cases overturned, particularly where an injustice was done and the complainant 
persisted and achieved a result�  In another identical case, in the same way, this was done by a 
judge interpreting what was put before him or her and saying the complainant had a valid case 
and the court would deal with it�  There needs to be some reassurance provided for those people 
who feel wronged�  That also applies in family law cases�

Family law cases are better dealt with than these cases�  What we see, as public representa-
tives, in cases we have dealt with is that psychologist’s reports sought by the court are viewed 
by the other side as one-sided�  It may be right, accurate or wrong�  It may be as a result of 
discussions with one party only or as a result of discussions with the two parties, as it should 
be, but that does not always occur�  On some occasions, decisions have been reached by the 
courts with far-reaching consequences whereby an aggrieved party becomes highly aggrieved 
and feels the system is against him or her�  Members of the public need to be reassured in such 
cases�  I am not agitating for anything other than a discussion on that issue at some stage in the 
future in this House�  There are many such cases�  Everybody knows about them and we have 
all tried to resolve them in one way or another�  I hope we can do that�

I hope this particular amendment does not run into flak - no pun intended - and serves its 
purpose�  I hope it achieves fair and even-handed handing out of justice in the courts�

Everybody goes to court to get justice but justice does not necessarily come�  Justice is 
viewed from the perspective of the person seeking it and sometimes what people get is the law�  
The two are not always the same thing�  I will leave it at that�  I hope the legislation will work 
well�

14/06/2022DD00200Deputy Chris Andrews: I welcome the opportunity to speak on this Bill�  It is not an ideal 
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way to process legislation but it is important that we are dealing with it as the alternative would 
be chaos�

Sinn Féin supports the Bill�  We have tabled an amendment to ensure that Garda court pre-
senters are not below the rank of sergeant�  This allows prosecuting gardaí to focus on serious 
crime in higher courts.  Gardaí need to be utilised in an efficient and effective way.  They play 
such an important role in communities across the country and the last thing we need is gardaí 
tied up in court when they could be utilised more effectively.

The same applies when gardaí are tied up, as mentioned previously, doing desk duties and 
endless paperwork when they could be out doing the jobs they are particularly good at�  The 
amount of paperwork gardaí have to do is madness�  The amount of time a simple statement 
takes makes no sense in an era of technology�

Gardaí need to be working with communities and they need to be resourced to do so�  A con-
crete example of the lack of Garda resources in the south inner city is that Pearse Street Garda 
station does not have a minibus to work with community groups�  Pearse Street Garda station 
is one of the busiest stations in the country, yet it does not have a minibus�  This means the 
engagement between gardaí and the local community is limited�  The work community gardaí 
do is crucial when it comes to dealing with young people and keeping them engaged in society 
in a positive way�  In many ways, as I have mentioned in the House previously, the Mulvey 
report has divided the city�  It has divided the north inner city community from the south inner 
city community.  They are effectively one community but the Mulvey report has divided it to 
a point where the north inner city has significant resources to work with communities.  On the 
southside, however, Pearse Street Garda station does not have a minibus to work with local 
communities.  That is a reflection of the lack of the required resources in the inner city.  I have 
said previously that the findings of the Mulvey report should be mirrored on the south inner city.  
Again, this is an important Bill and we support it, with an amendment�

14/06/2022EE00200An Ceann Comhairle: Deputies Berry and Shanahan are sharing time�

14/06/2022EE00300Deputy Cathal Berry: I thank the Minister of State for his opening statement�  I very much 
welcome the opportunity to contribute to the discussion of this Bill�  I fully recognise its impor-
tance and the urgency associated with it�  I take on board as well the points that have been raised 
by other Deputies�  There are two ways of looking at it�  First, we would all prefer to not to 
be here discussing very detailed legislation at short notice with a tight, time-sensitive horizon�  
The other way of looking at it is that this is probably a good example of two arms of the State, 
namely, the Judiciary and the Legislature, working in unison but independently to ensure that 
we have the best law possible�

In general terms I support the Bill.  I am supportive of it for five reasons primarily.  First, if 
it is not broke, do not fix it.  The current system works well.  As the Minister of State alluded to, 
it is well established�  It is well respected, both by victims and by the accused�  It is important 
to bear in mind that the judge, when she made her ruling last week, did not raise any problems 
with the principle of a court presenter�  The issue was with the administrative technicality as-
sociated with it�  I am glad that this Bill will tie up that administrative technicality�

My second point is that from a law perspective, as a general rule, it is not good to have 
ambiguity or grey areas�  This House should seize any opportunity it has to tie up or to clarify 
points of law�  This is a good example of this and it is a good opportunity to do that�  We should 
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grab it with both hands�

The third point is that gardaí do not work as individuals, but as teams�  We need to appreci-
ate that.  I do not see any difficulty whatsoever with one particular court presenter handing over 
key information in relation to a case and to allow a second or even a third court presenter to 
continue with the case, to present it and to prosecute before the courts system�

Fourth, what we are proposing will make the courts system more efficient.  All it will do 
is bring us back to the status quo, to where we were last week�  However, it is unreasonable to 
expect that members of An Garda Síochána should always be inside the courts�  This will make 
the courts system more efficient.  In the event that a garda is injured, ill, or if, as we saw only a 
couple of weeks ago, their house is broken into by criminals, if they are on a course, or if they 
are annual leave, the court system can continue without an adjournment or without a delay�

Fifth, and most importantly, I am supporting this Bill because I recognise that if it is not 
passed shortly it will prejudice the outcomes and will delay a number of cases that are already 
before the courts�  In summary, I support the Bill for the reasons that I outlined�  I look forward 
to its passage through the Dáil and to its swift implementation�

14/06/2022EE00400Deputy Matt Shanahan: The principle of garda court presenters means that any member of 
An Garda Síochána can institute and can conduct prosecutions in a court of summary jurisdic-
tion in the name of the Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions.  As Members have already 
said, the system has been well represented, well established and has been working efficiently.  
For many within the District Court prosecutions, the legal basis for garda court presenters being 
well understood ensures that gardaí would not be taken off the beat because they are required to 
present in court to conduct their own prosecutions on every summons that they initiate�

The proposed amendment has been recognised as required due to a recent High Court rul-
ing at the end of May�  The High Court found against the State, requiring that a prosecuting 
garda must be present in court to progress the case that he or she initiated.  Such a finding, if 
left unamended, would completely disrupt the courts, as has been suggested�  Therefore, I as a 
member of the Regional Group, will be welcoming the amendment�  It is important to close out 
this legal loophole�

I will speak for a few minutes about the actions of gardaí, as opposed to the courts, as well 
as about the difficult job they have in trying to integrate with the court system and to process 
their own work.  We have significant challenges now across the State, not least of which are the 
increased challenges of anti-social behaviour, drug abuse, criminal theft and damage, attacks 
upon the person and attacks upon gardaí�  Many of those who are accused in the courts of seri-
ous crimes are availing of legal aid�  I would say that there is an overly accommodative stance 
in terms of sentencing regimes.  It is probably to do with the difficulties with the lack of prison 
accommodation�  However, it is a fact - it has been made public quite a number of times - that 
there are many people walking around with multiple convictions�  They should basically be in a 
custodial situation and they are not�  They are coming up time and again before the courts�  This 
is very challenging for gardaí to be seeing these people out and about when they are trying to 
prosecute them in the courts�

Much of the discretion that was available, particularly to community and regional gardaí, 
has been withdrawn in recent years�  The result is now that more minor prosecutions are being 
activated�  For many in An Garda Síochána, they are admonished to ensure that the letter of the 
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law is applied without cognisance of the spirit to which it was intended�  This is something that 
the Minister of State needs to have a look at.  It is having a detrimental effect in garda com-
munity liaison engagement�  It is obstructive to building the relationships that community and 
gardaí need to facilitate and to share a relationship and information, particularly of information 
that would expedite the solving of less serious crimes�

In terms of expediting court appearances, we now have a significant problem in the State 
where summonses are going out and they are not being picked up by An Post�  People are not 
at the addresses that they are being sent to�  We have over and over deferral of cases�  If you 
look at air travel at the moment, it is ubiquitous that everybody is getting their boarding cards 
through their phones�  People have no problem accessing travel documents through their phones 
all the time�  The Minister of State needs to look at some integrating technology now that sum-
monses can be issued by means of mobile phones and emails�  This would do much to speed up 
the activities in the courts, to make sure that summons are served and to ensure that people are 
deemed to have been served� 

I also want to mention the issues of my own Garda station, which is now the divisional head-
quarters for the south east in Waterford�  I raised this in the House with the Minister of State 
some months ago�  I was happy in recent days to attend a community engagement down there�  
It was attended by all of the rescue services and ambulance services in the area�  That is only 
right because Waterford, as the Minister of State probably knows, serves over 12 counties for all 
areas of emergency, including 999 calls and air-sea rescue�  They co-ordinate everything there�  
As I said to the Minister of State before, there is not room to swing the proverbial cat inside that 
barracks building�  It has had no expansion and no capital development for the past 20 years, 
even though it has now been designated as a divisional headquarters�  More people are due to go 
into it�  More people from the private sector are due to work there�  There is no room for these 
people�  There is no room for the members to put their bags�  There are very few lockers�  I ask 
the Minister of State again to liaise with the Department of Justice, the Commissioner and the 
OPW to find the long-requested funding for this barracks.  I understand that a capital footprint 
and a design plan of €3 million or €4 million was given to the Department�  I ask the Minister 
of State to resource that so that members there can do their jobs efficiently.

14/06/2022EE00500Deputy Martin Browne: I also welcome the chance to speak on the Bill�  The importance 
of the Bill, brief though it may be, cannot be overstated.  It seeks to address the findings in 
Liam Varley v� Ciarán Davitt that there is no legal basis underpinning the system of garda court 
presenters at District Court level.  This effectively means that no garda, other than the prosecut-
ing garda, has the right of audience in respect of a case�  Needless to say, an irregularity of this 
type can have profound consequences in dealing with crime or with similar matters in a timely, 
effective way.  The consequence of this may not just impact on dealing with cases promptly, but 
can also impact on faith in the system�

We hear much of dissatisfaction with prosecutions�  Not addressing this adequately would 
only add to these concerns�  The High Court decision made an immediate impact on District 
Court cases.  We saw postponements in May and June.  This, effectively, was a postponement 
on the delivery of justice�  Not addressing this gap in legislation can also result in areas where 
depleted Garda numbers can be reduced further by requiring a specific member of the force to 
appear in court�  When Garda duties are taken up in court and numbers are shorter on the ground 
a system that does not allow any garda, other than their prosecuting garda, to have an audience 
in respect of a case further restricts the ability of our Garda to operate as effectively as they wish 
on the ground in our communities�
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Take Tipperary, for instance�  As of the end of last year, we had a total of 398 gardaí�  This 
is down from 411 a year earlier and is only three more than was the case back in 2009�  In my 
view, we must be mindful of time management and of the prompt working of justice�  That is 
why as a party Sinn Féin agreed not to object to the waiver of the pre-legislative scrutiny on the 
Oireachtas committee on justice without sight of the Bill�  However, it now appears that there is 
a shortcoming in the Bill that would have unintended consequences that could impinge upon the 
effective prosecution of a case.  As the Bill is worded, it would see probationary gardaí being 
given the ability to act as court presenters, which would have consequences that are of particu-
lar concern�  Na Teachtaí Martin Kenny and Daly have submitted an amendment to rectify this 
and ensure Garda court prosecutors are not below the rank of sergeant�

I appreciate the opportunity to speak on these proposals, which have potential ramifications 
for every community in my constituency of Tipperary and all across the country�  We need leg-
islation that deals effectively with the matters that impact on communities the most.  We also 
need to ensure Garda numbers are sufficient to meet the current needs of communities with as 
much urgency as possible�

14/06/2022FF00200Deputy Mattie McGrath: I am sharing time with Deputy O’Donoghue�  I am pleased to 
speak broadly in support of this Bill�  At the Business Committee and in subsequent communi-
cations, we agreed to progress this legislation as a matter of urgency�  There is an old saying that 
justice delayed is justice denied�  The Minister of State, as a practitioner of the law, understands 
the problems that arise from delays�  There are many reasons for those delays�  The backlogs 
in all the courts, particularly in Circuit Court sittings, are enormous�  It could take seven, eight 
or even ten years before some Circuit Court cases are held�  That type of predicted longevity is 
not good�

I am not hung up on the question of whether a garda acting as a court presenter must be 
a sergeant, as proposed in the Sinn Féin amendment, but I would say any participating garda 
should, obviously, have some relevant experience of the court system�  One gets that experience 
by learning and participating in the Courts Service�  Tús maith leath na hoibre�  Any time I have 
been at court sittings, I have seen several members of An Garda Síochána waiting and waiting, 
whatever the delays are, and perhaps not being called at all in the end�  It is a complete and utter 
waste of Garda time�  I am all for proper, fair and speedy justice�  However, as Deputy Durkan 
noted, one might not always get the justice one expects from the justice system, or it might not 
be justice at all in one’s eyes, and it is frightfully expensive for those who have to pay to access 
it�  I will speak about the free legal aid system presently�

It is not acceptable to have ten or 12 gardaí attending court sittings when they have so many 
other duties to deal with in communities�  In the division in my area, especially in the Cahir-
Cashel district, the Garda numbers were never as low as they are now�  I salute the community 
gardaí there, who are brilliant�  Sergeant Ray Moloney, who has now moved on, was top class, 
as are the team members, Garda Jenny Gough and Garda Judy Davern�  Last Friday, we had 
the launch of the amalgamation of two schools in Cahir into a new building, which has been 35 
years or longer in the planning.  It was wonderful to see Garda Kevin McGuinness of the traffic 
corps, Garda Davern and Garda Gough there, led by a piper�  Pupils from the two schools came 
together in what is known as the old convent yard, which is now a day care centre, and walked 
the almost half a mile to the new building�  There was great excitement and it was lovely that 
the gardaí were able to give the safety of an escort, led by the piper, to the new school, Bunscoil 
na Cathrach�  It was a momentous day�  The new school will have some 380 pupils, although 
the children in sixth class will only have a couple of weeks there before moving on�  The project 
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has come to completion under the stewardship of the principal, Mr� Horan�

It is great to have local gardaí available for events like that�  I know that some of them, 
including in this case, come into work when they are not on duty�  In many areas, they don the 
uniform and do that kind of work�  They are with the people, for the people and they stand with 
the people�  No police force in the word can police without the support of the people�  It is a two-
way street�  Community gardaí get down and dirty with the people, visiting them and getting 
involved in community-focused events, including community alert and neighbourhood watch 
schemes�  The new property marking scheme, which will be starting in my village shortly, with 
the assistance of former members of Muintir na Tíre and our own SOLAS team, is a very good 
initiative�

The free legal aid service must be reformed�  Why does it take so long to introduce reform 
to such schemes by way of legislation?  I am all for free legal aid for people who are not able 
to afford the defence under the justice system to which they are entitled in any democratic so-
ciety�  However, I also am in favour of three strikes and you are out�  I am not for a revolving 
door situation whereby people can come back for free legal aid umpteen times�  In some cases, 
individuals have received it 15 or 16 times�  They are milking the system�  Legal practitioners, 
too, must take a share of the blame for this revolving system�  The victims are lost in all of this�  
We have a victims’ charter and everything else but we have been very slow to support victims�  
I once helped a family in a case involving a heinous murder�  The family members were trying 
to find out when the person who was convicted would be getting out and possibly returning to 
the locality�  There is no follow-through from the justice system in supporting the families of 
loved ones whose lives have been taken away and who have been swept from them�

Huge reforms are needed�  This Bill deals with only one of those reforms, arising from a rul-
ing by the High Court that the prosecuting garda must be the garda who investigated the offence 
and issued the summons�  That will require more and more gardaí to attend court sittings and the 
waste of time involved is shocking�  I am not saying the current system should be diminished 
in any way�  We have competent gardaí to perform this duty and it is normally experienced 
members who do so�  However, having such a large number of gardaí held up is not acceptable�

I have to mention Clonmel Garda station�  I referred to the amalgamation of the schools 
in Cahir that took 30 or 40 years to achieve�  The issue with the Garda station in Clonmel has 
been going on for 50 or 60 years�  We have planning permission and a wonderful design for a 
brand new station and a site has been found.  The project was included in different packages 
and bundles of stations all over the country, including Sligo, Clonakilty and others�  There has 
been change after change, the latest of which was a gigantic one�  Gardaí in Clonmel, under 
the leadership of Superintendent Willie Leahy, as well as Chief Superintendent Derek Smart in 
Thurles, have been left bewildered�  The design was done and we accepted we were in a bundle 
with two or three other stations�  We understood there would be contractors appointed to build 
the Garda stations�  Now, however, the station has been locked into a tripartite arrangement with 
the children’s court�  In my experience - Deputy O’Donoghue has a lot more experience than I 
do in this area - there are specialised builders who work on court buildings, which normally are 
very stately buildings with a very finessed finish.  I am not saying Garda stations should be any 
less stately but they are, pardon the phrase, a different animal.

We are concerned that this will lead to further undue delays and prevarications�  The Min-
ister for Justice visited two weeks ago and saw the state of the station, as have several of her 
predecessors, as well as the Taoiseach�  It is Dickensian and shameful�  We can no longer expect 
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our gardaí to give a service to the public from such a building�  It is not acceptable for the public 
to have to access it.  It is just not fit for purpose.  The building is leased from the county council, 
which wants it back for many reasons�  As I said, a lovely site has been found, on the location 
of the old Kickham Barracks, planning permission has been granted and the design and every-
thing else is ready to go�  The station should not be bundled with any part of the Courts Service�  
We have accepted being bundled with other Garda stations around the country�  When it comes 
to tendering for projects, different skill sets are needed for court buildings, requiring different 
architects and everything else�  As I understand it, the court project is not even at design stage�  
If I am wrong on that, the Minister of State will correct me�  The new arrangement is not good 
enough for the people of Clonmel and south Tipperary and it is not good enough for the mem-
bers of An Garda Síochána there�  It cannot be allowed to carry on�

14/06/2022FF00300Deputy Richard O’Donoghue: I welcome the opportunity to speak on this Bill�  I agree 
with most of what is contained in it except for the provision whereby a trainee garda may be 
called on to present in court�  I do not agree with that�  Any garda who does so must have ex-
perience in that field.  That is my one concern.  I welcome anything that will free up Garda 
resources�  There are many areas around the country in which gardaí are needed but are being 
held up for days and weeks participating in court cases�

6 o’clock

Often court cases are suspended, when a few days were offered.  That takes resources from 
our local communities�  We must invest in the Garda and in technology for the force to combat 
the type of crime existing now�  An Garda Síochána needs major investment in technology�  The 
required technology is there but it is not being used�  For our Garda services to be at their best, 
even though we have depleted numbers, there must be a great deal of investment in our Garda 
stations�  Taking the example of Newcastle West in my own district of Limerick, for three years 
the Garda station was closed to allow for the building of a new one�  Yet that Garda station has 
not been built�  We do not have a headquarters in west Limerick�  All I hear every time I men-
tion this is that the matter is being looked into and someone will get back to us�  It goes to show 
what types of things are happening�  If it was in Dublin or Cork, that headquarters would have 
been built�  When it is in west Limerick though, the Government seems to think we can wait for 
years to have this project completed�  We all need our headquarters in our areas�

  The Garda does a hard job�  It is one I could not do myself�  Gardaí leave their families and 
put their lives on the line�  They do not know what they are going to face in any part of the day�  
Therefore, out of respect for the Garda and for the work the members of the force do, I thank 
them for everything they do in trying to keep us safe�  Investment, though, must come from the 
Government�  The Garda must be provided with the proper equipment, vehicles, technology 
and premises to allow the members of the force to carry out their work�  They do fantastic work 
in communities�  When we have enough gardaí to allow it, they engage with younger people�  
They try everything they can to help the younger generation growing up to ensure those young 
people can say a garda is a person you can turn to when in trouble or in need of help�

  As I said, we have depleted numbers in An Garda Síochána�  It is hoped those numbers will 
rise in the next couple of years�  I believe 1,800 people were called for an interview�  I think they 
are at No� 200 now in the context of the interviews�  I welcome this�  I also welcome people ap-
plying to go for an interview and wanting to join An Garda Síochána�  There is no point in hav-
ing a Garda service, however, if the investment is not there in the premises, the technology and 
the vehicles required�  Equally, we also need numbers�  Therefore, I welcome what is in the Bill�  
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I do not agree with a requirement for a sergeant to be involved in this context�  I do not believe it 
has to be a sergeant.  A competent garda with experience would suffice, but not a trainee garda.

14/06/2022GG00200Deputy Johnny Mythen: We understand the basis of this Bill stems from a recent High 
Court judgment in which it was determined that the system of Garda court presenters had no 
legal basis�  Garda court presenters, however, have served as a practical and successful working 
model across the State for many years�  They are an integral part of allowing the State pros-
ecutor to work on far more serious cases at High Court level�  We recognise the importance of 
establishing Garda court presenters on a formal legal basis�  This is why we did not oppose a 
waiver of pre-legislative scrutiny of the Bill by the Joint Committee on Justice�  My colleagues, 
Deputies Kenny and Daly, however, have submitted an amendment concerning rank�  We be-
lieve the Bill can be strengthened via this amendment to allow the legislation to provide for a 
stronger and more robust system and, above all, a realignment of trust among the public�

We put forward the case that Garda court presenters should be confined to the rank of ser-
geant and above�  We fear the experience and on-the-ground knowledge held by sergeants and 
higher ranking officers acting as court presenters could be replaced by inexperienced proba-
tionary gardaí�  This could leave the courts open to hearing numerous appeals�  It would be a 
retrograde step in the court process and would not serve our court systems well�  Considering 
the rushed nature of this legislation and the waiving of pre-legislative scrutiny, I ask that the 
Minister of State accept the amendment and the bona fide intentions behind it.

14/06/2022GG00300Deputy Michael McNamara: I listened carefully to this debate and to the reasons cited 
for introducing this Bill�  Obviously, it has been well reported in the media that the High Court 
struck down the existing practice, or at least found it lacked a lawful basis�  We are now pro-
posing to introduce this system on exactly such a basis�  I am convinced it is a considerable 
waste of Garda time not to have a presenting officer.  I am not convinced at all, however, that a 
return to the status quo is not an equal waste of Garda time�  We have this great habit in Ireland 
of commissioning reports�  The Minister of State’s Department, apart from the Department of 
Health, is probably one of the main culprits contributing to global warming in this fashion by 
commissioning reports�  I refer to all the energy it takes to compile a report and then to print and 
publish it so that it can then sit on a shelf�  Even more energy is probably used then because it 
likely gets dusted every once in a while�  These reports remain on the shelf, though, and nothing 
happens with them�

We have a report, The future of Policing in Ireland, about which there was much fanfare at 
the time�  It was published in September 2018 and recommended that this idea of a presenting 
officer be abolished and replaced with a national prosecutorial service or an extension of the 
existing State Solicitor’s office.  The report recommended that all “decisions should be taken 
away from the police and given to an expanded state solicitor or national prosecution service”�  
I refer to decisions on whether to prosecute and the prosecutions themselves�  The report also 
noted the “Gardaí in charge of prosecutions may not be trained to the level of the opposing de-
fence lawyer[s]”�  This might have been something the Minister of State encountered himself 
when he was in the District Court�  It was also noted in the report that, “Some Gardaí have un-
doubtedly become skilful prosecutors through experience, but this should not be their job and it 
does not justify taking them away from front line duties�”

This is the most important point in this context�  If we have gardaí who are, essentially, pros-
ecutors, then they are not out policing in the community�  We have other people who are trained 
as prosecutors and who go through universities etc� to become prosecutors�  Those people could 
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easily be carrying out that function�  Gardaí, of course, also have extensive and specialist train-
ing they cannot use because they are doing a job they are not trained to do�  The idea behind 
this Bill is we are going to save Garda time by, essentially, wasting more Garda time until we 
get to the point of being able to draft a Bill that will save Garda time�  That is a bit convoluted�  
It is a convoluted way of saying this Bill seems to be a waste of time and we are going to end 
up back where we were, which is not where we wanted to be, but this is happening because the 
court decision was made more quickly than was anticipated�  It is a case of what is another year 
of waiting for a report to be enacted in the Minister of State’s Department�

Before the recess, we brought in legislation that rolled over emergency measures to allow 
people to drink outdoors�  We are only doing that, of course, until the consolidated legislation 
comes in when we will deal with it all�  Everyone had a great chuckle in here, however, about 
when that might be.  People guffawed and agreed we would probably never see that legislation.  
Therefore, we continue with this farce that it will just be one more piece of legislation that will 
be rolled over annually�  This Bill is in that vein�  Contrary to what is being claimed, this Bill 
is going to continue the practice we have referred to�  It is not one that is necessarily wasting 
Garda time per se, because the role being carried out by those members of the force as pros-
ecuting officers is necessary and better than the alternative that would exist after the High Court 
judgment in the absence of proper amending legislation, which would see numerous gardaí 
having to go to court to give the evidence that one presenting officer could do.  It is, however, 
still not a solution�

It is four years after The Future of Policing in Ireland report was duly received by the Min-
ister of State’s predecessors in the Department and the by the then Joint Committee on Justice 
and Equality�  I presume there was some fanfare and that someone got photographed with the 
report and that it was a great day out�

However, at some point it could be about amending the legislation and system�  Apart from 
the waste of Garda time, there is a further problem with the fact that the presenting officers are 
gardaí�  It leads to an impression one might have, if one came from another jurisdiction, that 
these are Garda courts rather than independent courts because gardaí are making a decision 
on whether to prosecute and gardaí present evidence, as opposed to merely giving evidence of 
what they have seen or what their policing duties were�  Rather, they are in uniform as gardaí�  
There might have been a time when it was intended that they might look like Garda courts, but 
we have moved beyond that in the administration of justice�  Certainly, most countries have 
done so�  We are almost unique in retaining this system�  More serious consideration needs to 
be given to this and a more profound change needs to be introduced than that which the Bill 
proposes�

I want to discuss how we do justice in Ireland�  I want bring up a decision of the Garda 
ombudsman, relating to a protected disclosure under the Protected Disclosures Act 2014�  The 
Act is an unusual creature because if a protected disclosure is made to any of the various Gov-
ernment Departments, guidelines are to be issued�  There is an expectation that there would be 
an investigation into the subject matter of the protected disclosure�  In this instance, a former 
member of An Garda Síochána made a number of rather disturbing complaints�  One related to 
a prosecution in the Special Criminal Court�

We will, of course, come to the Special Criminal Court in about a week’s time in the House 
and it will be put up to us to again roll over the legislation�  We had a committee chaired by a 
former member of the Supreme Court and former Attorney General, no less�  In those circum-
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stances, it might be expected to be somebody who would have a fair understanding of how the 
prosecution of serious offences works and the risks inherent in not having the possibility of non-
jury courts�  Nevertheless, the committee found that in respect of the operation of the Special 
Criminal Court, the fact that one could not challenge a decision of the DPP to refer the matter 
to the Special Criminal Court was legally problematic�  His judgment was borne out because it 
has been subsequently criticised by various UN tribunals over the years�

Notwithstanding all of that, including the reports, the commissioning of a report and the re-
port being published, here we are�  I believe there is another independent body�  If one does not 
like the first independent body, one can get another one.  When Deputy Charlie Flanagan was 
Minister for Justice, the votes were looking tight at one point before Sinn Féin decided it would 
abstain on this issue�  He was going to commission another independent body to examine the 
court, which gave Sinn Féin the opportunity to abstain�  I have not heard about the report since, 
but I presume there are independent experts driving around the country and maybe even taking 
evidence�  God love us if they are taking evidence, because why would anybody waste his or 
her time giving evidence to a group like that knowing what happened to the last independent 
group?  When it came up with a recommendation that the Department of Justice minions did 
not like, the report was filed with all of the other reports, including the report on policing we 
are discussing today�

The case I refer to concerned the prosecution of two subversives, as they would have been 
called then�  They might now be called politicians�  Nevertheless, my objection to the Special 
Criminal Court does not change depending on who is being tried or how one views their of-
fences; the principle is that people are not able to challenge the decision to try them there�  Two 
persons were apprehended in Clare and prosecuted in respect of a bank robbery�  The garda to 
whom I refer made a protected disclosure that he took a statement from a witness�  The accused 
were found guilty in the Special Criminal Court�  

The garda alleged that the statement used in court was a very different one from the one 
he took, and involved the use of marked notes in a bank robbery�  Essentially, the two people 
concerned were accused of stealing money to fund the activities of the IRA�  A witness gave 
evidence to this particular garda that she could not say that there were any marked notes or 
could not identify the marked notes in question�  She was interviewed by a subsequent garda 
and changed her mind�  This evidence was part, but very far from all, of the evidence which was 
adduced against the accused in the Special Criminal Court, and who were subsequently found 
guilty�

The garda who gave the evidence was involved in the Shergar investigation�  As the House 
will be aware, a certain amount of ransom money was put in a boot of a car and subsequently 
went missing�  While £80,000 is still a lot of money, it was a vast sum of money in the 1980s in 
Ireland.  The official Garda line would suggest there is very little cover for all of this.  A branch 
of Ulster Bank was opened and £80,000 was taken from it�  All of this happened without the 
involvement of any senior management, An Garda Síochána was led to believe�

Money went missing and somebody had to carry the can.  One garda was fired.  Disciplin-
ary proceedings were brought against him and he was found guilty on the majority of charges�

14/06/2022HH00200An Leas-Cheann Comhairle: Does this relate to the Bill?

14/06/2022HH00300Deputy Michael McNamara: This relates to the need for profound reform of the legisla-
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tion governing An Garda Síochána, rather than putting another sticking plaster over what is 
increasingly a festering wound�

The Garda Commissioner appointed somebody to investigate the case and it was subse-
quently found that somebody had been procured to give evidence against the garda concerned�  
All of this was brought to the attention of the Garda Síochána Ombudsman Commission�  Hav-
ing looked at the case, it determined that, as regards the evidence against the persons being tried 
in the Special Criminal Court, there was other evidence against them and they were legally 
represented at the time�  With regard to the garda’s evidence, it was found to be his opinion, the 
evidence of somebody else, the effluxion of time and all that.  It culminated in a decision, taking 
all of these matters into consideration, that GSOC was of the view that it was not desirable in 
the public interest to investigate the allegations under the 2005 Act�

Desirability in the public interest is unique to disclosures made to the Garda ombudsman�  
If it is not in the public interest to investigate corruption in An Garda Síochána, the doctoring 
of evidence and the singling out of somebody to carry the can, if only to find that everything 
was being done properly, what is the public interest?  Is there no public interest whatsoever?  
GSOC, as a matter of public record, is very badly funded and unable to carry out its functions, 
but I understand it has a number of public interests to satisfy and may be tasked with doing a 
loaves and fishes operation.  However, it is important for the integrity of policing in Ireland that 
a light is shone on all aspects of policing, including matters that occurred some time ago�  If we 
do not look properly at what happened some time ago, how can anybody have confidence in 
what is happening today?

This Bill is yet another sticking plaster from the Department of Justice�  There is very little 
legislation going through the House at the moment�  I do not know why that is, and I have raised 
this issue on previous occasions�  We could have come up with something a little more profound 
than that which is in this Bill�  Essentially, we are trying to preserve a status quo which we have 
accepted is inadequate�  That is a ridiculous proposition for the Minister to bring to the House�  
We know the situation is inadequate, and we have had only four years to come up with an al-
ternative�  Now the courts have struck down the situation, which we have already accepted is 
not really up to scratch, but the Government will provide a legal basis to carry on this operation 
nonetheless�  To use a colloquialism, it could be considered whistling past the graveyard�  You 
know when you have the awful sense that things are not really going the way you want them to 
go?  The Government will just keep going for another little while and pretend it is all right�  It 
is not�

We need proper legislation�  There is a much more detailed Garda Bill going through the 
Houses - very slowly, it has to be said�  The heads of that Bill were examined by the Commit-
tee on Justice at some point last winter, and I have not seen it come to Second Stage yet�  That 
legislation mirrors large pieces of the existing legislation.  Major discretion is afforded to the 
Garda Commissioner�  In particular, that legislation mirrors the idea that certain matters will 
be brought to the attention of the Minister for Justice in order that he or she - at the moment, 
of course, we have a female Minister for Justice, which is very much to be welcomed - be kept 
informed of matters that may be of interest to him or her�  There was the Phil Hogan incident 
whereby the Minister was informed of the fact he had been apprehended with a mobile phone 
to his ear while driving�  It is a long way from the prosecution of people in the Special Criminal 
Court for bank robberies to raise funding for subversives�  It might be of interest to a Minister 
for Justice to know exactly what is going on in the country or to know that somebody - a politi-
cal opponent, perhaps, or a thorny political personage - was driving around while carrying a 
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mobile phone�  That is political policing, really, and we are to continue with that on the Statute 
Book without any overhaul of the laws that govern An Garda Síochána�

All of that, of course, leads to a lack of confidence in An Garda Síochána among the popu-
lation and a lack of confidence in An Garda Síochána and An Garda Síochána management 
among lower ranking officers, which is a very big problem.  Bringing in sticking-plaster legis-
lation in order that we can still have presenting officers in the District Court is not the answer 
and not what we need�  It marks a very disappointing lack of ambition on the part of the Depart-
ment of Justice - not, I should say, the civil servants in the Department of Justice because it is 
for Ministers, senior and junior, to lead the Department of Justice�  I do not see a whole lot of 
leadership there at the moment�  On that basis I will oppose the Bill�

14/06/2022JJ00200Minister of State at the Department of Justice (Deputy James Browne): I thank the 
Deputies for their contributions�  I acknowledge the Committee on Justice for providing a pre-
legislative scrutiny waiver in respect of this matter due to its urgency�  I take Deputy Martin 
Kenny’s point that where a committee waives pre-legislative scrutiny, perhaps a technical brief-
ing could be provided to spokespersons�  I will bring that point back to the Department and the 
Minister, Deputy McEntee�  Currently, court presenters in Dublin are generally sergeants and, 
outside of Dublin, are generally at a rank higher than sergeant, often at inspector level�  The rel-
evant court presenters are given very specific training as well.  I am not aware of any situation 
in which someone below the rank of sergeant has acted as a court presenter�

The Department is not minded to accept Sinn Féin’s proposed amendment�  I acknowledge 
its worthiness but, given this is emergency legislation, we simply do not have the time to ensure 
there are no unintended consequences, no matter how obvious the circumstances may be�

The primary objective of the emergency legislation is to restore the system of court present-
ers that existed prior to the High Court judgment.  There has been insufficient time to ensure 
there would be no unintended consequences by adopting any alternative approach at this stage�

As the House will be aware, in April 2021 the general scheme of the policing, security and 
community safety Bill was approved by the Government and published�  The scheme provides 
that the Bill, when enacted, will repeal the Garda Síochána Act 2005, as amended, in its en-
tirety.  Head 9 of the scheme provides for the prosecution of offences by An Garda Síochána.  It 
is necessary to restate the existing law as set out in section 8 of the Garda Síochána Act 2005, 
pending the report of the high-level review group on the role of An Garda Síochána in the pub-
lic prosecution system and its consideration by the Government�  The review group is due to 
submit its final report within a matter of weeks.  Consideration of the group’s recommendation 
is linked to the final report of the review group and its consideration by the Government in due 
course�  Nothing in this Bill should pre-empt the work of the group, and that has informed the 
approach to the emergency legislation for consideration today�

While I fully recognise the emergency legislation, as proposed, is significant, I believe this 
Bill represents a necessary, proportionate and carefully balanced response to the current situa-
tion and would allow the District Court to function as intended�  Further, the legislation comes 
in response to an emergency, whereby failure to act would deny access to the District Court for 
accused persons and victims, incur greater costs on the State and prolong the period of uncer-
tainty for all involved�  Consideration is being given to appealing the judgment�  I commend 
the Bill to the House and look forward to hearing from Deputies on the matter on subsequent 
Stages�
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Question put and declared carried�

14/06/2022JJ00350Ábhair Shaincheisteanna Tráthúla - Topical Issue Matters

14/06/2022JJ00400An Leas-Cheann Comhairle: I wish to advise the House of the following matters in re-
spect of which notice has been given under Standing Order 37 and the name of the Member in 
each case: (1) Deputy Pádraig Mac Lochlainn - to discuss pre-legislative scrutiny of legislation 
for a defective concrete blocks scheme; (2) Deputy Michael Ring - to discuss potential irregu-
larities within Inland Fisheries Ireland; (3) Deputy Brian Stanley - to discuss with the Minister 
for Health the lack of dental services for children and the current difficulties with the dental 
treatment services scheme in Laois and Offaly; (4) Deputy Catherine Connolly - to discuss the 
closure of the main gynaecological ward, St� Monica’s, in University Hospital Galway; (5) 
Deputy Ciarán Cannon - to discuss addressing chronic underfunding of Galway County Coun-
cil; (6) Deputy Jennifer Murnane O’Connor - to discuss reducing waiting times for early inter-
vention services in speech and language therapy; (7) Deputy Michael Fitzmaurice - to discuss 
plans to deal with flooding of Lough Funshinagh, County Roscommon, by the Office of Public 
Works, OPW; (8) Deputy Colm Burke - to discuss the implementation of the free contracep-
tion scheme for 17- to 25-year-olds; (9) Deputy Pádraig O’Sullivan - to discuss including home 
care workers on the critical skills list; (10) Deputy David Stanton - to discuss ensuring every 
prospective first year student in east Cork has a school place; (11) Deputy Thomas Pringle - to 
discuss the updated HSE report on Ard Gréine Court and the Brandon case; (12) Deputy Dar-
ren O’Rourke - to discuss extending the ten-year rule for taxis, given its potential to worsen 
the current taxi shortage; (13) Deputy Marc MacSharry - that the Minister for Health act on the 
emergency in the availability of home care personnel within both the HSE and private agencies, 
which is leading to practical cuts of up to 50% in delivery of already approved home care pack-
ages and threatens further hospital overcrowding through delayed discharge and nursing home 
capacity, and if he will make a statement on the matter; (14) Deputy Chris Andrews - following 
the ruling of the European Committee of Social Rights that points to housing and protection 
breaches of the social charter by the Irish State, whereby the rights of local authority tenants 
have been violated, the need for the Minister for Housing, Local Government and Heritage to 
outline his plans for the regeneration of social housing and flat complexes in inner-city Dublin, 
in particular Glovers Court, given the extremely poor conditions in which tenants are living; 
(15) Deputy Louise O’Reilly - to discuss the need for additional staffing for child and adoles-
cent mental health services, CAMHS, in south Fingal; (16) Deputy Neasa Hourigan - to ask the 
Minister for Transport if he will provide an update on the roll-out of red light cameras following 
trials in 2015 and 2016; (17) Deputy Kieran O’Donnell - to ask the Minister for Housing, Local 
Government and Heritage to outline details of the updated defective blocks scheme, including 
how it applies to Limerick; (18) Deputies Matt Carthy, Martin Kenny and Mairéad Farrell - to 
discuss the response of the Minister for Finance to the rising cost of agricultural fuel; (19) 
Deputy Donnchadh Ó Laoghaire - to discuss the delays in furnishing the families affected by 
the disposal of perinatal organs at Cork University Maternity Hospital with the report of the 
review team; and (20) Deputy Thomas Gould - to discuss the cost of affordable purchase and 
cost rental units planned in Cork city�

The matters raised by Deputies Pádraig O’Sullivan; Michael Ring; Matt Carthy, Martin 
Kenny and Mairéad Farrell; and Marc MacSharry have been selected for discussion�
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Cuireadh an Dáil ar fionraí ar 6.28 p.m. agus cuireadh tús leis arís ar 6.29 p.m.

Sitting suspended at 6.28 p.m. and resumed at 6.29 p.m.

14/06/2022JJ00600Special Educational Needs School Places: Motion [Private Members]

14/06/2022JJ00700Deputy Donnchadh Ó Laoghaire: I move

That Dáil Éireann: 

notes that:

— a child’s right to education is enshrined in the Constitution and, under the 
United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, must be ac-
cessible on an equal basis with others in the community in which they live; and

— the Government has made a commitment in its Programme for Government: 
Our Shared Future to ensure that each child with a special educational need has an 
appropriate school place, in line with their Constitutional right; 

further notes that:

— there has been an inexcusable failure by the Minister for Education and Dep-
uty Josepha Madigan, Minister of State at the Department of Education to make 
adequate preparations to provide appropriate school places to children with special 
educational needs;

— a survey by AsIAm notes that at least 267 students do not have an appropriate 
school place for September 2022, but in reality this number is likely to be signifi-
cantly higher; 

— the Minister for Education, the Department of Education and the National 
Council for Special Education have access to data on the true number of children 
who require an appropriate special educational place in September, and have not 
planned nor acted accordingly;

— the retrograde and ill-thought-out proposal to segregate and isolate children 
away from the school community and into special education centres is not accept-
able, nor does it ensure an appropriate school place as committed to under the Pro-
gramme for Government: Our Shared Future; and

— many parents have been put in a desperate position due to a lack of Govern-
ment planning and may feel pressured to accept inappropriate places in special edu-
cation centres or otherwise, as they feel they have no other choice for their child; 

furthermore notes that:

— the 13-step process of compelling schools to open special units under section 
37A of the Education Act, 1998, far from an emergency response, is incredibly ardu-
ous and time-consuming; and
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— the announcement from Deputy Josepha Madigan, Minister of State at the De-
partment of Education that she will now begin to issue notices under section 37A of 
the Education Act, 1998 is unlikely to ensure that schools will open special units by 
this September, given the timing set out in the Act to undertake the 13-step process; 
and

calls on the Government to:

— publish the data they hold on the true number of children with special educa-
tional needs who do not have an appropriate school place for September 2022; 

— bring forward emergency legislation to expedite the section 37A process, en-
suring special units in schools who receive these notices will be ready for September; 

— give a clear statement that the segregationist proposal of special education 
centres will not go ahead; 

— recommit to ensuring that all children with special educational needs have an 
appropriate school place within a school community by September 2022; and

— undertake a review and appropriate forward-planning before the end of 2022, 
to ensure that we are not again faced with children with special educational needs 
without an appropriate school place in summer 2023�

This motion calls for emergency measures from the Government to ensure every child has an 
appropriate school place - I emphasise the word “appropriate” - this September�  It is disgraceful 
we have got to the point of having to resort to emergency measures at all�  Education provision, 
particularly for children with special educational needs, should never be an emergency, yet year 
on year families across the State face a summer of stress not knowing whether their children 
will have schools to go to in September�  Every year is the same, with no action on the part of 
the Government or the National Council for Special Education, NCSE, throughout the course 
of the school year followed by panic stations every May and June.  This year is no different.

There are no excuses that the Minister, Deputy Foley, or the Minister of State, Deputy Ma-
digan, can make for the Government’s failure to prepare�  It was repeatedly warned this year 
and last year by parents of children with special educational needs, disability advocacy groups, 
Sinn Féin and others�  

A survey released by AsIAm last week found that at least 267 students did not have an ap-
propriate school place for September 2022.  In reality, that number is significantly higher.  That 
does not include the thousands of children whose parents, desperate and feeling that they had 
no other choice, accepted an inappropriate place for their child�  

One parent told me this week that she and her partner were awake at night worrying about 
putting their son into an unsuitable mainstream class of 30 children in September with a teacher 
who is not trained in special education, as they have no other option�  That is not the fault of 
the teacher�  The couple’s son should not be in that class�  It is devastating for families that the 
lack of planning and action from the Government has left parents with their backs to the wall, 
accepting completely inappropriate school places because they feel they have no choice and 
home provision on other occasions�

The Ministers have access to the information on the true number of children who need a 
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school place in September�  They have the budget and the power to intervene and resolve this�  
Their failure to act is unacceptable�  The announcement at the eleventh hour that they will now 
begin the process of issuing section 37A notices is a day late and a dollar short�  This is a 13-step 
process�  It will take months to complete all of the steps as they currently stand�  Meanwhile, we 
have only two weeks of the primary school year left�

Parents I have spoken to are greatly worried that it will be October or even November before 
these additional class places are open for their child�  Families were understandably hurt and, 
frankly, angered by the proposal that was floated of segregated centres of education, segregating 
and isolating children from their peers into special education centres rather than as part of the 
school community.  One has to wonder how this proposal came to be in the first place.  There 
is clearly a lack of communication within the Department, with the Fine Gael Minister of State 
with responsibility for special education announcing this special education proposal and the Fi-
anna Fáil Minister for Education briefing the media that she had concerns over the implications 
for inclusion and immediately turning around to tell her party that it would not come about�

The Minister, Deputy Foley, and the Minister of State, Deputy Madigan, are tasked with 
working together with the National Council for Special Education and schools on the ground 
to ensure that all children have an appropriate school place�  It seems the two Ministers in the 
Department are not even talking properly to each other about how best to resolve this�  If that is 
indicative of the lack of poor planning, communication and dysfunction in the Department, is 
it any wonder that we are in this crisis at the eleventh hour?  The mixed messages coming from 
the Department are incredibly difficult for any family to navigate but I imagine even more so 
for families of children with special educational needs who have English as a second language�

The Ministers know the number of children affected and what school places they need.  I am 
urging them both to publish the data they hold on the number of children who do not have an 
appropriate place, give a clear statement that this segregationist, isolationist proposal of centres 
of special education will not be implemented and publish emergency legislation to expedite the 
section 37A process�  More than that, because it is not enough to solve the issue for this Septem-
ber as we rush to do what we can to resolve that particular problem, we must ensure this is not 
repeated and that, instead, decisions about this matter are taken as far out from the beginning 
of the school year as possible�  That needs to happen for 2023�  The NCSE needs to get its act 
together on data and planning but so do the Ministers�

 This is about the potential of children and them having the ability to best reach that poten-
tial�  To do so, they need an appropriate school place, as is their constitutional entitlement, and 
I urge the Ministers to give them that constitutional entitlement�

14/06/2022KK00200Deputy Pauline Tully: In 2018, Ireland ratified the United Nations Convention on the 
Rights of Persons with Disabilities, UNCRPD�  I will cite part of two articles of the convention�

The first, Article 7, states: 

Parties shall take all necessary measures to ensure the full enjoyment by children with 
disabilities of all human rights and fundamental freedoms on an equal basis with other chil-
dren�  In all actions concerning children with disabilities, the best interests of the child shall 
be a primary consideration�

Article 24, which relates specifically to education, states that the parties “recognize the right 
of persons with disabilities to education” and “shall ensure an inclusive education system at 
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all levels”�  The article, which continues in great detail, also states the parties will ensure that 
persons with disabilities “can access an inclusive, quality and free primary education and sec-
ondary education on an equal basis with others in the communities in which they live” and will 
“receive the support required, within the general education system, to facilitate their effective 
education”�

This is not happening currently�  Children with additional learning needs are not treated 
equally to other children�  We have hundreds of children either without a school placement or 
in an inappropriate school placement�  Children are not being educated in the communities in 
which they live�  Many are travelling up to 40 km from their homes to access a supposedly suit-
able school placement�  We have children in our schools on reduced timetables because they 
have been placed in an unsuitable school setting or insufficient resources have been provided 
to make the placement work�  Furthermore, we hear of children suspended or expelled for the 
same reason�  Students in special settings account for only 4% of primary school places but ac-
count for 6% of primary school expulsions�  It is inconceivable that any child would be expelled 
from primary school�  The reason some of these children are being expelled, however, is that the 
State has let them down and has failed to provide an appropriate school place�  This is totally 
unfair�

The Minister is letting these children down and denying them their basic rights�  Children 
are being home-schooled, not because it is their choice but because they had no other option�  
Over 1,400 families were supported by the home tuition grant scheme in the 2020-21 school 
year�  How many of these families had no choice but to apply for this grant?

This Government made a commitment in the programme for Government to ensure that ev-
ery child with additional educational needs would have an appropriate school place, yet here we 
are again facing into a new school year with countless children without an appropriate school 
placement�  The Department of Education and the NCSE have data on precisely how many 
school places are required for children with additional needs�

There was no excuse for children progressing from primary to secondary school as the num-
ber in special classes in schools is known, yet there are insufficient suitable places for children 
to attend secondary schools in their locality�

The proposal to establish special education centres has shown how out of touch the Gov-
ernment is with what is appropriate and what should be deemed to be inclusive�  It smacks of 
locking children away in residential centres out of sight and out of mind�  We need emergency 
action to deal with the crisis looming in two months�  The cumbersome method of enforcing a 
section 37A process has to be streamlined in some way so that it can be processed much faster�

From September onwards, planning for September 2023 must start in earnest, after which a 
proper long-term plan for a fully inclusive education must be put in place immediately for the 
years thereafter�

The parents who have contacted me are very upset that their children are not receiving the 
education they require�  Children are self-harming�  I am hearing of children banging their heads 
off the wall or the ground.  Some are suicidal and are lashing out at parents and siblings.  This 
is born out of frustration that their needs are not being met and is not fair for the child�  Every 
child deserves a chance to reach its potential and to be happy and safe in its everyday life�  If a 
child needs are not being met, the child and his or her family are affected.  
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I am aware of schools being opened to address a deficit in certain areas but, due to a lack of 
planning, the school is not working for the children�  This is down to a lack of properly trained 
staff who do not know how to deal with autistic children or do not know the purpose of a sen-
sory room, for example�

Additional school places need to be provided in every locality to cater for the needs of the 
children from that locality�  Children should be in a position to attend their local school with 
their siblings�  There needs to be a move away from segregation to inclusion, with proper plan-
ning and resourcing�

I ask that the NCSE and the Department of Education commit to gathering and publishing 
data quarterly on inappropriate school placements and children attending school outside their 
locality�  We also need to know how many children are on reduced timetables, how many have 
been suspended or expelled and how many are dependent on the home tuition grant funding 
because the school placement was inappropriate or lacked the proper resources�

14/06/2022KK00300Deputy David Cullinane: I have met hundreds of parents of children with disabilities in 
recent months, primarily in the area of healthcare and accessing speech and language therapy 
support, occupational therapy, child psychology and physiotherapy - a whole range of supports 
that children with disabilities need and cannot get because we do not have adequate resourcing 
of children’s disability network teams�  Part of that involves the lack of supports in schools�  
There is obviously a clear link between the assessments of need the HSE should be providing 
but was not providing - it was found by the High Court to be in breach of the law in respect of 
those services - and children’s educational needs�  An assessment of need was, in theory, to look 
at the health but also at the educational needs of a child�  Children with special needs are being 
failed�  Some weeks ago, the National Principals Forum published a survey which outlined in 
very stark terms the nature of that failure�  Children with additional needs are on average re-
ceiving 21% fewer hours of specialised learning support than 15 years ago�  That is a damning 
indictment of successive Governments of which the Minister’s party was part�  The vast major-
ity of primary schools have more pupils with additional needs than they had four years ago yet 
the most recent allocation of SNA positions were frozen for the third year in a row�  Eight in 
ten principals want a full-scale review and a new child-centred system for allocation of special 
needs resources and places in schools so that every child with additional needs can receive the 
support that they need in the most appropriate setting�  For the vast majority of children with 
special needs, that should be in a mainstream school�

I mentioned the recent High Court finding that the HSE was in breach of the law around 
assessments of need�  The judge referred to the lack of co-operation between the HSE and the 
National Council for Special Education, NCSE, on the allocation of resources�  It blamed the 
Government for not commencing the Education for Persons with Special Educational Needs 
Act which successive Governments have promised but which has not happened�  One in four 
children’s disability network posts are vacant.  That is a phenomenal figure.  We are told that 
700 posts, mainly therapist posts, cannot be filled amounting to 400,000 hours of therapy that 
children cannot get because the posts cannot be filled.  We hear excuse after excuse from the 
Government for why these issues cannot be resolved and how difficult it is to recruit staff but 
we see no plan in place to increase training places for all these positions so that we can re-
cruit more�  These children have constitutional and legal rights to these services�  According 
to AsIAm, at least 267 children will not have appropriate places this September�  Each one of 
those children who will not have a place this year because of Government failure are being 
badly let down in so many different areas: they are not getting the assessments of need that 
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they deserve, the therapy supports or school places�  Deputy Tully organised a meeting in the 
audiovisual room some weeks ago which was very well attended�  Five parents of children with 
special needs, mainly autism, all told stories of their children, what they were like, how much 
they love them and how brilliant they were but also how challenging it was because of their 
disabilities�  It was heartbreaking to hear how almost every one of those parents felt let down 
by the system in access to healthcare supports, therapy supports and also a failure to provide 
proper school supports and places�  That is unacceptable�  What we are calling for is clear�  First, 
we want the Minister to publish the real number of children in need of places�  We want her to 
expedite legislation to ensure adequate provision in schools and we want to ensure that every 
single child has an appropriate place in September when the schools recommence�  It is the 
Minister’s job to deliver it�

14/06/2022LL00200Deputy Paul Donnelly: Some weeks ago, a major meeting was held in Dublin 15 in my 
constituency, about 15 students who have no access to a school placement�  There were two 
Ministers and a Senator from the Government benches�  Parents after parent spoke of their con-
cerns that their children were again being left behind and they had to fight for everything.  They 
are weary of fighting for what are their children’s rights.  I thank the parents and the activists 
who took time out the other day to meet myself and Deputy Ó Laoghaire�  They told us that out 
of the 22 places that were identified in the Dublin 15 area only one child has been informed that 
they have a place in September�  Others have been told that they will get further information in 
coming weeks but they have told us that they are deeply worried about the admission policies 
that may leave them at the bottom of the list when it comes to accessing those special classes�  
They also do not know what these classes will look like�  I have a lot of experience in this area 
and I stated very clearly at that meeting that the special class is not just tables, chairs, walls, 
a teacher or an SNA�  A special class should be much more and the supports should be much 
more�  There needs to be support and appropriate placement for any particular child�  They need 
the extra resources in those schools or else we are just talking about a school place and that is 
it�  Unfortunately in my experience, many of these students will fall out of the system without 
that support and end up at home and unable to attend school�

Every parent spoke of their frustration dealing with the system�  They simply cannot under-
stand why the NCSE did not properly plan despite numerous warnings that a school placement 
crisis was looming�  We know what we need�  The Government needs to publish the data on the 
true number of children with an appropriate school place in September�  The parents told us at 
the meeting that they know what the information is�  We need to bring forward the emergency 
legislation to expedite the 37A process�  We need a clear statement that the segregationist pro-
posal of special education centres will not go ahead�  The parents have made it very clear to us 
that what they are talking about in terms of a hub is a multidisciplinary support hub for children 
and for parents and not a centre that kids will be just put in and lumped in for their teaching 
hours and just left there�  They need the supports�

We really need to commit�  This is not something that has just crept up overnight�  It has 
been there for years and unfortunately it has not been addressed and it does not look like it will 
be in the near future�  I am really worried and those parents are really worried for their children�

14/06/2022LL00300Deputy Martin Browne: A common theme that I hear on education is the allocation of 
special classes in schools locally�  I have raised it here in the Dáil on a number of occasions yet 
the situation does not change�  The parents of children with special needs still have to contact 
schools far outside their areas while at the same time they are told that there is no need for such 
classes in the areas where there clearly is a demand�
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One area that needs such a class is Carrick-on-Suir in County Tipperary�  In September I 
raised with the Taoiseach the fact that no ASD unit or classroom was available for primary 
school children there�  The Taoiseach told me that there was no issue with resourcing ASD 
units, that extra classes were being opened and that schools needed to apply for ASD units�  In 
the middle of February, parents were informed that is not as easy as the Taoiseach made it out to 
be�  An application made by Gaelscoil Charraig na Siúire was unsuccessful�  It was told that cur-
rent demand appears to be met from the current established classes in surrounding areas�  In an 
email I received last week, I was told that there are five children travelling from Carrick-on-Suir 
to a new ASD class that is opening in Portlaw, County Waterford�  Six children will attend this 
class and three other children with special education needs will start in mainstream in Portlaw�  
Some are starting in the Presentation Primary School in Carrick-on-Suir with access to shared 
SNAs�  Carrick-on-Suir has needed a dedicated ASD class for years yet it is not getting it�  I 
have been told that more than six children will be looking for an ASD class in September 2023�  
If the Government does not want to hear from or chooses not to believe the parents of Carrick-
on-Suir, maybe they will listen to AsIAm whose survey of parents over the last two weeks 
revealed that at least 267 children do not have an appropriate place for this September�  Under 
section 37A the Minister can compel schools to open special classes�  It is shocking to see the 
Minister is only now issuing these notices to schools�  We call for the process to be streamlined 
to ensure additional special classes are opened in time for September�  There is a programme 
for Government commitment to ensure that every child with a special education need has an 
appropriate school place�  Carrick-on-Suir and other places in need must be on the Minister’s 
list, and not the shocking idea of segregated classes�

14/06/2022MM00100Minister for Education (Deputy Norma Foley): I move amendment No�1:

To delete all words after “Dáil Éireann” and substitute the following:

“notes that:

— a child’s right to education is enshrined in the Constitution and, under the 
United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, must be ac-
cessible on an equal basis with others in the community in which they live; and

— the Government is committed to ensuring that each child with a special edu-
cational need (SEN) has an appropriate school place, in line with their Constitutional 
right and Programme for Government: Our Shared Future commitments; 

further notes that:

— the Government’s aim is to ensure that every child with additional needs 
receives an appropriate education based on their needs; providing an appropriate 
school placement for every child with SEN in a timely and supported manner is a key 
priority for the Department of Education and the National Council for Special Edu-
cation (NCSE); the Government is absolutely committed to delivering an education 
system that is of the highest quality and where every child and young person feels 
valued and is actively supported and nurtured to reach their full potential;

— special education is a priority area for investment for this Government, and 
this year the Department of Education will spend in excess of €2 billion, or over 25 
per cent of the Department’s budget, on providing additional teaching and care sup-
ports for children with special educational needs; 
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— the Government recognises that where parents have difficulties in securing 
an appropriate school placement for their child, particularly a child with additional 
needs, it can be a very stressful experience; and the Department of Education is 
working hard to ensure that there are sufficient school places, appropriate to the 
needs of all children, available on a timely basis nationwide;

— there have been an additional 380 teachers recruited to support students to be 
enrolled in new special classes and new special schools for the 2022/23 school year;

— the Department of Education will continue to engage with the NCSE, school 
patrons and school authorities over the summer months to increase capacity where 
needed, and so far 1,800 additional places in 315 new special classes will become 
available in September 2022;

— continuing to add capacity in schools and special schools to support SEN 
provision is a key priority for the Government, and two new special schools were 
established in Dublin in 2021;

— following on from strategic engagement with the Spiritan Education Trust, a 
new special school will be established in the 2022/23 school year in existing accom-
modation at the Templeogue College campus in Dublin, enabling it to cater for up to 
150 pupils with SEN when completed;

— in Cork, a new special school has been established in the 2021/22 school year 
and another one will be established in the 2022/23 school year; 

— the Government has implemented a number of strategic initiatives over the 
last two years to transform the planning and coordination of SEN provision;

— Deputy Josepha Madigan, Minister of State at the Department of Education 
recently announced that the section 37A process to compel schools to increase SEN 
provision has been initiated for a third time, and that this process is now underway, 
this process is currently being reviewed as part of the review of the Education of Per-
sons with Special Educational Needs Act 2004 and this review will take into account 
actual cases where section 37A has been used and the effectiveness for the child;

— work is also currently underway, in collaboration with the Office of the At-
torney General, to consider whether emergency legislation would assist in the faster 
delivery of special educational placements; 

— progress has been made in providing additional special class and special school 
places, however, the Government accepts that challenges remain in certain areas; and 

— a key priority of the Ministers and Government is the delivery of special edu-
cational places for children who require such placements and intensive work will 
continue over the summer to provide further additional places for the new school 
year; and

furthermore notes that:

— significant investment has been made in the area of Special Education and that 
this is a key priority for both the Government and the Department of Education; and
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— while significant progress has been made in adding capacity in schools and 
special schools to support Special Educational Needs, provision challenges still re-
main and that the Department of Education will continue to engage intensively with 
the NCSE, parents and all educational partners to continue to increase capacity�”

I thank the Leas-Cheann Comhairle for the opportunity to speak to the motion�  The Depart-
ment of Education is committed to delivering an education system that is of the highest quality 
and where every child and young person feels valued and is supported in reaching their full po-
tential�  We must have an education system that celebrates each child and young person within 
its care and strives to meets his or her individual needs�  This is at the heart of what we do across 
the education sector and it is especially at the heart of special education provision, which is a 
priority area for investment for this Government�

I commend the excellent work happening in many schools around the country in this re-
gard�  As part of my work as Minister for Education, I am deeply fortunate to visit very many 
schools throughout the country and to meet with their students, staff, parents and broader com-
munity members�  I am continually awed by the warmth, integrity and excellence in teaching 
and learning which I see in classrooms and schools throughout the country, including in respect 
of special education in both mainstream and specialised settings�  This year, the Department 
will spend in excess of €2 billion, or more than 25% of the Department’s budget, on providing 
additional teaching and care supports for children with special educational needs�  This is right 
and proper and we will continue to increase investment to support students and young people 
over the term of this Government�

Departmental policy and educational expertise supports children with additional education 
needs being integrated in mainstream education to the greatest extent possible, with additional 
resources and supports such as differentiated learning, student support plans, special education 
teachers and SNAs being made available to schools and students�  The total number of special 
education teachers in the mainstream school system is 14,385 in 2022 - an overall increase of 
980 teaching posts�  Provision has been made for 19,169 SNAs by the end of 2022, which rep-
resents an overall increase of 1,165 posts�  It is important to note that students do not require a 
formal diagnosis or assessment to access these supports�  This ensures that schools and students 
are able to access supports in a streamlined manner�

This being said, the Department recognises that some children and young people require 
more specialist support and it is committed to making special school and special class places 
available for these children�  Ensuring that appropriate class placements are available for stu-
dents remains one of the key priorities for the Department.  One of the most difficult situations 
that can arise for any child or parent is for an appropriate school place to not be available for 
the child�  I will use this opportunity to outline some of the progress that has been made as well 
as work that we are continuing to do in this regard because I recognise that work must continue 
apace to ensure that there is joined-up thinking and co-ordination in this regard�

The NCSE is statutorily responsible for planning and co-ordinating provision at both a lo-
cal and a national level and advising the Department in that regard�  A network of SENOs, who 
are located throughout the country, will continue to be available to assist and advise parents of 
children with special educational needs�  There is ongoing intensive engagement between the 
Department, the NCSE and other key stakeholders on short-term requirements for special class 
and special school places and the more strategic and longer-term requirements on a national and 
local basis�  The Minister of State, Deputy Madigan, will update the House in respect of the sec-
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tion 37A process�  I would also like the House to note that engagement is ongoing between the 
Department and the Office of the Attorney General in respect of the legislative tools available 
to further expedite this process�

A number of initiatives have been put in place by my Department over the past two years to 
assist with the planning and co-ordination of special educational needs provision�  These new 
initiatives are bearing fruit with 315 new special classes due to open for the 2022-23 school 
year, which will create more than 1,800 places for students�  Two new special schools were 
established in Dublin in 2021�  A new special school has been established in Cork in this school 
year and a new special school is being established in the 2022-23 school year in Cork�  Follow-
ing on from strategic engagement with the Spiritan Education Trust, a new special school will 
be established in the 2022-23 school year at the Templeogue College campus in Dublin, with 
the overall objective being to develop a modern, permanent provision for this school to enable it 
to cater for up to 150 pupils when completed.  This will add very significant capacity for south 
Dublin area�

Furthermore, the Department is committed to planning for the future and all major building 
projects, such as new school buildings and significant extensions, must include space for spe-
cial class provision as standard�  Between 2018 and 2021, permanent accommodation for 292 
special classes and additional capacity for 122 classrooms in 22 special schools was delivered�  
A further 700 projects are currently progressing under the Department’s capital plan, which will 
deliver more than 1,300 new SEN classrooms and 200 replacement SEN classrooms to cater for 
approximately 7,800 SEN pupils in primary and post-primary education�  Almost 100 of these 
projects are currently on-site, which will ultimately deliver classroom spaces for almost 1,000 
additional SEN pupils.  This investment is reflective of the broader and greater ambition that we 
hold for the sector.  We will absolutely continue to prioritise investment in this vital and signifi-
cant area�  As such, I propose the Government’s countermotion for consideration this evening�

 I again acknowledge the exemplary work of many schools in the area of special education 
provision throughout the country�  This notwithstanding, I also know from listening to and hear-
ing from young people and families that more work must continue to be done to ensure that 
every child, including those with additional educational needs, receives timely access to every 
support he or she might need to reach his or her fullest potential�  We must never lose sight of 
this goal and I look forward to continuing to work with everyone around the table, including all 
key stakeholders and interested parties, to ensure this the case�  In this regard, I thank the Depu-
ties for raising these important matters and I look forward to the debate�

14/06/2022MM00200Deputy Thomas Gould: I have just listened very closely to what the Minister has said and I 
have heard her outline investment and funding that is going in to special education�  If one was 
to listen to her describe the investment, one would say we were in a much better place�  Last 
Saturday, I went to Grand Parade in Cork city for the second protest vigil organised by Families 
Unite for Services and Support, FUSS, with regard to services for children with disabilities�  I 
listened to their parents�  Parents and children with disability described what they have had to 
do to get services and education in this State�

Since I was elected two years ago, I have raised the issue of both school places and services 
for children with disabilities and I hear a long list of what is happening�  However, I am telling 
the Minister that there are children who do not have schools to go to in September�  There are 
parents who do not know what they will do and still, I hear what the Government outlines�  We 
know the data show that there are not enough places for children�  What is being done?  The 
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buck stops with the Government.  Why must these families always fight?  These families are 
angry, frustrated and tired.  They are tired of always having to fight for every single thing for 
their children�  It is not right�  A phrase in the Proclamation of 1916 that is quoted many times is 
“cherishing all the children of the nation equally”�  I can tell the Minister that a parent of a child 
with a disability does not feel that his or her child is being cherished�

I ask her to accept that Deputy Ó Laoghaire has brought forward a proposal�  There should 
not be politics about the issue of disability services and school places�  We should be able to 
work together to deliver for these most vulnerable children�

7 o’clock

I plead with the Minister and the Government to accept the Deputy’s proposal because it is 
the start of a solution�

14/06/2022NN00200Deputy Réada Cronin: I am pleased to speak to this motion on special educational needs�  
Children have the right not only to a school place but one that is fitting for their educational 
needs�  In north Kildare, I work with the parents of these children in Naas, Sallins, Prosperous, 
and all the way across to Broadford�  I work with them in every town and hinterland in my con-
stituency�  I see the parents’ advocacy, frustration, worry, and their disbelief at how their bright 
young children are being failed by this State�  Yesterday, some of them met my colleague, Dep-
uty Ó Laoghaire�  I thank him for the time he gave them and his work on this Private Member’s 
business�  It is not right that parents of children with special educational needs have to become 
full-time campaigners for the rights of children for an education suited to their needs�  Coming 
to politics from a disabilities background, I know how these fights impact families.  They hear 
that new places can be magicked up by the Minister, but what trained staff will fill them?

Optics rule this Government and any extra school places not tailored to the child are a fig 
leaf for failure�  Suitable school places are not favours, charity or a kindness�  They are consti-
tutional rights the Government has a duty to vindicate�  The parents whom Deputy Ó Laoghaire 
and I met yesterday have been fighting long and bitter battles for their children’s rights.  One 
hears and sees the toll it takes on their families�  To help them, the Minister must publish the real 
data on how many children do not have a proper school place for September�  She must intro-
duce emergency legislation relating to section 37 and guarantee these children a proper school 
place fitting their educational needs.  She must plan for 2023.  There must be no more smoke 
and mirrors or sleight of hand, just fulfilment of rights from beginning to end.

14/06/2022NN00300Deputy Maurice Quinlivan: Time and time again, the families of children with disabilities 
have to fight and scrape to get the resources these children are entitled to.  It is a challenge to 
get an assessment within the timeframe mandated in the Disability Act and to get their children 
into schools with the necessary facilities to ensure those children have a positive educational 
experience�  The parents of children with disabilities are some of the most inspiring people you 
will ever meet�  In the humdrum daily ritual of life, they face additional struggles that parents 
of other children often do not have to face�  Now many of these parents will be panicking about 
obtaining a school place for their child for the coming August-September start date�

The programme for Government has committed to ensuring children with special educa-
tional needs have an appropriate school place, yet the recent AsIAm survey showed that at least 
267 do not have an appropriate place for this coming September.  No doubt the real figure is 
higher.  What are the true figures?  How many of them are in my constituency, Limerick City?
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Segregated education centres cannot and never will be the answer�  Ireland is never going 
back to any dark places like that�  It is outrageous that special education centres were even sug-
gested.  Children with disabilities and specific needs have as valuable a contribution to make to 
this society as any of us�  They deserve to be raised and taught with their peers, not isolated and 
segregated�  Our understanding and appreciation for citizens with special needs has thankfully 
developed in recent years and this type of schooling arrangement is retrograde and an insult to 
this progress�  However, the reality is that with summer holidays approaching, panicked parents 
will feel they have no alternative�

We have a problem, but we cannot solve the problem without the correct data�  We need to 
know how many children do not have an adequate school place�  The data are with the NCSE 
and the Department�  We need to see those data so that emergency measures can be taken, even 
at this late hour, to ensure all children have an appropriate school place for September�  The 
Minister has powers available to compel schools to open special classes, but under section 37A, 
the process is long, complex and time-consuming, especially for parents�  We need to see this 
process be made more concise and streamlined so that school places can be found for these 
children�

Our motion has specific demands, including the immediate publication of data on the num-
ber of children without an appropriate school place for the next school year, the introduction of 
emergency legislation to streamline and simplify the section 37A process and an unequivocal 
confirmation that the segregationist education centres proposal will be immediately scrapped.

14/06/2022NN00400Deputy Pat Buckley: I thank Deputy Ó Laoghaire for tabling the motion�  I call on the 
Government to withdraw its amendment�  Deputy Ó Laoghaire’s motion is factual�  It calls for 
immediate action�  I have been here for the past seven years and am black and blue from calling 
for this every year�  Once June comes, children and families are pitted against each other and 
fight teachers in Aldi and Lidl because their children cannot get a place in school.  Children with 
special educational needs are at a significant disadvantage.  In her opening statement, the Min-
ister said the Department’s policy on educational expertise supports children with additional 
educational needs being integrated into mainstream education�  It is a lie and a mistruth�  I know 
of parents who tried to normalise their children’s lives by putting them in primary school, in 
the mainstream system, with the assistance of teachers, but the problem is that they are ignored 
when it comes to secondary school because the feeder schools take up the slots�  We do not have 
enough places�

We all have access to constituency databases�  I hope the information from the census will 
come out shortly�  The most recent one was in 2016�  I can go to any part of my constituency 
and compile a list of children who have special needs from the information on the census�  It 
includes nearly every demographic, including age, and one can paint a picture of the demand 
for the next ten years�  Deputy Ó Laoghaire’s motion calls for the data to be released, with the 
true figures of how many people cannot get into school.

We have another issue following from that�  We cannot get people into schools in their own 
area and they will not be able to get school transport because it is outside of its remit�  Private 
operators carry children from Cobh to Carrigtwohill�  It is paid for privately for parents because 
their children fall outside the school transport remit�

This requires an instant review�  We want to ensure that no child will be without a place for 
summer 2023�  Let us be realistic about it�  This creates stress for families and hatred between 
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school principals and parents.  As I said in my opening remarks, people are fighting and blam-
ing each other for this in shopping centres because their children cannot get to school�  It drives 
people insane�  I appeal to the Minister to do the right thing�  I ask her to withdraw the amend-
ment and support Deputy Ó Laoghaire’s motion�

14/06/2022NN00500Deputy Aodhán Ó Ríordáin: I thank Deputy Ó Laoghaire for tabling the motion�  It is im-
portant that we reflect on the life of a family with a child with autism, the news of a diagnosis, 
the challenge of it and getting used to it�  They then have to deal with the system and the long 
waiting lists for assessment and interventions�  It can take 36 months in some cases�  I have been 
dealing with families who have been affected by this issue for approximately three years.  Let us 
imagine if one had to deal with the challenge of this diagnosis, the new reality of waiting lists 
and trying to balance that situation in a family, only to come face-to-face with the education 
system when trying to enrol a child in the local school and having the school say “No”�  Imagine 
how that family or those parents would immediately come to the conclusion that their child was 
a second-class citizen, because the local school has said “No”�  The SENO will provide a list of 
schools to the parents and wish them the best of luck, then tell them they can get home tuition 
if it does not work�

Who among us is qualified to invite someone we do not know into our home to teach their 
child as a substitute for their child going to the local school?  Can people imagine the humilia-
tion of having to chase down school after school and having them all say “No”?  Parents have 
come to me saying they have chased down 17 schools that have all said “No”�  On the list that 
was given to a woman in Donaghmede by the special educational needs organiser, SENO, there 
was a school in Drogheda�  Already we have hundreds of parents around the country who feel 
that they and their children are second-class citizens�

I want the Minister to cast her mind back to 18 months ago when we were in the Convention 
Centre Dublin and we had a discussion about the reopening of schools in January 2021�  The 
Minister did her absolute best to present herself as a champion of children with special educa-
tional needs and their parents by pitting parents against school communities�  I challenged her 
by saying she was suggesting to us we have to pick a side�  The Minister for Education said 
she did pick a side, that of young people and children with special educational needs and their 
parents�  That is exactly what the Minister said�  Fast-forward 18 months, we are now in June 
2022 and again we have no solutions to the reality of what these families are facing�  When it 
suits the Ministers, they can be on the side of children and families who are facing issues of 
school placement�  When it does not suit them, they have to go through Twitter threads because 
they know there is a “Prime Time Investigates” programme coming or they are embarrassed by 
a child from Tipperary who has to fundraise for her brothers�  They came up with a proposal 
that is so obnoxious and odious to the rights-based approach of children with special educa-
tional needs that it should have been followed by a resignation letter from the Minister with 
responsibility for special education�  There are temperate, mild-mannered lobby groups and 
NGOs working in this system and area all the time that are horrified by the warehousing that 
is effectively a direct provision approach to special educational needs.  It is as if the Ministers 
are stunned we are in the month of June because they could not predict it�  Allied to this is the 
fact those who work most intensively in this area, our special needs assistants, SNAs, have the 
ignominy of being told on the very last day of May whether they have jobs for September�

I am exhausted listening to parents who are telling me their life stories, and I do not have 
to deal with it day to day�  I cannot imagine the exhaustion of somebody who is dealing with 
challenging parenting and who then has to deal with agencies of the State that effectively make 
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them and their child feel worthless�  I and other Deputies deal with campaigning groups from 
all over the country�  They have to become campaigning groups�  If they were to deal with the 
State on a one-to-one basis, they would not get anywhere�  Unless they become a campaigning 
group or a full-time campaigner, they are wasting their time�  Unless they expose the privacy 
of their family life to television cameras and go on “Prime Time Investigates”, nothing is going 
to change�  They must have the campaigning zeal of a child in Tipperary who sees that what is 
happening to her brothers is not fair or just and has to embarrass the Government into meeting 
her.  That is the only thing that seems to make a difference.  It does not come from an inherent 
sense of equality or justice within Government�  It does not come from an inherent sense of 
equality or justice on the part of the Ministers.  What it comes from is a fire-fighting response 
to an emergency need�

I cannot imagine the rage I would feel if I approached the local school in my community 
with my child whom I have struggled to convince that he or she is an equal citizen in this Re-
public, and for the local school to say “No”�  The Ministers cannot at this late stage tell us they 
have grand plans for section 37A�  It has been utilised twice�  One of those cases is still stuck 
in the courts�  As has been said, it takes a long time to expedite�  The Ministers could have 
been reforming section 37A for the past 18 months since they made their grand gesture in the 
convention centre about how strongly they feel about special needs education, special needs 
students and their families�  They did not�  When they had a chance to use it as a wedge against 
teachers and SNAs on the reopening of schools, it was convenient for them�  What actually 
needed to take place to provide school places for those who need them just did not happen�  As 
has been said by the proposers of the motion, the Minister needs to take action on section 37A 
and we will support that�  We supported emergency legislation earlier today�  We will support 
any amount of time the Minister wants to put forward on section 37A to demand of a school to 
open up for a child who needs a place and then to resource that school�  I am quite sure there 
are school principals and communities who are not sure they would get the support of the State 
if they did go down that road�

Immediately tonight, the Ministers must end this warehousing proposal�  They must make 
a statement that it was a bad idea, ill-conceived and poorly thought out�  It has caused a lot of 
hurt and upset and it is not going anywhere�  The Ministers should make that statement tonight�  
They must absolutely commit to the ethic of a local school place for a child in that community�  
They must commit to doing anything they possibly can to ensure that right�  They should com-
mit that we will not be back here in six or 12 months’ time having the very same debate because 
it does not suit the Ministers, who are utilising this issue as a wedge to drive between parents, 
school communities and children with special educational needs�

14/06/2022OO00200Deputy Jennifer Whitmore: I thank Sinn Féin for proposing this motion, which the Social 
Democrats entirely support along with any and all actions to ensure all children’s educational 
and human rights are met�  I acknowledge the work my colleague, Deputy Gannon, has put into 
this issue�  Unfortunately, he was unable to be here today for the debate�  There is undeniably 
a crisis regarding appropriate school places for children with disabilities across our island, al-
though I would be hesitant to use the word “emergency”�  I am hesitant because this situation 
has not arisen suddenly, nor has the Department been caught off guard or been unexpectedly 
faced with this situation�  This crisis has not emerged without warning as emergencies do�  It 
was entirely foreseeable and preventable�  It is now being made worse by the Department’s 
inability to act with urgency to adopt a rights-based approach when it comes to children with 
disabilities in our country�
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The Education Act 1998 expressly states that the duty of the Minister for Education is to 
make appropriate education available to everyone in the State, including persons with disabili-
ties�  The right to education is enshrined in our Constitution and the programme for Govern-
ment has a commitment to ensure each child with a special educational need has an appropriate 
school place in line with his or her constitutional right�  Yet we know the reality, that there are 
many families throughout the country who cannot access education for their children with dis-
abilities and these children’s rights are being trampled on by this Government�  As public rep-
resentatives, we receive emails weekly if not more frequently�  We see the stories on the news 
of families and children having to document the failure of the State to provide an education�

It is galling to hear Departments and Ministers say people with disabilities in Ireland have 
an equal right to access to education and that the Department’s policy is to ensure appropriate 
education for all children with additional educational needs�  While these rights exist in words 
and policies, in theory and in the Ministers’ ideal, they do not exist in reality for these children 
or for their families�  They do not exist in the day-to-day lives of the hundreds of children and 
families throughout the country who cannot get a school place, or for parents who have received 
more than 20 rejection letters from schools or those who have been forced to accept a school 
place they know is not suitable or appropriate for their child because there is no other option�  
AsIAm, through its Appropriate School Place survey, found at least 267 children do not have 
an appropriate school place for this September.  The number is likely to be significantly higher.  
The Minister, the Department and the NCSE have access to the data on the true number of chil-
dren who require an appropriate special education place in September�

The survey of AsIAm yielded many other stark findings that show the failure of our educa-
tion system to provide for all children and the utter desperation families are enduring�  Two 
hundred and twenty-one of the respondents received no assistance from the NCSE in looking 
for a school place, and 126 respondents have had no communication from their special edu-
cational needs organisers�  Of the respondents whose children have a school place, fewer than 
50% received adequate supports, such as special needs assistants and additional teaching time, 
for those children, and 57% were on reduced timetables�  One hundred and nine respondents 
accepted school places for September 2022 that are not appropriate for their child’s needs�  Of 
these, 94% received no further support from the NCSE in finding a more suitable place.  Two 
hundred and forty-one respondents stated they did not expect to receive an offer of an appropri-
ate school place before September 2022�  That paints a picture of a failed system�

It should be noted that AsIAm conducted this work following the indefensible and legally 
questionable plans surrounding the special education centres�  The Department has moved away 
from these, which I welcome and as do many of my colleagues who are present�  However, we 
need to ask serious questions as to why interim measures based on segregation were developed 
when the rights and policy are underlined by inclusion�  The idea is completely at odds with 
international human rights and our national legislation.  Regardless of how briefly it existed, we 
need to question how it came about�

We have a shameful past when it comes to vindicating the rights of people with disabilities�  
In 2018, Ireland was the last country to ratify the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with 
Disabilities, committing to do what is needed to ensure people with disabilities can exercise 
their human rights fully and as equals of non-disabled people�

Nearly 20 years on, the Education for People with Special Educational Needs Act has not 
been fully implemented�  Instead, it was permitted to expire�  I am aware of the ongoing review, 
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which is needed, but we also desperately need a sense of urgency and the will to follow through�  
The results must not be more legislation permitted to gather dust on a shelf�  That we do not 
operate in Ireland with a human-rights-based approach to disability is internationally embar-
rassing and morally repugnant�

The UN Committee on the Rights of the Child, at its meeting in January 2016, highlighted 
and criticised our nation for having no comprehensive strategy for the inclusion of children with 
disabilities in mainstream education and the encouragement of their autonomy�  The Commit-
tee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, in its general comment on inclusive education of 
2016, stated:

Placing students with disabilities within mainstream classes without accompanying 
structural changes … does not constitute inclusion�  Furthermore, integration does not auto-
matically guarantee the transition from segregation to inclusion�

It also stated:

...educational institutions and programmes must be available in sufficient quantity and 
quality�  States parties must guarantee a broad availability of educational places for learners 
with disabilities at all levels throughout the community�

I do not doubt the intention of the Minister or Department but there is a legacy of not meet-
ing the needs of people with disabilities and of their rights not being met�  That is why 241 of 
the respondents to the AsIAm survey do not expect to receive an offer of an appropriate school 
place before September 2022�

Families are not asking the Department to look into a crystal ball�  They are asking that they 
and their children not be punished because those children have additional educational needs�  
We now have a crisis that must be dealt with urgently while maintaining those children’s rights, 
but we must also have a departmental commitment to planning ahead by providing multi-annu-
al budgeting so schools will be able to provide appropriate places for children with additional 
educational needs ahead of schedule�

There is a disconnect between the reality of children and families across our nation and what 
the Department and NCSE are presenting as a reality�  How many children are on a waiting list 
for a special school place?  How many are in need of supports?  The Minister must publish this 
information�  There must be transparency regarding these failings�  The information is critical 
and needed so we will no longer have the disconnect�  I thank Sinn Féin for tabling the motion, 
for which I reiterate the support of the Social Democrats�

14/06/2022PP00200Deputy Gino Kenny: I commend Sinn Féin on its motion�  It is very good�  We are probably 
debating something we should not be debating because there should not be a need for a debate 
on special education for children, yet we continue to debate it not only in this Chamber but also 
outside it�  The issue may seem abstract when debating it but it is not so abstract when it comes 
to parents and their children not being provided for in September�  It is completely unaccept-
able that this continues in 2022�  History will judge successive Governments to have let down 
children by not providing the basic right to an education�  Two hundred and forty-one children 
will not have an appropriate place come September�  At least 112 children between the ages of 
one and six are waiting for an appropriate school place�  The stress this brings on is incalculable�  
That the children will not have a place is unacceptable�
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As other Deputies have said, many parents come to our constituency offices and tell us their 
children will have no school places in September�  My head drops when that happens�  As I have 
said before, Deputies are the last people to whom parents seeking special educational provision 
speak�  That means the system has failed, and that is just not good enough in 2022�

I have raised with the Minister of State, Deputy Madigan, the matter of autism spectrum 
disorder, ASD, places, particularly at secondary school�  At present, the ratio between places 
at primary and secondary levels is 3:1�  Therefore, there is a serious shortage of ASD places in 
secondary schools�  In the Leinster area, including Dublin, the ratio is 3:1�  Therefore, for every 
three places at primary level, there is one at second level�  This will lead to a major shortage of 
appropriate places in secondary schools�  This is already happening�  Some secondary schools 
are stepping up to the plate and some have reservations about resources, places and so forth�  It 
is important the resources be put in place�  I can speak only for the area I represent�  I realise 
there is a major shortage in secondary schools every September�  That has to be addressed�

The special education centres are a complete non-runner�  The Minister should state they 
will be completely ruled out�  Parents I have been speaking to, although not all, have said they 
are not a good idea as they almost institutionalise the special education of their children�  The 
section 37A legal process compels schools to make provision for special education�  Again, it 
entails a very arduous, bureaucratic system�  Ultimately, schools probably will not be compelled 
to provide special educational places�  We should not have circumstances in which schools must 
be compelled�  If schools were given the resources and adequate provision were made, every 
one of them would provide special education in the classroom�  There is no doubt about that, 
but there is a barrier between the resources schools want and what the Department of Education 
can provide�

I do not want to be overly political about this�  Sometimes you have to leave your politics 
behind but this needs to be sorted out�  It should have been sorted out yesterday�  I know that, on 
a personal basis, the Minister of State is embarrassed by this�  It is embarrassing that hundreds 
of children do not have an appropriate place for September, which is not acceptable�  Let us 
leave all the politics behind and we will support the Minister of State, as Opposition Deputies, 
to finally resolve this issue.  This has been decades in the making and successive Governments 
simply have not worked it out�  This is a very wealthy country and there are a lot of resources�  
For children to be denied an education when they are between five and eight years old is unac-
ceptable�  I hope that in the two and a half years left of this Government, if it lasts that long, it 
can at least address some of the issues that are letting down children�

14/06/2022QQ00200Deputy Seán Canney: I welcome the opportunity to contribute on this very important is-
sue�  As the previous speaker said, we should not be here talking about it because we should 
have had solutions in place many years ago so the resources would be there�

I acknowledge the role of the Department and the Minister of State, Deputy Madigan, in the 
past two and a half years�  I acknowledge the amount of investment that has been announced 
and the amount of work that is being done to try to improve services�  In my own town of Tuam, 
we opened a new special needs school, St. Oliver’s, which is a fine, state-of-the-art building 
and is great for the children who have use of it�  I know the Minister of State has great plans for 
investment�  However, having been in a ministerial role in government, I understand that the 
process by which things get done and physically get built on the ground is gruesome and ardu-
ous, and it saps a lot of the money from what that money is supposed to be for�  It goes on con-
sultants, reports and all of that kind of thing before we actually see construction on the ground�
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The other part is that if we are going to set out a plan for what is going to happen over the 
next four to five years with special needs education, the first thing we need to do is to get the 
data right as to what we are dealing with, including the numbers, where people are located 
and how the issues are being addressed, and we need a programme that lists how works will 
commence and how they will be finished.  Parents find that the cruellest part of their whole 
existence is the fact they do not know when and they cannot find out when.  With this lack of 
implementation of the plans, it is the children who suffer most, as well as their families, who 
are under severe pressure.  They then find themselves under even more pressure because the 
whole process is very slow and very cumbersome and many years pass by before they actually 
see the infrastructure in place�

There is also the issue of resources to teach children and to offer every child the opportunity 
to progress in life, to gain employment and to realise their full potential�  In my constituency, 
there is a group called PALS, which is a group of parents of autistic people in Loughrea and 
surrounding areas, which represents more than 150 families�  Loughrea does not have any ASD 
room in any of the national schools in the town�  Next year or the year after, St� Raphael’s sec-
ondary school will have an ASD room but, in the meantime, the families of children have to 
seek out education in the surrounding towns and villages and in schools in rural areas�  That is 
causing serious problems where brothers and sisters are going to a mainstream school and an-
other child has to go to a different school, which is creating segregation in its own right.  When 
we think about it, the schools that are there have a limited supply as well�

The teacher training programmes need to be updated to ensure a ready supply of special 
needs teachers who also have the opportunity to advance in their careers�  This is to ensure 
special needs education becomes a very important and integrated part of our total education 
system�

The summer school programme this year is causing problems, with people trying to get 
places�  It is important that this is addressed and corrected as a matter of urgency�

The Department needs to provide guidance and recommendations on apps for children who 
cannot follow the standard curriculum or the adapted curriculum�  That choice and recommen-
dation is being left to parents�

As a member of the Joint Committee on Disability Matters, I find that a recurring theme 
from parents is that services are not available and they are under-resourced, and parents are left 
fighting a daily battle for their children.  AsIAm and Autism Ireland are doing so much work 
in this fight for people with autism and we need to listen to them before it is too late.  Joined-
up thinking is required from the assessment and through the education process, from primary 
school to secondary school and on to third level education, in a manner that all parents can fol-
low and understand from day one�

A child’s right to education is enshrined in our Constitution�  Under the UN Convention on 
the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, it must be accessible on an equal basis with others in 
the community in which they live�  It is incumbent on us, as elected representatives, to make 
sure that happens�

14/06/2022QQ00300Deputy Denis Naughten: At present, just three primary schools and one secondary school 
are providing autism-specific classes in the wider Athlone area.  This is grossly inefficient to 
meet the current needs and no new classes are planned for September, which is completely un-
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acceptable�  It needs to be urgently addressed�

Four weeks ago, I raised in the House with the Minister of State the lack of secondary school 
places for children with autism in Athlone and south Roscommon, which will force students 
to travel up to 100 km each day to avail of a second level education from September�  I know 
of two children in south Roscommon who will travel up to 100 km a day as they will have to 
make the daily journey to Glenamaddy, County Galway to access a second level education in 
an autism-specific class.  In fact, there will be 11 children leaving primary school in the catch-
ment of Athlone and south Roscommon in the next fortnight who have no local autism-specific 
school place�  These 11 children will travel up to 150,000 km over the next school year because 
of the failure to provide autism classes in local schools�  So much for climate change and so 
much for helping families with the cost of living�

Four weeks ago, the Minister of State told me she was meeting with the NCSE the following 
day and that she was going to bring up the crisis situation in Athlone and south Roscommon�  
She told me that the NCSE had told her that it was confident it would meet the demands for spe-
cial class places and special school places for this September in both Roscommon and Athlone, 
and that there was sufficient capacity for those children from September this year.  Not one of 
the parents has been contacted or has heard anything from either the Department, the NCSE or 
the SENO in the past four weeks�  Even those who have been forced to travel up to 100 km a 
day are not being given any information about transport, how it is envisaged that they are going 
to get to school each day or how they are going to be able to afford to pay for the petrol to travel 
these astronomical distances�  These children should be entitled to an education in their own 
town along with their schoolmates and their brothers and sisters�  I do not think it is too much 
to ask�  I urge the Minister of State to intervene in this regard�

Furthermore, four weeks ago, she advised me that where schools were collaborating and 
there was a willingness to open the special classes, they should be given the space to do that�  
Despite that approach being taken, the Department and the NCSE are not supporting schools 
that are willing to alter special classes�  St� Comán’s Wood Primary School in Roscommon town 
has been refused a special class for children with multiple and complex disabilities�  This is 
despite having the numbers for such a class and despite the fact the application was supported 
by both the senior psychologist in the child disability network team and the local SENO�  St� 
Comán’s Wood has an excellent reputation for giving children opportunities to taste success, ir-
respective of their circumstances�  This has resulted in some children with special needs moving 
from neighbouring schools to St� Comán’s Wood�  Many parents without any special needs also 
choose to send their children to the school because they want an inclusive education for their 
children that reflects the wider community.

We all know that resource hours and SNAs do not meet the needs of children with multiple 
disabilities�  Having part-time access to an SNA or resource hours does not work for them�  
They need constant support throughout the day where they are engaged with in activities that 
are relevant and meaningful to them�

I note there are 25 special classes in mainstream schools for children with multiple disabili-
ties throughout the country.  There are two in Clare, five in Cork, two in Donegal, four in Gal-
way, eight in Kerry, one in Louth and three in Mayo�  Not one has been sanctioned for County 
Roscommon.  Despite the fact that the board of management has identified a need, supported 
the school in making the application and received the endorsement of both the HSE and the 
SENO, the Department of Education is not willing to support the establishment of this special 
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class�  I urge the Minister to reconsider this�

14/06/2022RR00200Deputy Carol Nolan: I welcome the opportunity to speak on this very important issue�  I 
also welcome that I have finally received confirmation from the National Council for Special 
Education that a special education needs organiser has been put in place in County Laois�  
However, we are still waiting for a SENO to be put in place in County Offaly.  This is a great 
source of frustration to the parents I meet daily and also to the schools that have contacted me 
about this matter�  It is unacceptable to be missing such a critical person for helping parents�  I 
understand the SENO is to be put in place by the end of July�  I ask both Ministers to ensure 
that happens�

Parents are exhausted from trying to fight for their children with special needs.  I meet these 
parents continually�  It is very unfair�  They face barrier after barrier�  They need help�  A SENO 
should be in place in County Offaly.  There is no excuse for the delays that have been expe-
rienced already�  It has been a long drawn-out process and this needs to happen by the end of 
July, as promised�  While this is vitally important in terms of co-ordinating and protecting the 
rights of special needs children, it must also be matched with increased capacity in schools and 
a ramping up of the number of special needs assistants�  Without that we will have a situation 
akin to being referred by a GP for a service that simply cannot be provided�  There are serious 
gaps in terms of meeting the needs of children with special needs�  I acknowledge the great sup-
port groups such as Laois Offaly Families For Autism, LOFFA, which supports children with 
autism in Laois and Offaly and their parents.  If it were not for such groups, many parents would 
be totally at a loss and I commend them on their work�

I highlight the point in the motion regarding the 13-step process of compelling schools to 
open special units under section 37A of the Education Act 1998�  I agree that far from being an 
emergency response, the process is incredibly cumbersome and time-consuming�  It is also a 
useful political trick of being seen to do something but in reality doing nothing to improve the 
situation in a simple and practical way�

I raised the issue of the special education needs organiser and special education in February 
with the Minister of State, Deputy Madigan, through a parliamentary question�  I found it ap-
palling to be told in an extraordinary reply at the time that it was nothing to do with the Minister 
of State and that I should contact the NCSE�  This is what parents face every day of the week�  
When we as Deputies try to help them we should receive more support and assistance�  I want to 
call that out�  It is typical of the approach of this Government to seek the praise, while accepting 
none of the responsibility or assisting in times of need�  We have to remember that children with 
special educational needs have already been disproportionately impacted by Covid-19 restric-
tions and the loss of school time�

The Joint Committee on Education, Further and Higher Education, Research, Innovation 
and Science, on which I sit, was told by the National Principals Forum, NPF, that more than 
half - 53�6% - of principals surveyed had observed an increase in special educational needs 
children returning to school�  The NPF further noted that this increase could be caused by the 
loss of engagement, skills, learning and human connection of students with special educational 
needs�  All of the challenges are unacceptable�  I ask the Minister to take action on these issues�

14/06/2022RR00300Deputy Richard O’Donoghue: The Private Members’ motion relates to national schools 
providing appropriate places for children in our educational system and I agree with it�  Why is 
there no joined-up thinking between Departments?  I have asked this question previously�  The 
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Departments of Education and Health must talk to each other�

We require a needs-based system for children with special needs�  The delays in diagno-
sis are crazy�  When parents of children with special needs look for places in the educational 
system schools will not give places to children without a diagnosis from a health professional�  
The educators say they need to provide appropriate care relative to the disability of the child�  
Waiting times for assessments are extraordinary, with huge delays�  The health service states 
there is no requirement for a formal assessment in order to get a school place, yet children are 
being refused school places because they have no official diagnosis.  Therein lies the difficulty.  
On one hand, the education sector states that a child needs a diagnosis while, on the other, the 
health sector states that a diagnosis is not needed�  Will the Minister please talk to the Depart-
ment of Health to see whether we can find a resolution to move forward.  The failure of the two 
Departments to talk to each other is causing delays for children seeking to secure a place in 
school�  It is not rocket science for people to talk to each other, or for two Departments to talk to 
each other, to find a way forward to meet the genuine care needs of children.  Will the Minister 
talk to the Department of Health?  Will the Department of Health talk to the Minister and come 
up with a system to work together for the betterment of these children?

14/06/2022RR00400Deputy Danny Healy-Rae: I thank Sinn Féin for bringing this motion for debate�  It is 
important at this time of the year�  It is the same every year�  Parents are worried and anxious, 
ready to tear out their hair because they cannot get a place for these children with special needs�  
It seems to be a continuation.  Some schools have benefited but more have not.  I could give ex-
amples of many worried parents throughout County Kerry who are at their wits’ end and simply 
cannot find a school place for their son or daughter with special educational needs.

When a child develops a problem it is a serious burden for parents�  They need help and 
should have the right to full-time education�  The State is not meeting that obligation to educate 
children with disabilities�  This represents a gigantic failure on the part of the Government to 
address this long-standing issue�

I believe there has been an increase in cases of autism�  Our medics should look to see what 
is causing that because these vulnerable children are being discriminated against�  The whole 
situation is damaging for the health and well-being of all the families affected.  Meanwhile, 
many other cases throughout the country involve parents being forced to fundraise to finance 
the salary of an SNA�  This is unacceptable�

While I have the Minister for Education here and given that she is from Kerry, I have to 
raise the issue of Ballyduff National School and Tarbert National School.  These schools are set 
to lose teachers this year because at the end of September last year, when assessing the number 
of teaching staff required, they were down perhaps one child.  Since that, they are catering for 
16 extra children from Ukraine whom they are delighted to have and they are doing their best 
to see after them�  There are language barriers etc� and they are trying to overcome them�  They 
are doing their level best�  Surely, we must do something�  I expect Deputy Foley, as a Minister 
from Kerry, surely to see after Ballyduff and Tarbert national schools to ensure that they do not 
lose a teacher�  Every parish has a hollow, maybe, where they go down a few children�

Of course, I must ask the Minister about the Black Valley school, which is the only school in 
the Black Valley.  It is a proud community.  Like that, they are suffering.  Numbers are declining 
a bit�  I believe that if they could get over this hump and if the school could remain open this 
year - I appeal to the Minister to do her level best to ensure the Black Valley school is not closed 
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on her watch as Minister for Education - when we go on there will be plenty of children but if 
it is closed, it will never again open�

14/06/2022SS00200Deputy Thomas Pringle: I thank the Ceann Comhairle for the opportunity to speak�

It is concerning to think that there are many parents in this country who have been unable 
to find a place at an appropriate school for their child this coming September.  I cannot imagine 
the stress these parents are under, being forced into a situation such as this so late in the year 
and with September only around the corner�

AsIAm’s latest snap survey is particularly troubling, bearing in mind that the survey is 
merely a snapshot of a nationwide crisis with less than half of respondents based in Dublin�  It 
is clear that there is a massive shortage in appropriate school places for children with autism 
spectrum disorder, ASD�

The snap survey has shown that at least 267 children do not have an appropriate school 
place for September 2022.  Shockingly, 241 respondents do not expect to receive an offer of 
an appropriate school place at all before September, meaning that many children will have no 
school to go to next year�  Imagine how that would feel, to a student and to a parent, for a young 
person to miss out on all that school has to offer, not only as regards education, but also as re-
gards the social and development opportunities it gives our young people�

What is worse is that we know that this number is nowhere near accurate and it is expected 
that there are numerous more stuck in the same situation�  We also know that the Government 
most likely knows, or at least has the means to find out, what that exact number is.  Despite 
this, these numbers have yet to be released and, cynically, I have to say that I believe the reason 
they have not been is because of how high they are and how bad this looks�  There is no other 
explanation�  That is truly despicable�

The Government has stated in its amendment to this motion that “a child’s right to educa-
tion is enshrined in the Constitution and, under the United Nations Convention on the Rights of 
Persons with Disabilities, must be accessible on an equal basis with others in the community in 
which they live”�  This just proves how meaningless their own statements are�  How can one say 
that a child’s right to education must be accessible while so many in this country do not have 
access to appropriate education?  The Government cannot be allowed to come in here and state 
that it believes that every child deserves equal access to education when its actions quite liter-
ally say the opposite�  Something needs to change�  We need to ensure that there are adequate 
resources for all children to get the education they deserve�

No child can be left behind�  We need to look seriously into resourcing and funding to ensure 
this.  The Government, at the very least, needs to publish the correct figures so that we can see 
properly the scale of this issue and what the problem is�

This is a serious problem in my constituency of Donegal and in many rural constituencies, 
where there is a complete lack of services in some parts�  I have talked with many parents who 
have a child with additional needs and who seriously struggle to live in rural areas�  They are 
forced to travel long distances for services and for appropriate schools, and for many this is not 
doable�  Many of them have submitted multiple applications to schools in the hope that some-
where can offer appropriate special education.  This should not be the way that parents have to 
behave�
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Every child deserves and is entitled to an appropriate school place in his or her locality 
which meets his or her needs in agreement with his or her parents and psychologists’ report yet 
we are hearing reports of families that are unable even to get a psychologist’s report to recom-
mend this�  This is not acceptable and cannot be tolerated any longer�

It is completely unfair that the stress and panic of this has been placed solely on the shoul-
ders of the parents who have received such minimal assistance from the State regarding it�  I 
am thinking especially of those parents who do not have English as their first language and who 
receive such little help in situations such as this�  School placement and enrolment should be 
only a positive experience and should not be seen as negative�  However, many parents living in 
direct provision and in temporary accommodation are completely left behind as well�

AsIAm states that it believes that this crisis was “foreseeable and preventable”, which sug-
gests an inexcusable failure by the Department�  It is clear that there has been a complete lack of 
preplanning here and I have to ask why�  Surely the numbers are there�  Surely something could 
have been done sooner than June�

Going forward, AsIAm states that “through better planning, communication and a rights-
based approach, we believe an emergency response is needed in an emergency situation�”  Un-
fortunately, this is now undeniably an emergency situation�  We must respond accordingly�

I support this motion�  I believe the amendments put forward by the Government are inap-
propriate and make no attempt to address this emergency situation properly�

I support Sinn Féin’s call for the Government to publish data on the number of students who 
do not have an appropriate school place as soon as possible and I will be following up with the 
Minister’s office on this.  We cannot address the problem without first realising the scale of it.  
This is the very least that we can do�

The Department has to know these figures.  If the Department does not know the figures, 
even bigger questions have to be asked.  We should be able to gather these figures.  We should 
know the extent of the problem�  If we cannot meet it all the time that is fair enough but we 
should at least know what we are addressing and be upfront about it as well�  It is the least we 
can expect�

14/06/2022SS00300Minister of State at the Department of Education (Deputy Josepha Madigan): I thank 
the Deputies for their contributions to this debate�

I too share their views that children with special education needs should be supported to ac-
cess the education system�  As a Government, we fully recognise the importance of an inclusive 
and all-embracing education system�  Never is it more important than in the case of children 
with special education needs�  I fundamentally believe that our most vulnerable children in so-
ciety must be prioritised�

Government policy on supporting children with special educational needs aims to ensure 
that all children with special needs can have access to an education appropriate to their needs�  
Our policy is to provide for inclusive education and to ensure the maximum possible integration 
of children with special needs into ordinary mainstream schools�  Where pupils require more 
targeted interventions, special class or special school placements are also provided�

I re-emphasise the significant levels of financial provision that are made each year to ensure 
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that all children with special educational needs, SEN, can access education�  The Department 
currently spends in excess of €2 billion, which is over 25% of the Department’s budget, on 
providing additional teaching and care supports for children with SEN�

My Department has significantly increased the availability of specialist placements for chil-
dren with SEN as well as bringing ever more children into mainstream education�  Continuing 
to add capacity in schools to support SEN provision is a key priority of the Government and a 
key priority in the roll-out of the national development plan�

I recently secured an agreement with the Department which ensures that all new school 
buildings will have compulsory special class provision moving forward.  This future proofing 
will include the incorporation of four special classes in all new 1,000 student post-primary 
schools and other large-scale projects, and pro-rata provision for medium-to-smaller schools�  
Primary school buildings will also include special class provision and that will be accommoda-
tion for two special classes�

In the national development plan, there will also be a particular emphasis at post-primary 
level�  This includes permanent accommodation for 292 special classes and additional capacity 
for 122 classrooms in 22 special schools delivered during the national development plan, NDP, 
period, which was 2018 to 2021�  There is a further 700 projects currently progressing under the 
NDP which will deliver over 1,300 new SEN classrooms and 200 replacement SEN classrooms 
catering for approximately 7,800 SEN pupils across primary and post-primary�  Almost 100 of 
these projects are currently on-site, which will ultimately deliver classroom spaces for almost 
1,000 additional SEN pupils�  Taken together, this will enable new additional or modernised 
accommodation at over 50% of the special schools and 60% of post-primary schools will either 
have an existing special class or have a project on the school building programme which will 
provide SEN accommodation�

8 o’clock

  In March last, I announced for the first time that special education provision would open 
with the fee charging patron, the Spiritan Education Trust.  This was a significant policy direc-
tion change for the Department and one that I was proud to spearhead�  We listened to school 
communities�  We listened to what parents were telling us�  I welcomed the memorandum of 
understanding with the Spiritan Order, which marks for the first time that schools such as these 
will be part of the provision of special education in Ireland without barriers to entry for those 
who need a place�  Under this arrangement, a new special school will be established in the 2022-
23 school year in the existing accommodation at the Templeogue College campus in Dublin�  
The overall objectives are to develop a modern, permanent provision for this school over time 
and to eventually enable it to cater for up to 150 pupils with special education needs�  This will 
add significant capacity for the south Dublin area.

  My Department has also informed the NCSE that the policy position has changed since 
March 2022 and that the Department will support special classes in other fee-charging schools 
as needed�  This is a much-needed development which will help to meet the demand for special 
school places in the area�  My Department has been intensely engaging with the NCSE, school 
patrons and school authorities to ensure there are sufficient adequate special school places and 
special classes available for the 2022-23 academic year�  The Department, the Minister and I 
will continue to engage with the NCSE school patrons and school authorities over the summer 
months to increase capacity where needed�  As the Minister mentioned, so far, 315 new special 
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classes are due to open for the 2022-23 school year, providing 1,800 new school placements�

  Fine Gael in Government has have made significant progress in recent years in increas-
ing the number of special class and special school places, as well as increasing the numbers of 
special education teachers and special needs assistants to record levels�  However, I know that 
for many parents listening, numbers and statistics mean nothing if their child does not currently 
have an appropriate school place�  I want to say to parents that while I could not possibly un-
derstand all of the day-to-day pressures they are facing, I am on their side and I am committed 
to ensuring that as many places as possible are available�

  Fine Gael believes in supporting children with special education needs to achieve their 
full potential.  I believe this commitment was clear when the Tánaiste appointed me as the first 
ever Minister of State with responsibility for special education and inclusion�  I am determined 
to continue that work until no child is left without a placement�  We have already made major 
inroads but we have a huge amount of work left to do�

  I recently announced that I would be initiating the section 37A process to compel schools 
to increase the number of places for children with special educational needs�  I was left with no 
other choice but to take this substantive action�  I believe this is a necessary step to try to ensure 
that every child gets the supports he or she needs and access to school placement�  All parties 
would prefer to see schools volunteer to provide more places, rather than places being secured 
on the back of an order or a direction from the Minister�  The evidence available in this school 
year is that schools are willing to work collaboratively with the Department and the NCSE on 
the provision of new school places for children with special educational needs�  I am grateful to 
all concerned for their ongoing work in this regard�  

  Where schools do not volunteer to provide more places, the section 37A process is one 
of the tools available to the Department to ensure that adequate suitable education provision is 
made for children with special needs�  It is not a substitute for advanced planning�  I fundamen-
tally believe that all schools should have to provide places for children with special educational 
needs�  It is not good enough for a school to say it does not cater for children with additional 
needs�  I cannot and will not accept that�

  The NCSE has formally written to me, as Minister of State, to advise me that it has formed 
an opinion that there is insufficient special class capacity in primary schools and special school 
capacity in Dublin�  The second stage of the process is now complete�  I have informed the 
NCSE in relation to planned additional provision of education for children with special educa-
tional needs and available land and buildings�  The NCSE will now provide a detailed report on 
the matter to me, which will consider existing provision, any relevant proposed building works 
and which schools may be able to provide additional provision�  In preparing this report, the 
legislation requires the NCSE to consult school patrons, national parent bodies, school manage-
ment bodies and teacher unions�  I have insisted that this be done as quickly as possible, and I 
expect that will be the case�

  Furthermore, the section 37A process itself is being reviewed as part of the review of the 
Education for Persons with Special Educational Needs Act�  The review will take into account 
actual cases where section 37A has been used and the effectiveness of it for the child.  I believe 
the process needs to be more streamlined and a more expedited process needs to be put in place�

  The Department is separately considering whether there is a need to introduce new emer-
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gency legislation to assist in securing additional special education needs provision�  As the Min-
ister said, the Department recently met the Office of the Attorney General to discuss the matter.  
This work will consider whether new legislation would assist in expediting the section 37A 
process�  The Department of Education, together with the NCSE, will continue to work with 
schools, patron bodies and teachers so that they can establish special classes, where required, 
with confidence.  In that way, we will continue to seek to meet the educational needs of children 
in their local school insofar as possible�  The Department is working closely with stakeholders, 
including parents and advocacy groups, to ensure that children with special educational needs 
can access education placements that are appropriate to their needs�  I am very aware that lis-
tening to the voices of parents and to those representing children with disabilities is essential to 
ensuring that what we deliver meets the needs of the children�  There is a shared determination 
to work intensively on the issues facing us in relation to school placements so that we can find 
a way forward with the best interests of the children at heart�

  I, too, thank Deputies for raising the issues today�  This has provided me with an opportu-
nity to outline to the House the Government’s commitment to ensure that children with special 
education needs are provided with every opportunity to fully participate in and benefit from 
the education system�  I know this is a very emotive topic for thousands of families across the 
country.  I realise that every case of a child with special education needs is different.  I have met 
many parents recently and I want to let them know that we are listening�

  I emphasise that the Government is committed to ensuring that each child with a special 
educational need has an appropriate school place, in line with their constitutional right and un-
der the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities�  Having outlined 
the significant commitment towards the education of children with special needs, the Govern-
ment recommends the countermotion to the House�

14/06/2022TT00200An Ceann Comhairle: I thank the Minister of State and call on Deputy Ward to conclude�  
He is sharing time with Deputies Darren O’Rourke and Ó Laoghaire�

14/06/2022TT00300Deputy Mark Ward: On Saturday, I stood outside the GPO with members of FUSS�  I 
stood in solidarity as they spoke about children’s disability services�  The Minister of State men-
tioned emotion�  I could not help but be emotional while listening to the parents and children 
who shared their lived experiences.  They have to fight every single day just to get the basic 
care, access to treatment and school places their children need�

One of the groups at the protest on Saturday was the Clondalkin Autism Parents Support 
Network, which is based in my area�  I met members of the group a couple of weeks ago and I 
will meet them again tomorrow with my colleague, Deputy Ó Laoghaire�  The word I can use 
to best describe those parents is “exhausted”�  They are absolutely exhausted from just trying 
to get the basic care their children need�  The group has been invited to the audiovisual room of 
Leinster House in the next couple of weeks�  I will invite both the Minister and the Minister of 
State to personally meet its members at that briefing, so that they can hear first-hand what those 
parents have to go through�

The Clondalkin Autism Parents Support Network asked me to raise the lack of autism spec-
trum disorder secondary school places in my area in Dublin Mid-West�  Information the group 
received from the National Council for Special Education indicates that there are 17 primary 
schools with 29 ASD classes�  That is 174 children in primary school ASD classes�  We cur-
rently have five secondary schools with 1.5 ASD classes, which will accommodate 45 children.  
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Simple mathematics tells me that putting 174 children into 45 places does not go�  There is a 
promise and commitment in the programme for Government to ensure that every child with 
a special educational need has an appropriate school place�  The Government is failing these 
children�  The recent proposal that children with special educational needs be segregated and 
isolated from the school community in special education centres is a retrograde and completely 
unacceptable step�  Desperate parents may feel pressured to accept these places simply because 
they have no other option�  This goes against the provision in the Education for Persons with 
Special Educational Needs Act 2004 that every child must have an appropriate school place�  
Children with special educational needs must be part of our schools but not apart from our 
schools�  The latter will happen if this provision is introduced�

14/06/2022UU00200Deputy Darren O’Rourke: I welcome the opportunity to speak on this timely and impor-
tant motion�  I commend Deputy Ó Laoghaire on bringing it forward�  I also commend FUSS 
Ireland on its activism on these issues�  As Deputy Ward said, its members were out across the 
country, including in Dublin, on Saturday�  I had an opportunity to meet with Rachel Martin of 
FUSS Ireland in my constituency on Friday�  The activism and energy that are committed by 
parents of children with disabilities, who have so many caring responsibilities, is to be com-
mended.  The name of the organisation, FUSS Ireland, indicates what these parents are fighting 
for, that is, services and supports for their children�  It is shameful that they have to expend such 
energy to keep fighting for what should be basic and fundamental rights.

There is a failure to plan, prepare and resource services at practically every level�  Ministers 
talk about investment and offer statistics and figures, but the question of unmet need is really 
where the focus needs to be�  In the case of special education, that includes the provision of as-
sessments, therapies, services, school places, including in special schools, special classes and 
special units at primary and secondary level, and the provision of special needs assistants�

I commend the motion and join others in encouraging the Minister to support it�  It is an 
awful shame that parents have to make such efforts on behalf of their children.  There are deep 
concerns for the coming September and even more concerns for September 2023�  There are 
significant merits in the proposals set out in the motion.  They must be acted upon.  Provision 
must be made for the rights, entitlements and basic dignity of these young people�

14/06/2022UU00300Deputy Donnchadh Ó Laoghaire: Gabhaim buíochas le gach Teachta a labhair air seo�  
Gabhaim buíochas leis an Aire agus an Aire Stáit as fanacht leis an díospóireacht iomlán�  Táim 
buíoch díobh as an méid sin ar a laghad agus táim buíoch de gach Teachta a thacaigh leis an 
rún�  Ní ghlacaim leis an rún malartach atá ag an Roinn�  Ní thugann sé aon earraí ná aon rud 
nua dúinn.  Ní thugann sé aon ghríosú dúinn ná aon mholadh a gcuirfidh réiteach ar an bhfadhb 
phráinneach atá againn�  Ní fheicim aon phráinn ó dhearcadh, ó mholtaí ná ó óráidí atá ag an 
Aire agus an Aire Stáit�

Listening to the speeches by the Minister and the Minister of State, I am struck by what 
seems to be a lack of urgency on this matter�  I have engaged with many parents across the State 
in recent weeks and months, including parents in Dublin 4, 2, 6 and 6W, Kildare and Cork�  I 
am meeting with groups from Clondalkin and Dublin 8 in the coming days�  I hear the same 
story from all of them�

The Minister’s amendment refers to money and the investment that has been made�  In the 
past, including at the time of the budget, I have welcomed investment in special education�  
However, this is far from just being a monetary issue�  Of course money and funding are neces-
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sary for the provision of staff, accommodation and so on.  The real issue, however, is lack of 
planning and preparation�  There is almost a stubbornness in this regard from the Department 
of Education and the NCSE�

All the parents in all the groups tell us the same old story�  They are not just worried about 
this coming September but also the following September and the one after that�  They do not 
trust the Department and the NCSE to plan properly�  Parents go to the NCSE in September and 
are told there are enough places before going back, getting the famous list from the special edu-
cational needs organiser, SENO, and being told to ring all the listed schools and they will find 
a place eventually�  The NCSE tells them again in October that there are enough places�  The 
Department’s attitude, likewise, is that there is enough space in the system and their child will 
be accommodated.  However, every year for at least the past four or five years, when it comes 
to April or May, it is panic stations when the NCSE and the Department realise there are, in fact, 
not close to enough spaces�  There certainly are not enough spaces this year, with 120 children 
across Dublin and well over 250 across the State, at a minimum, in need of provision�  Those 
figures do not even include the pupils in home tuition who should be in a special class or those 
in a mainstream class who should be in a special class�  There are not anywhere near enough 
places and we get nothing but eleventh-hour responses�

I am more worried now, after this debate, than I was beforehand�  The Minister’s amend-
ment brings nothing new to the table�  It merely regurgitates the same old measures we know 
are not working and expresses the hope that the schools that have been requested politely to 
open will, in fact, open�  The review of section 37 of the Education Act is being lumped in with 
the review of the Education for Persons with Special Educational Needs Act, which is a lengthy 
process that has already been under way for a year�  There is nothing about ensuring the ongoing 
problems are prevented in the future.  I had parents coming to me five years ago and throwing 
down the various letters showing their child had been refused a place, put on a waiting list or 
been asked to contact the particular school in September two years away�  I had a message today 
from a parent detailing the list of schools she had contacted�  Again, she had a collection of let-
ters indicating either that her child had been refused a place or was on a waiting list�  It is now 
June and that child still does not have a place when all the schools are closing for the summer�  
That is where we are at and I do not see an adequate sense of urgency in addressing it�

As I said, it comes down to a lack of planning�  We need a solution for September and there 
must be urgent action in that regard�  Above all, we need there to be no further repetition of 
this problem�  If that is to happen, there must be a culture shift in terms of planning from the 
Department and the NCSE�  The proposal around centres of special education shows clearly 
one aspect of the problem and the dysfunction that exists�  The Minister is coming out with this 
proposal while the Minister of State walks away from it�  I do not know who is responsible for 
the absolute fiasco that has occurred but we need a clear statement that it will not happen again.  
The Minister, the Minister of State, the NCSE and everyone in the Department must pull in the 
same direction, with schools, to ensure we get what the Minister has said she is committed to, 
which is an appropriate school place for every child for this September�  That provision is a 
constitutional right�  This is not a bald assertion; it is a fact long established in court�  It is these 
children’s constitutional right to have an appropriate school place�  We must ensure we are not 
failing them come September and, certainly, the following September�

Amendment put�

14/06/2022UU00500An Ceann Comhairle: Is the amendment in the Minister’s name agreed to?
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14/06/2022UU00600Deputies: No�  Vótáil�

14/06/2022UU00700An Ceann Comhairle: In accordance with Standing Orders, the vote is deferred until the 
weekly division time tomorrow evening�

14/06/2022UU00800Message from Select Committee

14/06/2022UU00900An Ceann Comhairle: The Select Committee on Children, Equality, Disability, Integra-
tion and Youth has completed its consideration of the Assisted Decision-Making (Capacity) 
(Amendment) Bill 2022 and has made no amendments thereto�

14/06/2022VV00100Ceisteanna ar Sonraíodh Uain Dóibh - Priority Questions

14/06/2022VV00200Transport Policy

14/06/2022VV0030059� Deputy Darren O’Rourke asked the Minister for Transport the measures that he will 
take to address the challenges in the taxi sector, including rising fuel and running costs and 
driver shortages; if he has assessed the likely impact of a further exit from the sector due to the 
ten-year rule; the degree to which he has engaged with the National Transport Agency and taxi 
representatives on these matters; and if he will make a statement on the matter� [30744/22]

14/06/2022VV00400Deputy Darren O’Rourke: I ask the Minister of State what measures she will take to ad-
dress the challenges in the taxi sector, including rising fuel and running costs and driver short-
ages�  Has she assessed the likely impact of a further exit of vehicles from the sector due to the 
ten-year rule?  To what degree has she engaged with the National Transport Agency, NTA, and 
taxi representatives on these matters?  Will she make a statement on the matter?

14/06/2022VV00500Minister of State at the Department of Transport (Deputy Hildegarde Naughton): I am 
taking this question on behalf of the Minister, Deputy Eamon Ryan�

Throughout the pandemic and more recently, the Government and the NTA have been ac-
tively engaged in ensuring appropriate and timely measures are in place to support the taxi 
sector in addressing the challenges it faces.  I recognise that rising fuel costs are a significant 
challenge for all sectors�  As the Deputy is aware, on 9 March the Government announced a 
temporary reduction in fuel-related excise duties of 20 cent per litre of petrol and 15 cent per 
litre of diesel.  These reductions, which were due to finish at the end of August, will be extended 
until budget day in October, at an additional cost of €80 million�  This should help to reduce 
the operating costs of all private and commercial vehicle owners, including operators of non-
electric small public service vehicles, SPSVs�  In addition, the NTA’s national maximum fares 
review, which closed for public consultation on 27 May, proposes an average increase of 12% 
in taxi fares from 31 August 2022.  This will be the first increase in such fares since 2017.

While the NTA has statutory responsibility for regulating the SPSV industry, taxi drivers 
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are self-employed individuals and, as such, decide on their own business strategies within the 
regulatory framework, including choosing the times at which they operate�  The NTA’s 2022 
driver survey shows that 93% of drivers are now working but only 29% currently undertake 
night work�  Some 30% of drivers, up from 17% in 2019, reported that they would consider do-
ing night work if the relevant fares were to increase�  In recognition of this, the proposed fare 
increases have been weighted in favour of the premium rate that can be charged for journeys 
between 8 p�m� and 8 a�m�, as well as on Sundays and public holidays�  The increase in cents and 
euro for each taxi user per journey is not substantial, but the cumulative impact is significant for 
drivers�  The weighting in the increase has been designed to encourage more drivers to operate 
during these periods and also to encourage drivers who may still not have come back into the 
sector since the pandemic to reactivate their licences�

14/06/2022VV00600Deputy Darren O’Rourke: There is a crisis in the sector and I am not convinced from 
the Minister of State’s answer that there is a full appreciation of it�  I acknowledge the aspect 
regarding the fare increase and the weighted element in that regard, but there has been a signifi-
cant exodus of drivers from the sector�  It was reported just this evening that one of the taxi apps 
had 17,000 requests in a one-hour period over the weekend�  We are hearing many stories about 
people, including women, waiting an inordinate time because of the lack of availability of taxis 
at night-time�  This is going to be compounded by approximately 5,300 cars that are going to be 
taken off the road at the end of this year because of the ten-year rule.  I raised this point before 
with the Minister, Deputy Eamon Ryan�  The Government needs to move on this ten-year rule�

14/06/2022VV00700Deputy Hildegarde Naughton: On the ten-year rule, the NTA extended vehicle age limits 
several times during the pandemic, with standard age limits for taxis and hackneys now waived 
through to the end of 2022, thereby ensuring no operator exits the industry simply because of 
the need to replace a vehicle�  These extensions of vehicle age limits were emergency measures 
in recognition of the challenges faced during the pandemic, including the necessary health-
related restrictions imposed on society and the resultant collapse in demand for SPSV services�  
This situation is now much changed and there has been a resurgence in demand for SPSV ser-
vices with increased levels of social activity and particularly at night-time�  This is where the 
premium rate will come into effect to encourage more taxi drivers to come on stream, especially 
at weekends, Sundays and public holidays�

14/06/2022VV00800Deputy Darren O’Rourke: How many vehicles will be impacted by the ten-year rule in 
2023, for example?  How many vehicles are we likely to lose from the sector?  My estimation, 
based on the figures presented to me by taxi representatives, is that the number is greater than 
5,300�  These are vehicles that have not been used for a couple of years�  Most of them are in 
mint condition.  Drivers have been struggling to get finance for new vehicles.  They cannot get 
electric vehicles because there is a supply chain issue�  The likely impact will be that many of 
those 5,300 vehicles will leave the market, which means the acute shortage we are facing now 
will be exacerbated�  I am frustrated that I do not yet see an acknowledgement of this from the 
Government�

14/06/2022VV00900Deputy Hildegarde Naughton: Of the 18,946 SPSV vehicles in the fleet in 2021, a total of 
16,134 vehicles, which is equivalent to 85% of the fleet, were less than ten years old.  A total of 
2,359 vehicles were between ten and 15 years old, which represented 12.5% of the entire fleet.  
Approximately half of those, or 6�7%, were availing of the Covid-19 extension on the maxi-
mum permissible age�  They were mainly taxis�  The remaining 5�8% of vehicles were exempt 
from the ten-year age limit as a condition of their taxi licence or were older limousines�  The 
number of vehicles older than 15 years was 444, which represents 2.3% of the total fleet.  Of 
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these, 150 vehicles, or 0�8%, were SPSVs availing of the NTA extension due to the impact of 
Covid-19�  Most of the remainder were limousines�

14/06/2022VV01000Dublin Airport Authority

14/06/2022VV0110060� Deputy Duncan Smith asked the Minister for Transport the way that he intends to 
engage with the Dublin Airport Authority throughout the rest of 2022; his priorities for the 
company; and if he will make a statement on the matter� [30902/22]

14/06/2022VV01200Deputy Duncan Smith: What is the plan regarding engagement with the Dublin Airport 
Authority, DAA, throughout the rest of the year?  The Minister of State has had intense engage-
ment in the last few weeks as the situation in the airport reached crisis point and then disaster 
levels a few weekends ago�  While we have seen some improvement in services, not least be-
cause of the massive redeployment of emergency staff, I would like to know what the plans are 
to ensure the experience at the airport improves and will be on a solid footing throughout 2022 
and beyond�

14/06/2022VV01300Deputy Hildegarde Naughton: I thank the Deputy for this question and the opportunity to 
update the House on the current situation at Dublin Airport�  We can all agree that the passenger 
experience at Dublin Airport recently has fallen far short of the service that passengers should 
expect at our largest State airport�  The DAA, as we all know, has the statutory responsibility 
to operate and manage Dublin Airport, including all the operations associated with security 
screening.  The immediate priority is to ensure that Dublin Airport passengers can have confi-
dence they will not miss their flights when they arrive on time at the airport.

Following the unacceptable level of service experienced by passengers and the undue stress 
they endured, particularly on Sunday, 29 May, I re-established daily meetings with the CEO 
and senior management in the DAA�  I conveyed to the representatives of the DAA my disap-
pointment and frustration at the situation and emphasised the importance of the DAA setting 
out a detailed plan to address it and the urgent need to restore passenger confidence in Dublin 
Airport�  The DAA outlined its plan and the operational changes to be made in advance of the 
bank holiday weekend.  These included maximising the availability of staff resources, increas-
ing the number of security lanes open at peak times and improving queue management�  While 
last weekend and the bank holiday weekend were extremely busy, queues moved smoothly with 
no reports of flights being missed.

I continue to engage with the DAA on its resourcing plan and the passenger experience at 
Dublin Airport�  I am emphasising the importance of the airport management reassuring passen-
gers that it is doing everything it can to deliver an acceptable passenger experience for all those 
departing from the airport�  Though challenges remain, the DAA has advised that the measures 
it has taken will substantially mitigate risk into the busy summer period where passenger num-
bers are expected to increase by a further 10%�  

14/06/2022WW00100Deputy Duncan Smith: I thank the Minister of State for her update�  There is no doubt that 
Herculean efforts have been made to ensure that passengers can transit through without missing 
their flights, but what is happening is having an impact.  I would like the Minister of State to 
engage with Dublin Airport on a number of issues�

Regarding the special assistance and reduced mobility service the DAA provides, I have 
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heard reports of people with reduced mobility being left on planes for extended periods of time 
as they are unable to get staff to assist them.  From talking to workers I get the sense that the 
staff who usually do that work are stretched across other services.  I ask the Minister of State to 
raise the matter with the DAA�

I have spoken extensively about the workers’ experience, which is one of diminishing con-
fidence in the DAA and declining job satisfaction.  I would like the Minister of State to engage 
regarding the pay rates of the outsourced staff have been brought in, who are known within the 
airport as the purple vesters.  Are these staff on higher rates of pay than the new security staff 
who have been brought in in recent months?

14/06/2022WW00200Deputy Hildegarde Naughton: I will raise those issues with the DAA, in particular special 
assistance�  Workers’ pay is an operational matter for the DAA�  I met SIPTU representatives 
recently and conveyed my appreciation for passenger-facing staff, in particular, who are under 
huge pressure in the airport�  They have been managing queues, clearing people through secu-
rity, helping to board passengers and working in extremely difficult circumstances.  The repre-
sentatives raised with me the issue of staff who had done overtime and had not been paid.  This 
matter was also raised with the DAA�  It was a result of IT issues�  There was a cyberattack�  I 
am told by the DAA those issues are being resolved�

14/06/2022WW00300Deputy Duncan Smith: I am glad to hear the Minister of State met workers’ representa-
tives and I hope that continues with SIPTU and the other unions representing workers in the 
airport�  What we have learned and experienced over the past number of months is that there is 
a sense among workers and those connected to the airport that the ethos of the airport is chang-
ing�  The idea that it is a place where people are proud to work, earn a good living and have a 
future through which they can progress is being eroded�  That is something for which the State 
has responsibility, from an aviation policy perspective�  It is the job of the Minister of State, 
through all of her engagements, to change that and ensure the DAA, as a State body, becomes 
a good employer which offers well paid jobs.  The staff who are passenger-facing have done an 
unbelievable job�  They have put smiles on their faces and have been fantastic in terms of get-
ting passengers onto planes.  However, beneath those smiles they are suffering and they need 
the support and backup of Government to ensure they can enjoy a long and successful career 
in the airport�

14/06/2022WW00400Deputy Hildegarde Naughton: We all want functioning State airports in Dublin and else-
where.  Part of the pressure is the understaffing in the airport and the shortage of labour, some-
thing which is hitting every sector.  Since recruitment efforts were redoubled in March of this 
year, Dublin Airport has seen a significant interest in advertised positions.  I understand it 
received more than 5,000 applications.  At our weekly meetings we discuss staffing numbers, 
training and the deployment of new staff to help ease the pressure on current staff who are under 
extreme pressure in the airport�

The operation of an airport is not a matter for the Minister; it is a matter for the DAA which 
has a statutory obligation in this regard�  The Deputy can be ensured that the Minister, Deputy 
Ryan, and I are monitoring the situation�  We want to continue to ensure that passengers have 
confidence that they can get to their flights on time, make their holidays, meet family and 
friends internationally and take the stress away from international travel�
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14/06/2022WW00500Public Transport

14/06/2022WW0060061� Deputy Darren O’Rourke asked the Minister for Transport the year-on-year timeline 
for the delivery of the Connecting Ireland rural mobility plan; the budget that he intends to pro-
vide in each year to deliver this plan; the routes that will be commenced in 2022; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter� [30745/22]

14/06/2022WW00700Deputy Darren O’Rourke: I want to ask the Minister of State the year-on-year timeline 
for the delivery of the Connecting Ireland rural mobility plan, the budget she intends to provide 
in each year to deliver this plan, the routes which will be commenced in 2022 and if she will 
make a statement on the matter�

14/06/2022WW00800Deputy Hildegarde Naughton: The overarching aim of the Connecting Ireland rural mo-
bility plan is to develop an accessible, integrated and sustainable network of public transport 
services in rural and regional areas nationwide�  In budget 2022, I was delighted to secure an 
allocation of €5�6 million to progress, develop and begin delivery of this important plan�  To 
keep this momentum going, I will be working closely with my colleagues in Government to se-
cure funding for the continued rollout of Connecting Ireland over its five-year implementation 
period, which started earlier this year�

Regarding the timeline, the delivery and improvement of routes identified through the con-
sultation process on the Connecting Ireland plan are being prioritised to areas where Ukrainians 
fleeing the war in their homeland have been housed.  Additional public transport services are 
being made available through an acceleration of network improvements, which include the 
provision of additional stops, route modifications and delivering more services with the aim of 
increasing connectivity�  These services will ensure better access for all those housed in rural 
communities�  Areas such as the Ring of Kerry will avail of such improvements, in practice ca-
tering for existing demands as well as responding to the increased pressures on services where 
the local population has grown in response to the humanitarian crisis�  

I understand the services will be mainly provided by a mixture of Transport for Ireland Lo-
cal Link and Bus Éireann services�  Other examples of service accelerations already in place 
include those between the towns of Ennis and Ballyvaughan, Tullamore and Banagher, Ash-
bourne and Balbriggan and the Cavan-Monaghan area�  I am advised that the NTA is currently 
in the procurement, planning and design stage for up to 40 enhanced services nationwide this 
year, with five aimed specifically at emergency transport provision. All going well, many of 
these services are anticipated to be operational by the end of the summer�  

On the business case for Connecting Ireland, the final part of the Deputy’s question, which 
includes provisional cost estimates, is currently under review in my Department�  We are work-
ing hard to bring this ambitious plan to Government for its consideration as soon as possible�

14/06/2022WW00900Deputy Darren O’Rourke: This is an ambitious plan�  We have submitted questions on 
the opportunities to expand on it�  I understand there are 23 settlements with populations above 
300 that have been excluded from the plan; all of the rest have been included and are promised 
a service three times daily, which would be a significant improvement.  There are opportunities 
to expand the scheme, and that is something my party is trying to tease out�

The bigger issue is the implementation of the plan�  The €5�6 million allocation this year is 
10% of the total�  The NTA stated in a response to me that it does not have a multi-year alloca-
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tion and does not know how much it will be allocated in years two, three, four and five of the 
plan.  That has a significant impact in terms of planning.  Does the Minister of State have more 
detail on that?  The provision this year is 10%�  Will there be another 10% or 15% next year?  I 
would appreciate if the Minister of State could provide an indication on that�

14/06/2022WW01000Deputy Hildegarde Naughton: The business case for Connecting Ireland is still under 
scrutiny within the Department�  It will then have to be sent to the Department of Public Ex-
penditure and Reform for its review�  After that process, the business case then has to go to 
Government for approval due to the scale of the investment envisaged, which is very ambitious�  
It would be premature to discuss the possible cost of delivering Connecting Ireland until the 
business case is fully examined�

Connecting Ireland proposes to expand the public transport network in rural areas�  There 
will be a 25% overall increase in rural bus services and 70% of people in rural Ireland will have 
access to public transport services that provide at least three return trips daily to a nearby town�  
More than 100 rural villages will benefit from frequent public transport services for the first 
time�  There will be more than 60 new connections to regional cities from surrounding areas and 
improved mobility options for those in remote areas with the provision of demand responsive 
and other innovative transport services�

14/06/2022WW01100Deputy Darren O’Rourke: The Minister of State mentioned a number of places�  Does 
she have the figures on how many routes are now up and running?  I welcome the services and 
understand the prioritisation of routes where there is demand from incoming Ukrainian refu-
gees�  Of the 40 routes at design stage, does the Minister of State have an indication - I will be 
parochial about this - as to where in County Meath they are?  I have a particular interest in one 
route, namely, route 163 in the consultation, which is to run between Athboy and Drogheda via 
Navan, Kentstown and Donore�  Does the Minister of State have any details in that regard?

14/06/2022XX00200Deputy Hildegarde Naughton: Examples of upcoming Connecting Ireland routes include: 
the 978 from Belmullet to Castlebar, supported by Local Link Mayo; the 880 from Naas to 
Carlow, involving timetable changes; the 183 from Arklow to Sallins, supported by Local Link 
Carlow Kilkenny Wicklow; the 419A from Clifden to Roundstone to Casla, supported by Local 
Link Galway; the 419B, serving Carrowroe, Ballinrobe and Claremorris, supported by Local 
Link Galway; the A79 from Ballinasloe to Castlerea, via Moylough; the A33 from Newbridge 
to Naas, via Allenwood; the A30 from Birr to Portlaoise; the B17 from Tarbert to Croom; the 
one the Deputy asked about, namely, the 163 from Athboy to Drogheda via Navan and Duleek, 
supported by Local Link Louth Meath Fingal; the 368 from Enniscorthy to New Ross; and the 
369, serving Tullow, Bunclody and Enniscorthy�  Those routes are under procurement, and the 
date I have here is around 15 August 2022�

14/06/2022XX00300Aviation Industry

14/06/2022XX0040062� Deputy Darren O’Rourke asked the Minister for Transport when he intends to pub-
lish an updated national aviation policy; if he will outline the policy options being considered 
to deliver a more even distribution of air traffic between Irish airports in order to support the 
objective of balanced regional development; and if he will make a statement on the matter� 
[30746/22]

14/06/2022XX00500Deputy Darren O’Rourke: The Chair will have an interest in this question�  When does 
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the Minister of State intend to publish an updated national aviation policy?  Will she outline the 
policy options being considered to deliver a more even distribution of air traffic between Irish 
airports in order to support the objective of balanced regional development?  Will she make a 
statement on the matter?

14/06/2022XX00600Deputy Hildegarde Naughton: Before Covid-19, officials in my Department had com-
menced scoping work on a new national aviation policy�  Unfortunately, that work has been on 
hold since 2020 for obvious reasons, that is, due to a focus on the detrimental impact of the pan-
demic�  While we can now see the evidence that the recovery is under way, focus and resources 
have been diverted towards other objectives, including the terrible situation in Ukraine and the 
resultant restrictive measures that have been adopted in respect of the Russian Federation�

My Department hopes to resume work on a new national aviation policy before the end of 
2022�  Despite the delay in this work, however, the current national aviation policy, published 
in August 2015, continues to guide aviation policy�  The principal goals of the policy are to 
enhance Ireland’s connectivity, to foster the growth of aviation enterprise and to maximise the 
contribution of aviation to Ireland’s sustainable economic growth and development�

Traditionally, Ireland has maintained a liberal aviation policy�  That approach has served the 
country well�  Before the pandemic, Ireland had air services to close to 200 destinations�  While 
acknowledging that many of the objectives of the original national aviation policy remain valid, 
we also acknowledge that much has changed since 2015 in respect of the overall challenges for 
the aviation sector in Ireland, with a focus on continued recovery from the pandemic and a need 
to meet the decarbonisation goals necessary to achieve our climate ambitions�

The programme for Government acknowledges the value of aviation in supporting econom-
ic development, international connectivity and tourism and commits to delivering the capital 
programmes required to support services and to ensure safety at our State and regional airports�  
That is achieved primarily through the two schemes administered by my Department, namely 
the regional airports capital expenditure grant scheme and a core airport management opera-
tional expenditure subvention scheme.  Those supports, along with the Covid-specific aviation 
supports provided, have ensured that our airports are well positioned in stimulating their re-
covery from the effects of the pandemic.  Recent statistics indicate that, in respect of regional 
airport performance, smaller airports are closer to their 2019 scheduled seat capacity levels�

14/06/2022XX00700Deputy Darren O’Rourke: A number of members of the transport committee are here�  
Aviation has been a particular focus of our committee right throughout this period, since the 
committee was established under this Dáil, whether during Covid or, more recently, in respect 
of the issues at Dublin Airport�  We are undertaking a series of visits to a number of our airports�  
We have been at Dublin and Shannon airports and are due to visit Cork Airport, although I have 
already been there with my colleague, Deputy Ó Laoghaire�  We hear about the challenge to 
deliver a more balanced throughput of traffic.  Dublin Airport has advantages, of course.  I live 
20 minutes away from the airport�  It will continue to be the national airport�

What policy levers are being considered?  We know we have a liberal market, but what 
levers does the Minister of State have at her disposal?  There are international examples�  The 
Netherlands has achieved something�  Are there lessons to be learnt from there, or what is being 
considered?  Is it a priority of the Government to ensure a more balanced regional distribution 
of air traffic?
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14/06/2022XX00800Deputy Hildegarde Naughton: As for our current policy, the levers I have are through the 
regional airports programme�  Under that programme, which runs from 2021 to 2025, €11�6 
million in capital and operational supports was provided in 2021 alone to eligible airports, that 
is, Ireland West Airport Knock, Kerry Airport and Donegal Airport�  There is also support for 
the public service obligation, PSO, services between Donegal and Dublin�  In addition, the Gov-
ernment has provided funding for Shannon and Cork airports, as the Deputy will know, with 
more than €28 million in capital and operational supports in 2021 under the Covid-19 regional 
State airports programme�  It is important to state also that there will be widespread consultation 
on our new aviation policy�

The Deputy is a member of the Joint Committee on Transport and Communications�  That 
committee will have a very important role to play in stakeholder engagement and as to what our 
new aviation policy will be like as we come out of the pandemic�  The Deputy can be assured of 
my commitment to our regional airports, ensuring that they are supported and funded and that 
Ireland Inc� is connected from a regional point of view and an international point of view�  This 
is a really good time, coming out of the pandemic, to look at our national aviation policy, and 
our regional connectivity will play a key part in that�

14/06/2022XX00900Deputy Darren O’Rourke: We are constrained by state aid rules.  The lack of State influ-
ence in Aer Lingus is a limitation�  It is not one my party supported but it is one we have to 
live with�  The transport committee continues to meet with representatives of regional airports�  
Members of the committee make the case that we want to hear from them and that they need to 
engage with the review of the national aviation policy�  It is important that there are stated com-
mitments and objectives in respect of that policy to seek to maximise the opportunity because 
there is so much that is consistent with what I believe are trends in respect of emissions, carbon 
footprint, regional development, regional balance and working from home�  It just makes abso-
lute sense to tweak and recalibrate, and to ensure there is a balance within the system in a way 
that there is not at the moment�  We are an outlier in the context of our balance�  We need to 
get to the bottom of why that is the case and work to address it�  The Department will have the 
support of my party if that is the road it travels�

14/06/2022XX01000Deputy Hildegarde Naughton: To give an idea of the policy areas that were identified in 
the scoping exercise in 2020, the themes included: international context and connectivity; safety 
and security; infrastructure, operations and enterprise; and sustainability and climate�  Aspects 
for consideration included defining optimal connectivity and looking at how to shape a future 
direction for both State and regional airports, looking specifically at how best they support the 
economic and social benefits of the regions they serve.  It is also important to state as well that 
the operation of air services to, from and between airports remains a commercial decision for air 
carriers and our airports�  That is something that I was very strong on even during the pandemic, 
when we did not have international travel but where I wanted to give funding directly to the 
airports so that they could negotiate directly with airlines in order to attract connectivity to the 
regions�  It is important to say that these will be commercial decisions made by airlines�  They 
will go to the airports which make viable and commercial sense for them also�
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14/06/2022YY00200Ceisteanna Eile - Other Questions

14/06/2022YY00300Public Transport

14/06/2022YY0040063� Deputy Kieran O’Donnell asked the Minister for Transport if he will retain the reduced 
public transport fares to help with the cost of living in 2023; if he has further considered reduc-
ing public transport fares; and if he will make a statement on the matter� [30734/22]

14/06/2022YY00500106� Deputy Alan Farrell asked the Minister for Transport if he will consider extending the 
20% fare reduction on public transport journeys beyond the end of 2022; if he plans further fare 
reductions in Budget 2023; and if he will make a statement on the matter� [30547/22]

14/06/2022YY00600122� Deputy Jennifer Carroll MacNeill asked the Minister for Transport if public trans-
port fares will be reduced further; and if he will make a statement on the matter� [30454/22]

14/06/2022YY00700Deputy Kieran O’Donnell: I am taking Questions Nos� 63 and 122 in substitute for my 
colleague, Deputy Carroll MacNeill�

14/06/2022YY00800Acting Chairman (Deputy Joe Carey): For the information of the House, there will be 
three times as much time allocated to these questions because they are grouped together�

14/06/2022YY00900Deputy Kieran O’Donnell: Is it fair, a Chathaoirligh Gníomhaigh, that I take Question No� 
63 on its own, that Deputy Farrell take Question No� 106 and that I then take Question No� 122 
separately, which is six and a half minutes per slot?

14/06/2022YY01000Acting Chairman (Deputy Joe Carey): We will deal with them separately and give them 
all the time that has been allocated to them�

14/06/2022YY01100Deputy Kieran O’Donnell: I thank the Cathaoirleach Gníomhach�  I wish to deal with 
what I regard as a very successful policy initiative on public transport where we have seen a 
20% reduction in public fares�  This has been a great success�

I have two questions�  First, will the Minister of State look to extending the scheme beyond 
the end of 2022 and certainly into 2023?  Second, has the Minister of State and the Depart-
ment of Transport looked at further reductions in public transport fares?  We want to encourage 
people to use public transport and to build on the positive initiative of this 20% reduction which 
is in place until the end of the year�

14/06/2022YY01200Deputy Hildegarde Naughton: I thank the Deputy and am taking these questions on behalf 
of the Minister, Deputy Ryan�

We are acutely aware of the increase in the cost of living in recent months and the Minister 
recognises the impact that this has had on households across the country�  For this reason, he 
was pleased to be able to introduce a 20% average fare reduction on public service obligation, 
PSO, public transport services until the end of this year�

This initiative is benefiting the hundreds of thousands of people across the country who use 
public transport every day�  The Minister is delighted to report that passenger numbers are slow-
ly returning to pre-Covid-19 figures.  Last week, on average, PSO services carried about 84% of 
the numbers they carried before the pandemic�  In fact, certain markets are reporting passenger 
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levels well above 2019 levels, particularly on some of our Local Link, town and regional city 
services.  All of these individuals are now benefiting from lower fare costs.

The 20% fare reduction comes on top of several other measures that we are progressing to 
encourage greater public transport patronage�  For instance, there is the young adult Leap card, 
which provides an average 50% fare discount for those aged between 19 and 23 on both PSO 
and commercial services�  There is also the Transport for Ireland, TFI, 90-minute fares scheme 
which means that adults now pay €2, young adults pay €1, and children pay just 65 cent to 
travel for up to 90 minutes on Dublin Bus, Luas and most DART, commuter rail and Go-Ahead 
Ireland services in Dublin�  In May alone, the number of people who had a child Leap card, a 
student Leap card, or the new young adult Leap card increased by over 16,000, which is very 
encouraging�

While fare reductions are to be welcomed, the investment in additional services is also criti-
cal�  For this reason, the Minister is committed to progressing core projects like BusConnects, 
Connecting Ireland and DART+, as well as improving existing services across the country�

That being said, public transport fare initiatives have a role to play in combatting the ris-
ing cost of transport and in encouraging modal shift�  As such, the Minister would like to see 
the 20% fare reduction continue into 2023�  He is acutely aware, however, of the competing 
pressures across the system and the finite Exchequer resources.  The funding implications of 
all measures must be considered in the round so the Minister will work closely with the Min-
ister for Public Expenditure and Reform, Deputy Michael McGrath, and other Government 
colleagues, in the context of the 2023 Estimates process to see what we can do with regard to 
supporting public transport services�

14/06/2022YY01300Deputy Kieran O’Donnell: I greatly welcome the commitment from Government and 
from the Minister for Transport to look towards extending the reduced public transport fares 
into 2023�  This is a very welcome initiative both in the 20% general reduction and for the 
young adults, where that is effectively a 60% reduction because it is 50% after the 20%.

In my own constituency of Limerick City, adult fares have gone down within the city from 
€1�68 to €1�35 which is a 33 cent reduction�  For young adults, one is looking at a reduction of 
60%, where the fare has gone down to 65 cent, which is a reduction of over €1�  These are very 
welcome initiatives�

When will we have clarity as to whether these reduced fares will be extended into 2023?  
Does the Minister of State see scope, apart from the current reduced fares, that there may be 
further reductions in the fares or of extending their scope and the percentage of the reduction?

14/06/2022YY01400Deputy Hildegarde Naughton: The decisions on this will be through the 2023 Estimates 
process, when we will be discussing this issue with our Government colleagues�

It has only been a number of weeks since the 20% fare reductions have come into place on 
the young adult Leap card�  The National Transport Authority, NTA, will be carrying out de-
tailed research to determine the impact of fare reductions at that stage when the schemes have 
been in place for a reasonable amount of time�  That will give us far more information�  The fact 
that there has been significant uptake in public transport usage is a very positive indicator at this 
point in time�  That NTA research will also inform our decisions on this matter�

14/06/2022YY01500Deputy Alan Farrell: The response of the Minister of State to the grouped questions is very 
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welcome�  The key question for us in the context of a cost-of-living crisis is to ask whether the 
fare reductions that have already been introduced are sustainable�  I welcome the Minister of 
State’s comments that she would very much like to see them being extended into 2023 but that 
is, I suppose, a budgetary decision that we will make in October�  The statistics that the Minister 
of State has been supplied with by the providers across the country, and most acutely for me, by 
Dublin Bus, Luas and Iarnród Éireann, are very critical.  Citing figures like the 84% and above 
rates of usage compared with pre-Covid-19 levels is encouraging�

In the context of full employment which we have almost reached, I would have thought that 
we might have been a little bit higher than that�  Sustaining these fare reductions is not just good 
for public transport users but it is also good for the environment in respect of the unnecessary 
vehicular journeys that are taken when public transport is available�  I will come back with 
further questions later�

14/06/2022YY01600Deputy Hildegarde Naughton: On the question of people’s working patterns now and 
hybrid working, I will furnish some further information�  As I said, overall PSO passenger num-
bers are approximately 84% of pre-Covid-19 levels�  Passengers are returning in good numbers 
in most markets with Local Link and Bus Éireann’s town services in Limerick and Galway all 
reporting levels at or similar to 2019 levels�

Increasingly, it appears that the primary cause of reduced total passengers is office-based 
workers travelling less�  This is consistent when considering that pre-Covid-19 analysis showed 
white-collar worker commuters to be 30% to 35% of total demand�  A 50% reduction in these 
trips would account for 15% to 17�5% of overall demand�  This supported the anecdotal evi-
dence that many office workers are working a hybrid model of two or three days per week at 
home�  Fare reductions are to be welcomed but investment in additional services is also valuable 
for customers and communities�  We need to ensure that we maintain the right balance between 
those factors�

14/06/2022YY01700Deputy Alan Farrell: I thank the Minister of State again�  It is essential that we as a Gov-
ernment support the reduction in the burden on people, particularly in the context of the cost-of-
living crisis�  I, of course, welcome the 50% existing reduction for students and the 20% reduc-
tion for everybody else and I would very much like to see that continue into 2023 and beyond�

9 o’clock

 If further scope is available to us in the sustainability of the fare reductions I would like 
us to do it on an ongoing basis and that it would become a cornerstone of the Department of 
Transport’s policy to try to reduce the burden on people and to encourage them to use public 
transport rather than their own private vehicles�

  The Minister of State mentioned the 90-minute scheme�  Of course, it is extremely wel-
come but it does exclude two major commuter towns in my constituency in Dublin which is 
unfair�  Skerries and Balbriggan are excluded from the 90-minute fare�  I believe that if you are 
a Dub you should be treated the same as the other Dubs, to be quite frank�  There are issues with 
fares increasing when you go into Meath and Louth where the fares jump quite a significant 
amount�  I have said here before that I think people who are using public transport should not be 
unnecessarily penalised for a couple of extra kilometres to get to Laytown, Bettystown or other 
places like that�  It is unnecessary�  We need to encourage more people to use public transport, 
not fewer�  I would ask that the Minister consider that in the context of budgetary discussions�  
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14/06/2022ZZ00200Deputy Hildegarde Naughton: I agree�  We want to encourage people to use public trans-
port�  That is the aim with the 20% price reduction and the young adult card�  I will relay his 
point on those issues to the Minister�  No matter where you draw the line there will be someone 
outside it but I hear exactly what he is saying�  We want to get people out of their cars and in-
centivise them to use public transport where they can and make it more affordable for them to 
do that�

14/06/2022ZZ00300Deputy Emer Higgins: I want to take the opportunity to raise an anomaly for public trans-
port users.  With the 90-minute TFI fare at the moment, someone is better off if they pay for 
their bus journey by Leap card than if they had purchased in advance the annual tax-saver 
ticket.  In fact they are 20% better off.  The tax-saver scheme was introduced to provide a tax-
efficient benefit to commuters.  It is no longer fit for purpose.  It is 20% more expensive to use it 
twice a day five days a week.  We need to fix that and reduce the cost for commuting for people 
across Dublin�

14/06/2022ZZ00400Deputy Hildegarde Naughton: I am taking this question for the Minister so I will raise that 
with him and ask him to respond to the Deputy directly�

14/06/2022ZZ00500Transport Policy

14/06/2022ZZ0060064� Deputy Catherine Connolly asked the Minister for Transport further to Parliamentary 
Question No� 113 of 26 April 2022, the status of the upcoming review of the Galway Transport 
Strategy; the timeline for same; the timeline for the feasibility study for light rail; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter� [30706/22]

14/06/2022ZZ00700Deputy Catherine Connolly: Tá an cheist seo faoi chúrsaí iompair i nGaillimh agus tá a 
fhios agam go bhfuil an-taithí ag an Aire Stáit faoi chúrsaí tráchta i nGaillimh�  Baineann an 
cheist seo go sonrach leis an athbhreithniú atá beartaithe maidir le light rail, leis an an staidéar 
féidearthachta agus leis an athbhreithniú atá beartaithe ó thaobh cúrsaí iompair de i nGaillimh�

14/06/2022ZZ00800Deputy Hildegarde Naughton: I understand that the National Transport Authority expects 
to engage support services later this year to undertake the review of the Galway transport strat-
egy and commence the review process at the end of the year�  The review will be led by the NTA 
in co-operation with Galway City Council and Galway County Council�

The review process will include consideration of all potential transport modes including 
light rail�  As part of the strategy review work, assessment work will be undertaken in relation 
to light rail�  As I have noted previously, this approach will allow for a multi-modal perspective 
and integration within an overall land-use plan�

The NTA expects to publish a draft updated transport strategy for Galway for public con-
sultation in quarter 3 of next year�  I agree with the Deputy on the need to increase sustainable 
mobility options in Galway and to consider the merits of light rail as part of those options�  We 
need to shape the city around public transport rather than roads�  The review of the Galway 
transport strategy will look at population projections, development density, employment fore-
casts and travel demand patterns�  This analysis will be used to reassess the public transport 
needs across the city and the potential role all modes of transport, including light rail, can play 
in meeting those needs�  In the meantime, implementation will continue on the current Galway 
transport  strategy�  This includes the Galway BusConnects programme with key elements like 
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the Salmon Weir bridge, Cross-City Link and the Dublin Road corridor advancing�  Further 
projects include the roll-out of improved active travel infrastructure, redevelopment of Ceannt 
Station and the improvements planned for Oranmore station and rail track infrastructure�

14/06/2022ZZ00900Deputy Catherine Connolly: I welcome some of the improvements that are taking place, 
albeit belatedly.  The Minister of State will know that Galway is going under with traffic.  It is 
one of the most beautiful cities in the country which is thriving in terms of employment but it 
is absolutely bogged down in traffic.  The Minister of State knows that if I showed her a pho-
tograph of all the reports from my 17 years on the council it would almost reach the ceiling�  
We had smart travel that was anything but smart, the Buchanan transport study and now we 
are in 2022�  The Minister of State was there with me when the council unanimously agreed to 
put in park and ride in 2005 which was never rolled out�  Here we are and the NTA in its latest 
response to me tells me that it is only looking at the east of the city�  Every time I ask a question 
the situation seems to deteriorate without any recognition of the urgent need to take bold brave 
steps with Galway city and roll it out as a green lean city.  The first thing is a feasibility study 
on light rail�

14/06/2022ZZ01000Deputy Hildegarde Naughton: I must say I agree about park and ride and the urgency of 
identifying sites if we want to encourage people out of their cars to use public transport�  I un-
derstand that the NTA is developing its park and ride strategy for Galway and will present it to 
Galway City Council and County Council in July�

As I am sure the Deputy will know, a feasibility study for light rail in Galway will be carried 
out as part of the review of the strategy and will be considered in the overall framework of the 
strategy�  That will allow for a multi-modal perspective and integration within an overall land 
use plan�  

14/06/2022ZZ01100Deputy Catherine Connolly: There is no sense of urgency with the NTA�  Absolutely 
none�  It is 2022 and it is slowly looking at park and ride on one side of the city when in 2005 
the elected members voted to roll out park and ride�  A climate emergency was declared years 
ago now and then there is biodiversity yet we are still looking at unsustainable levels of traf-
fic in Galway and no bold measures.  I have absolutely no confidence that the NTA will carry 
out a feasibility study for light rail because it is clearly on record as saying that it will not suit 
Galway�  The people of Galway have led us as the Minister of State knows�  Some 22,000 
people signed a petition imploring the then-Minister to carry out a feasibility study�  We cannot 
blame motorists if we do not offer them alternatives.  We must lift the traffic off the road.  I am 
a cyclist but we are getting bogged down in minutiae of small cycling, little stretches, without 
looking at the overall plan of a sustainable city with sustainable transport�  People will move if 
we provide that�

14/06/2022ZZ01200Deputy Hildegarde Naughton: I share the frustration about the progress on public trans-
port options in Galway�  There has been the cross-city corridor, the Salmon Weir bridge and 
there is some movement with BusConnects but it needs to continue and move faster�  I under-
stand the NTA will present the strategy on park and ride sites to both councils in July and that 
the feasibility study for light rail will be done as part of the overall framework for the Galway 
transport strategy�  That will ensure that it looks at a multi-modal perspective and integrated 
approach that includes an overall land-use plan�

 Question Nos. 65 to 67, inclusive, replied to with Written Answers.
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14/06/2022ZZ01400Bus Services

14/06/2022ZZ0150068� Deputy Bríd Smith asked the Minister for Transport when works are expected to com-
mence on the necessary infrastructural provisions for the dedicated BusConnects corridors in 
Dublin; the liaison and consultations that will take place between the National Transport Au-
thority and households that have had compulsory purchase order notices on foot of the proposed 
works; and if he will make a statement on the matter� [30736/22]

14/06/2022ZZ0160086� Deputy Emer Higgins asked the Minister for Transport the timelines for the imple-
mentation of BusConnects in Dublin; and if he will make a statement on the matter� [30692/22]

14/06/2022ZZ01700Deputy Emer Higgins: The question relates to the implementation of BusConnects in Dub-
lin�

14/06/2022ZZ01800Deputy Hildegarde Naughton: I propose to take Questions Nos� 68 and 86 together�  I am 
responding on behalf of the Minister�  As the Deputy may be aware, the BusConnects Dublin 
preliminary business case was approved by the Government on 8 March of this year, on the 
Minister’s recommendation�  Approval of this business case allows the 16 core bus corridors 
to enter the planning process�  The NTA will submit the 16 corridors as 12 applications to An 
Bord Pleanála.  The first of these, from Clongriffin to the city centre, was submitted in April 
and the second, from Belfield or Blackrock to the city centre, was submitted in early May.  Two 
further applications, the Blanchardstown to city centre scheme and the Liffey Valley to city 
centre scheme, will be made in June, with the remainder to follow during the second half of 
2022�  In parallel, a construction strategy is being developed for all corridors which will include 
the commencement of the procurement of contractors�  The timing of the construction contract 
award and commencement will be determined by the decision timeline of An Bord Pleanála 
with regard to the planning consent applications�

If the compulsory purchase order, CPO, is confirmed by An Bord Pleanála and subject to 
any legal challenges by way of judicial review, a document called a notice to treat will be served 
on each landowner whose land is being acquired�  Following service of the notice to treat, the 
landowner will be required to submit a claim for compensation, at which stage the NTA will 
engage with all landowners with regard to their specific requirements.  The NTA is available to 
discuss the CPO process with any resident who may have specific queries or concerns.

As with all schemes where roads and streets are being upgraded, there will be some tem-
porary disruption and alterations to on-street and off-street parking provision and access to 
premises in certain locations along the proposed scheme�  Local arrangements will be made on a 
case-by-case basis to maintain continued access to homes and businesses affected by the works, 
where practicable�  Details regarding temporary access provisions will be discussed with homes 
and businesses prior to construction starting in the area�

14/06/2022AAA00200Deputy Emer Higgins: The C spine is up and running in Lucan�  It has been a very big 
change and there are definitely still some teething problems but, by and large, many people 
have felt the benefit of it.  The night-time schedule has been especially welcome.  People who 
have not felt the benefit are those used to having a bus service to the city centre but no longer do 
so�  I am talking about people living in places such as Doddsborough, Hillcrest and Laraghcon�  
Those of us who use the C spine, especially during rush hour or on busy weekends when there 
are concerts in town or matches, can clearly see that there is still a need for better frequency 
on the route�  However, the fundamental concern I have is that areas that had a direct link to 
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the city centre are now underserved, to put it mildly�  That is not progressive�  It is regressive�  
Senator Currie and I had a number of meetings with representatives from the NTA but it was not 
meaningful engagement because the bottom line is that nothing has changed for those residents�  
They still do not have a service and neither do the people who were promised the W8 orbital 
route, such as those working in Greenogue or Citywest or those living in Saggart, Newcastle 
or Rathcoole who may be going to college in Maynooth or Tallaght, because that service is yet 
again being delayed�  Will the Minister of State give me an update on this for my constituents?

14/06/2022AAA00300Deputy Alan Farrell: While BusConnects is controversial in certain places, it really is not 
in others�  We cannot wait for it on the north side, if I am quite honest, although there are a few 
pinch points along certain routes such as the Swords Road and the Malahide Road�  I asked the 
NTA recently about the Swords Road�  It serves Dublin Airport and is critical in serving the 
emerging city that is Swords�  I was told it would be the end of 2024 before we would see that 
route being introduced�  I must admit that this is a little bit of a disappointment, given that it is 
our national airport and in light of the delays to the delivery of MetroLink�  Will the Minister 
of State ask the Department to redouble its efforts with the NTA in terms of the Swords spine, 
which is essential in serving upwards of 300,000 people along its route?  Given that MetroLink 
is proposed to serve 500,000 people along the route, this is not dissimilar�  I very much welcome 
the delivery of this particular BusConnects spine as soon as possible�

14/06/2022AAA00400Deputy Hildegarde Naughton: I thank the two Deputies for their comments, which I will 
relay to the Minister, Deputy Eamon Ryan�  The BusConnects network redesign for the entire 
bus network in Dublin, as overseen by the NTA, is being rolled out in 11 phases�  It began in 
2021 with the launch of the first two phases: the H spine from Howth or Malahide to the city 
centre in June, and the C spine in November�  Phase 3, which was launched in May of this year, 
consists of two northern orbital routes: the N4 from Blanchardstown to Point Village and the 
N6 from Finglas to Howth junction�  A further two phases will be introduced later this year and 
all 11 phases are due for completion by 2025�  I will raise the issues highlighted by the Deputies 
with the Minister, Deputy Eamon Ryan, and I will have him come back to them on the matter�

14/06/2022AAA00500Deputy Emer Higgins: I will also take this opportunity to bring to the attention of the 
Minister of State the withdrawal without any prior notice of a very important bus service in my 
area�  On 6 June, I got a note from a commuter who used the 68X every morning to get to work�  
He was letting me know that after a full week of going down to the bus stop and waiting for his 
regular morning bus to get to work, it had not shown up once�  He wondered what had happened 
to the 68X that week�  Unbeknown to us as local representatives and without any communica-
tion whatsoever to the people using this service, Dublin Bus had cancelled it overnight�  It gave 
no notice or communication�  Eventually, it replied to my representations and directed me to 
a statement in which it had announced this withdrawal�  Dublin Bus issued this statement one 
week after the 68X service had been cancelled�  I was absolutely lost for words and will instead 
read the words of one of my constituents:

This whole episode is embarrassing, subpar and really needs investigating and some 
strong inputs from our Minister for Transport�  If left unactioned, where is the next cut go-
ing to be?  How might that affect the next group of employees trying to get to work and pay 
their taxes?  Can you raise this with Minister Ryan, please?

14/06/2022AAA00600Deputy Hildegarde Naughton: This communication with commuters who are trying to 
travel to work does not sound in any way acceptable�  I will certainly raise this with the Minis-
ter, Deputy Eamon Ryan, who I am sure will raise it with the NTA�
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14/06/2022AAA00650Transport Costs

14/06/2022AAA0070069� Deputy Jennifer Carroll MacNeill asked the Minister for Transport if there is scope to 
extend the half-price public transport for young people to include more age groups; the take-up 
of the half-price public transport for young people to date; and if he will make a statement on 
the matter�  [30453/22]

14/06/2022AAA00800Deputy Kieran O’Donnell: I am asking about the initiatives that have reduced public 
transport fares, especially the initiative to extend half-price public transport for young people�  
That is effectively 70%, because it is 50% after a 20% general reduction.  Is the Department 
giving consideration to extending that to other age groups, such as young adults who have just 
left college and are taking up their first jobs?  What has been the take-up of the half-price public 
transport measure for young people?

14/06/2022AAA00900Deputy Hildegarde Naughton: The young adult card was launched on PSO services on 9 
May, with more than 1,000 applications received by the NTA on the launch day alone�  We are 
currently working on broadening the initiative to include commercial bus services, with the aim 
to have that in place before the return of third level colleges�  This will mean that, nationwide, 
those aged between 19 and 23 will be able to avail of an average 50% discount in their public 
transport fares�

The initiative, as the Deputy will know, is aimed at supporting our young people to establish 
strong and sustainable mobility habits�  Setting public transport fares at appropriate levels is key 
to achieving this objective�  I am pleased to say that since April, when a further 20% reduction 
in PSO fares was introduced, all passengers under the age of 24 in possession of a Leap card 
now travel on PSO services at significantly reduced rates.

Under the TFI 90-minute fares scheme, a young adult aged between 19 and 23 pays just €1 
to travel for up to 90 minutes on Dublin Bus, Luas and most DART, commuter rail and Go-
Ahead Ireland services in Dublin, while a child pays just 65 cent for the same trip�  Child fares 
are available to everyone under 16 and to those aged between 16 and 18 when paying with a 
personalised Leap card�  For those paying with cash, the child fare is only applicable to under-
16s�  As such, I strongly recommend that those in the 16- to 18-year age bracket apply for their 
personalised Leap cards which can be done easily on leapcard.ie�

In response to the Deputy’s question regarding the uptake of the young adult card, it is im-
portant to stress that the initiative has only been up and running for a matter of weeks�  After a 
reasonable period of time, the NTA will carry out detailed research to determine its full impact�  
I will report that in May alone, the number of people who had a child Leap card, student Leap 
card or the new young adult Leap card increased by more than 16,000, which is extremely en-
couraging�  

14/06/2022BBB00100Deputy Kieran O’Donnell: The Minister of State spoke about the scheme being extended 
to commercial bus services�  When does she anticipate that will happen?  This scheme is for 
those aged between 19 and 23�  Many young people have left college and are starting or already 
working in their first jobs.  There are various categories of young people.  Will the Minister 
of State consider extending this scheme to include those in that group?  We want to encourage 
more people to avail of public transport�  When will the scheme come into place on commercial 
bus services?  The Minister of State referred to that in her initial response�
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14/06/2022BBB00200Deputy Alan Farrell: I welcome the Minister of State’s response�  I understand the need 
to carry out further research when the scheme is bedded in�  Two or three weeks ago, I raised 
the need to ensure certainty for the second half of the academic year in 2023�  I encourage the 
Government to make a policy decision on ongoing fare reductions, as long as it is sustainable to 
do so, as I outlined in my prior remarks on the subject�  To pick up on Deputy O’Donnell’s point 
about private operators, there is a fantastic operator in my constituency, alongside our Local 
Link services and the Swords Express.  Private operators are at a significant disadvantage when 
fares are reduced for public transport providers�  Regardless of who owns the service, they are 
providing a public service.  We should offer fare reductions across the board and include those 
private operators�

14/06/2022BBB00300Deputy Emer Higgins: This is a welcome initiative�  In the budget, the Government did 
much to focus on young people, including changes to the Student Universal Support Ireland 
grant for those going to college, free contraception for young women and this youth public 
transport card, which is offered at a substantially discounted rate.  As we approach the next 
budget and budgetary discussions begin, should we look at extending this beyond the 19- to 
23-year-old age cohort, as my colleague, Deputy O’Donnell, said?  I would be interested to see 
if there is cause to extend this to renters who, as we all know, are struggling with the cost of 
living�  Would the Government consider that as part of the budget for 2023?

14/06/2022BBB00400Deputy Hildegarde Naughton: I thank Deputies for their comments on this�  It is clear that 
we need to look at ways to encourage more people to use public transport�  That is an aim and 
objective of Government�  We will look at the NTA’s research on it�  We can all see the positives 
anecdotally before even seeing that research�  This will be broadened to include commercial 
operators as quickly as possible�  The NTA is currently assessing the deployment options�  A 
working group has been established to expedite the roll-out of this scheme to commercial bus 
operators�

14/06/2022BBB00500Deputy Kieran O’Donnell: Obviously, we cannot expect decisions to be made today, but 
will the Minister of State commit to speaking with her colleague, the Minister, Deputy Eamon 
Ryan, about extending the age groups covered by the scheme?  It could have significant value 
if it was extended to those aged up to 25�  The Minister of State spoke about extending the 
general scheme, which includes the 20% PSO fare reduction, to commercial operations�  Will 
she be extending that to commercial routes and operators in general?  It is important to have 
consistency in these schemes�

14/06/2022BBB00600Deputy Hildegarde Naughton: I will raise the expansion of these services with the Minis-
ter�  He is also looking at the matter�  This all comes down to budgetary constraints�  The youth 
travel card has been extended to commercial bus operators�  There are currently no plans relat-
ing to the 20% PSO�

14/06/2022BBB00650Transport Policy

14/06/2022BBB0070070� Deputy Neasa Hourigan asked the Minister for Transport the measures that his Depart-
ment is taking to curb new sales of larger cars given the environmental and road user safety 
issues with such vehicles; and if he will make a statement on the matter� [30620/22]

14/06/2022BBB0080091� Deputy Brian Leddin asked the Minister for Transport the steps that he is taking to ad-
dress the uptake and sales of larger, heavier, energy inefficient vehicles on roads, their impact 
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on road safety and health outcomes of road traffic collisions and the liveability of town and city 
centres; and if he will make a statement on the matter� [30699/22]

14/06/2022BBB00900Deputy Patrick Costello: What measures will the Department take to curb the sales of 
larger cars, considering the environmental and road safety issues with such vehicles?

14/06/2022BBB01000Deputy Hildegarde Naughton: I propose to take Questions Nos� 70 and 91 together�

My Department is currently focused on delivering a number of existing measures in our 
climate action plan, sustainable mobility policy and road safety strategy, none of which pro-
pose the introduction of a curb on new vehicle sales on the basis of a vehicle’s size�  However, 
our existing approach to the taxation of motor vehicles through vehicle registration tax, VRT, 
is already designed to encourage a shift to improved emissions performance and my Depart-
ment continues to engage with the Department of Finance on further possible improvements�  I 
note that budget 2021 introduced a revised charging structure for VRT bands based on the new 
worldwide harmonised light vehicle test procedure, WLTP, emissions test to better reflect real 
driving data, which follows the introduction of a nitrogen oxide surcharge in budget 2020�

I am also aware of recent studies which reflect the fact that while the standards imposed on 
vehicle manufacturers have led to an overall reduction in tailpipe emissions in new vehicles, 
an increasing trend towards the purchase of larger vehicle models can bring significant envi-
ronmental and air quality risks with the increased shedding of toxic particulate matter through 
increased tyre wear�  This is a risk which may also apply to heavier electric vehicle models�

Given the increased risk to vulnerable and other road users involved in collisions with 
heavier vehicles, I believe we need to take a wider holistic approach and shift to more sustain-
able transport modes and reduce our level of private car use more generally, which will improve 
overall well-being and make our urban centres more attractive places to live�

My Department’s recently published sustainable mobility policy and Five Cities Demand 
Management Study sets out the vision and actions we will take�  I recently established a leader-
ship group and delivery team to oversee and drive implementation of the sustainable mobility 
policy and delivery of its action plan over the next three years�

14/06/2022BBB01100Deputy Patrick Costello: I thank the Minister of State�  There are some encouraging points�  
Realistically, the current scheme for reducing larger vehicle numbers is not working�  Sales of 
sports utility vehicles, SUVs, are going through the roof�  SUVs emit more pollution�  They are 
more likely to hit pedestrians and are more likely to cause serious injury�  We need to curb the 
sales of SUVs, especially in built-up areas�  Other jurisdictions are looking at this�  Authorities 
in Washington DC want to charge residents more for heavy trucks and SUVs, including for all 
the reasons that the Minister of State mentioned, such as particulates�  That is a perfect example 
of why electric cars are not the panacea we think they are�  There has been much talk in here 
tonight about encouraging people to use public transport�  There has been a lot of strong support 
for public transport, the measures to cut fares and to incentivise public transport�  We need a car-
rot and a stick�  We need to get serious about the ever-growing size of SUVs and do something 
that actually works to reduce them, while also continuing with the carrot of public transport, 
which we have all supported this evening�

14/06/2022BBB01200Deputy Alan Farrell: We need to re-evaluate the carrot approach in order to remove people 
from larger electric vehicles�  The electric equivalent of even the smallest combustion engine 
car on the market is heavier and that applies in the vast majority of cases�  The approach of us-
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ing existing taxation to help people to purchase a particular car because that is their tax point, 
as well as the taxation effect that affects the ability of people in the upper echelons to purchase 
a vehicle, needs to be re-evaluated as the State’s means of discouraging people from purchasing 
larger cars.  It needs significant research.  It would be premature for us to start talking about 
those discussions�  I stress that I am talking about electric vehicles, not petrol or diesel vehicles�

14/06/2022BBB01300Deputy Bernard J. Durkan: I hate to disagree with my more learned colleagues on this 
subject, but I know a little about it too�  We need to be careful not to scare people away from the 
remedy to our issue, the emissions�  The way to do it is by electric vehicles�  Whether the car is 
large or small, it needs its space on the road�  More importantly, at the present time we need to 
encourage car users and owners to move in that direction in the knowledge that we are doing 
something to reduce emissions and doing it now�

14/06/2022CCC00200Deputy Hildegarde Naughton: I thank the Deputies�  It is clear from their contributions 
that we need to take a wider holistic approach to this�  We are doing an awful lot in respect of 
public transport and active travel�  There was a question today, for which the Deputy was not 
present, about electric vehicle charging points and the roll-out of charging infrastructure�  It is 
very clear that a large part of reducing emissions here will be the roll-out of electric vehicles 
particularly for people in rural Ireland who may not always have access to public transport�

On the VRT charge on cars, it is calculated using carbon dioxide emissions�  The higher the 
car’s emissions, the more VRT is payable�  It is also important to acknowledge new research 
indicating that almost 2,000 times more particle pollution is produced by tire wear than is 
pumped out of exhausts of modern cars�  This is new research that we all need to take on board�  
The Fit for 55 package of measures includes a proposal to revise the carbon dioxide emissions 
standards for cars and light goods vehicles as currently set out in EU regulation 2019/631�  The 
Commission has proposed an outright ban from 2035 on the sale of new ICE cars and vans 
coupled with a strengthening of emissions reductions targets for vehicle manufacturers ahead 
of that date�  A number of measures are coming in at EU level as well, further reducing carbon 
dioxide emissions and stimulating a wider deployment of zero emissions vehicles by triggering 
manufacturers to increase the supply of zero emissions vehicles�

14/06/2022CCC00300Deputy Patrick Costello: The best thing we can do is not go electric�  Particularly in urban 
environments, the best thing we can do is support active transport and public transport, things 
this Government is doing�  Supporting public transport runs into road blocks when we have 
bigger and bigger cars on the road which are taking up the spaces buses and bikes should be in 
and contributing to pollution and traffic than people on buses or bikes will.  We are supporting 
public and active transport�  Everyone here has been arguing for that in their questions since 
I came into the Chamber tonight�  We need to do more�  As well providing support, we need 
to be looking at the harm that is being caused by more and more vehicles, which are getting 
larger and larger, on our roads.  They are having a serious deleterious effect.  They need to be 
addressed at the same time as all the sustainability, public transport and activity transport work 
that we are doing and that is welcome�

14/06/2022CCC00400Deputy Hildegarde Naughton: Electric vehicles play a central role in COP 21 with a target 
of 175,000 EVs on our roads by 2025 and 945,000 EVs on the road by 2030�  There are cur-
rently more than 58,000 EVs registered on Irish roads�  That is since the end of April 2022�  By 
2030, the abatement impact for an additional 845,000 passenger EVs is estimated to be about 
2.5 megatonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent.  This figure is informed by the Department of 
Transport’s modelling of the projected car fleet profile for the climate action plan 2021.  It is 
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important to say that it is a combination of measures, a multi-modal transport system, including 
public transport, active travel and electric vehicles�  Road safety is obviously critical to that�  We 
have a very ambitious road safety plan�  All of those measures are going to be important to have 
a sustainable transport network�  It is not just one form of transport that will see us meeting our 
climate emissions reductions�

14/06/2022CCC00500Dublin Airport Authority

14/06/2022CCC0060071� Deputy Louise O’Reilly asked the Minister for Transport if he raised concerns with the 
Dublin Airport Authority in relation to the high volume of security staff who were let go over 
the past two years; if he expressed concern that letting staff go during this period was unfair and 
opportunistic; and if he raised the likely scenario that this would affect Dublin Airport’s ability 
to deal with a full return to aviation activity� [30616/22]

14/06/2022CCC0070076� Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Transport the way and the reason 
that the Dublin Airport Authority was able to qualify for the employment wage subsidy scheme 
while at the same time making employees redundant while also  launching a recruitment cam-
paign; and if he will make a statement on the matter� [30690/22]

14/06/2022CCC0080089� Deputy Duncan Smith asked the Minister for Transport the role that his Department 
had in the approval of the voluntary redundancy schemes implemented by the Dublin Airport 
Authority; and if he will make a statement on the matter� [30650/22]

14/06/2022CCC00900Deputy Darren O’Rourke: Has the Minister raised concerns with the DAA in respect of 
the high volume of security staff who were let go over the past two years?  Has she expressed 
concern that letting staff go during this period was unfair and opportunistic?  Has she raised the 
likely scenario that this would affect Dublin Airport’s ability to deal with a full return to avia-
tion activity?

14/06/2022CCC01000Deputy Hildegarde Naughton: I propose to take Questions Nos� 71, 76 and 89 together�

The DAA introduced a voluntary severance scheme, VSS, during the summer of 2020 at the 
height of the Covid-19 crisis as part of the cost-cutting measures deemed necessary to secure 
the continued viability of the company�  This was at a time when the DAA was losing €1 mil-
lion per day, passenger traffic was substantially reduced, and there was uncertainty around the 
timing of a recovery with 2019 levels of passengers not envisaged until 2024 or 2025�

The DAA took a number of measures to address its cost base of which payroll was its largest 
cost.  At the time all staff were working a four day week and salaries were reduced to 80% from 
normal levels, giving rise to significant savings.  However, even with these temporary measures 
in place and given the dramatic fall in passenger numbers, the DAA advised that it needed to 
urgently reduce staff numbers to align with the reduced volume of business.  The DAA was 
seeking to avoid the need for compulsory redundancies, wholesale lay-offs and permanent re-
ductions to pay which it was ultimately successful in achieving�

Given the extremely serious situation that the DAA was in, at the height of the pandemic in 
2020, the Minister for Transport and the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform approved 
the terms and conditions of the VSS proposed by the DAA as required under the code of prac-
tice for the governance of State bodies�  The VSS was closed to new applicants in December 
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2020 and the DAA did not start any significant external recruitment until quarter 3 of 2021 as 
public health restrictions on travel began to be partially lifted�

14/06/2022CCC01100Deputy Darren O’Rourke: It is quite clear with the benefit of hindsight, at least, that the 
DAA cut too deep�  I would argue that it should have been better informed and prepared and 
have had better foresight of what the prospective return to aviation would look like�  There is a 
clear charge, which I think is a logical and substantiated one, that this was opportunistic�  The 
nature of the cuts by the DAA was not haphazard but deliberately targeted at the highest earners 
with the most experience�  That had a direct impact on the ability of the organisation to ramp 
up capacity�  What involvement did the Minster of State have in that decision making process?  
Did she agree with the DAA’s analysis?  Did she have to sign off on those measures?

14/06/2022CCC01200Deputy Bernard J. Durkan: I would be concerned about the way in which it was handled�  
It was quite possible to project forward what would be required in the future, knowing what had 
prevailed and knowing as well that there were considerably generous subventions from Gov-
ernment to ensure that positions of employment were retained and the service was able to con-
tinue in the face of serious trading challenges�  What really takes me to the fair is the bit where 
at the end of the day, it would appear that the DAA was declaring people redundant while at 
the same time it was recruiting other people to replace them, presumably at a lesser rate�  When 
the time came to facilitate the passengers, they were left stranded, bunged up at the airport with 
nowhere to go�  They could not get in or out, or move forwards or backwards�

14/06/2022DDD00100Deputy Duncan Smith: It has been clear in the past couple of weeks that the DAA’s effort 
to rightsize its workforce — to use its word — was not about reducing the overall numbers 
because it has since said it is trying to hire at the pre-pandemic level�  Therefore, it was about 
reducing the levels of pay and the terms and conditions�  The question we are asking today, 
which is important, is whether the Minister of State, the Minister for Transport or the Minister 
for Public Expenditure and Reform raised any flags.  The long-term goal of the DAA never 
changed�  It is still moving ahead with its north runway and still has projections for 40 million-
plus passengers moving through the terminals in eight, nine or ten years�  Its long-term goals 
always remain the same, as do its infrastructure investment goals.  Its staffing level will now be 
the same, but with staff on reduced pay and worse conditions.  It is clear that the Government 
did not call it out on that�

14/06/2022DDD00200Deputy Alan Farrell: The difficulty many of us have, which we have articulated here or 
at meetings of the committee over recent weeks, is that whatever about the redundancies of-
fered in 2020, the DAA knew by 2021 that it was looking at an uptake in numbers�  Therefore, 
it was completely illogical for it to have 1,400 passengers miss flights in May 2022 as a result 
of its inaction over the previous 12 months�  It just does not make any sense�  Representatives 
of the DAA told us at one point during the course of last week or the week before that it did not 
know how many passengers were going to show up�  I do not like using foul language and am 
not going to, but that is BS and they know it�  For them to tell us they did not know how many 
passengers were going to show up when they had seats and slots booked and airlines expanding 
their routes just makes no sense�  Therefore, there is more to this than we are being told or the 
DAA representatives let on before the committee�

I commend the Deputies, including my constituency colleague, for the questions put be-
cause this matter is really troublesome�  I said two weeks ago in this Chamber that I would have 
serious concerns about the operations at Dublin Airport if the response I have mentioned was 
the response to a crisis and if 1,400 people missed out on their flights because of a failure to do 
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the very basic thing, which is airport operations�

14/06/2022DDD00300Deputy Hildegarde Naughton: I thank the Deputies�  As I said in response to a previous 
question, what happened on 31 May at Dublin Airport was completely unacceptable and fell 
well below the standards expected�  We have engaged in our weekly meetings on this�  The 
DAA has put in place a plan and presented it to the Joint Committee on Transport and Commu-
nications�  It is critical that the DAA, which has statutory responsibility to operate and manage 
Dublin Airport, including in respect of required staffing levels, security staffing and the screen-
ing of staff who are needed, does what is required of it.

On the VSS, the terms and conditions are agreed by the Minister for Transport and the Min-
ister for Public Expenditure and Reform�  That is required under the code of practice�  How-
ever, regarding the number of staff targeted under the scheme, staffing levels are a matter for 
the DAA�  Ministers or Governments do not run airports; that is the statutory responsibility of 
the DAA�  That is what I have said at my meetings�  When I met the chair of the DAA, I was 
very clear that the authority needs to restore the confidence of the travelling public to ensure 
everyone who turns up at the airport gets their flight on time.  That is the role of the authority.  
I continue to be clear about that�

14/06/2022DDD00400Deputy Darren O’Rourke: When we had representatives of the DAA before us, they said 
they were relying on information from the best sources they could get, including the Minister 
of State’s Department�  Therefore, I will ask my question again: did the Minister of State agree 
with the DAA’s analysis of the nature of the recovery?  If so and if she was relying on the same 
evidence from her Department, does it mean its mechanism or market analysis needs to be re-
viewed?

The other question I asked was on Deputy Naughton’s oversight, as Minister of State, with 
the Minister for Transport, of the redundancy package�  What was her involvement?  Did she 
share the DAA’s objective on it?

On the Minister of State’s weekly meetings, the end of the month is when the DAA says it 
will be on track regarding its staffing complement.  We had concerning scenes at Dublin Air-
port in recent days in that there were very fine margins.  How many security staff are currently 
employed?

14/06/2022DDD00500Deputy Hildegarde Naughton: I was very clear on the role of the Minister for Transport 
and the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform�  The terms and conditions of the VSS 
were approved by both Ministers�

On staffing levels, the take-up under the VSS is completely a matter for the DAA.  It runs the 
airport�  It is looking at projections for passenger numbers�  It is predicted that the return to the 
levels of 2019 will be in 2024 or 2025, but that is a matter for the DAA�  It runs the airport, not 
the Department and certainly not Ministers�  In fact, it would not be appropriate for a Minister 
to intervene in the operations of a commercial State body�  That is the DAA’s function�

To put the matter in context, the CEO said at the meeting of the joint committee that if he 
knew at the time what he knew now, he would not have made the decisions, but they certainly 
involved operational and management matters for the DAA�  The Minister for Transport and I 
engage weekly with the DAA on the roll-out of the plan�

Since October 2021, 346 of the 370 additional security staff identified as required have been 
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recruited, and the DAA expects to fill the remainder of the roles by the end of June.  These fig-
ures were provided to me by the DAA.  Of the 346 staff in place, 96 are still in training and these 
will be incrementally deployed as they complete their training and are certified.  I have been 
told that once the 370 staff are deployed, which is to be by mid-July, the DAA’s security staff 
level will be the equivalent of that of 2019�  Again, these are operational issues for the DAA�  
Ensuring that passengers travelling through the airport make their flights on time is its role and 
responsibility�  I have been categoric with the chair and management on that�

14/06/2022DDD00600Deputy Bernard J. Durkan: I appreciate that the body charged with running the airport is 
the ultimate authority�  Unfortunately, it did not seem to plan for what was happening and what 
everybody knew what is happening.  The effect of Covid was that certain payments were made 
that were to be made to many employers throughout the country�  A generous subsidy was in-
voked�  However, it would appear that the airport authority seems to think it has got away with 
what occurred and walked clear and that it was able to explain it away�  I would not advise a 
repetition of the performance, because it was not good enough.  It would not reflect well on the 
country’s ability to run a major company, particularly a very busy airport�

14/06/2022DDD00700Deputy Duncan Smith: The Minister of State has said in response to parliamentary ques-
tions this evening and at other times that the responsibility and priority of the Minister and De-
partment is to ensure passengers’ efficient travel through the airport.  It has to be more than that, 
however, because we have to look out for the workers and the facility�  Air travel is being driven 
by the low-cost airlines, which want to drive down the cost of flights and airport charges.  If that 
happens, there will be underinvestment in our airport’s facilities, infrastructure and staff and we 
will end up with terminal buildings that are just like sheds, with lines that stretch right down to 
the Cloughran roundabout and beyond�  That is not where we need to or should go�  Air travel 
should not be a race to the bottom�  I am using the phrase in the broadest sense�  We should value 
the workers and air travel�  The aviation industry has a responsibility regarding the climate, 
employment and driving economic recovery and success in this country�  That is where the bar 
has to be for the Minister of State, the Minister for Transport and the Government in general�

14/06/2022DDD00800Deputy Hildegarde Naughton: I agree with the Deputy on ensuring we have a functioning 
airport.  It is not just about people getting their flights, although that is an absolute because it 
is the key service, it is also about staffing.  It is about ensuring that the infrastructure is in good 
repair�  It is about a whole range of issues that the DAA is well equipped to deal with, given that 
it knows both its role and function�  I am ensuring that, through these meetings, this continues 
to happen�

I absolutely agree with the Deputy that the DAA fell way below the standards�  What hap-
pened is unacceptable, particularly on the weekend of 31 May, and we need to ensure it does 
not reoccur�  That is my point�  We are all on the same page�  The DAA is on the same page with 
regard to ensuring that we have a successful airport that is safe for everybody, namely, those 
who work there and those who pass through it�

14/06/2022EEE00200Acting Chairman (Deputy Bernard J. Durkan): We have one minute left for the question 
and the answer�

14/06/2022EEE00300Deputy Ruairí Ó Murchú: There is no point repeating the question�  On the DAA, we all 
accept that it was a disaster and that the authority is paying for some of the sins of the past�  
The Minister of State referred to mid-July�  Does that mean that by mid-July every one of the 
additional 370 staff previously identified as being needed will be in place, trained and certified?  
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Anybody who has been in the airport recently will have noticed that it is getting by on a wing 
and a prayer�  There is a sense that every other service, from cleaning to everything else, has 
probably fallen to one side, whether people are flying in or flying out.

14/06/2022EEE00400Deputy Alan Farrell: The marquees in terminal 1 and elsewhere are covering up the disor-
ganised chaos we saw that Sunday in May�  It is now organised chaos�  While 1,400 people might 
not have missed their flights, turnaround times at the airport are unreasonably long because the 
DAA still does not have the necessary staff.  The end of the month is rapidly approaching.  A 
commitment from the Government and from the Minister to really ramp up the pressure on the 
DAA in regard to what we might expect in July is of key importance at this stage�

14/06/2022EEE00500Deputy Hildegarde Naughton: In the context of the 370 staff, the DAA has told me that 
they should be deployed by mid-July and that, at that point, it should have security staffing 
levels equivalent to 2019�  Again, I want to reassure Deputies of my engagement and that of 
the Minister with the management and with the chair of the DAA in this regard�  It is about 
increasing security staffing in particular at the airport in order to relieve pressure.  There are 
contingency plans in place through the triaging that the DAA feels will be adequate in ensuring 
passengers will be able to make their flights on time.  We will continue to monitor this.

  Is féidir teacht ar Cheisteanna Scríofa ar www.oireachtas.ie.

  Written Answers are published on the Oireachtas website.

14/06/2022EEE00600Saincheisteanna Tráthúla - Topical Issue Debate

14/06/2022EEE00650Home Care Packages

14/06/2022EEE00700Deputy Pádraig O’Sullivan: I thank the Minister of State, Deputy English, for attending 
to deal with this issue�  I know he gets this�  We made representations to him and the Depart-
ment previously regarding meat factory workers, and that issue was resolved�  While I do not 
want to compare the issue I am raising tonight with the plight of those in the meat industry, it 
still surrounds the issue of visas and non-EU workers�  I would appreciate the feedback of the 
Minister of State�

Initially, I want to flag a couple of the positive things that have been achieved by the Gov-
ernment in the past two years�  We have gone from 19 million hours to 24 million hours in 2020 
and again in 2021, funding was provided for 24 million home care hours, which is most wel-
come�  I understand there are more home help hours being delivered to more patients than ever 
before in the home, as it should be and as Government policy requires�

That said, yesterday I attended a briefing with my local HSE management.  In the three 
hours I and my Oireachtas colleagues were there, we spoke about the well-documented recruit-
ment crisis in the HSE, with anywhere between a 15% and 25% vacancy rate across the country 
in respect of the filling of various vacancies.  While this difficulty in recruiting employees is ob-
vious among consultants, therapists in disability services, psychologists and other professional 
fields, it is perhaps most acutely felt in the area of home care.  I say this because those other 
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posts I mentioned are in short supply globally and the State’s critical list allows those posts to 
be filled by international candidates, including non-EU applicants.  A non-EU person can also 
apply for a post in a nursing home care setting and as a healthcare assistant in a hospital setting�  
However, non-EU candidates cannot be recruited for home care supports�

This policy is discriminatory and flies in the face of what we, as a State, are trying to pro-
mote, which is to keep people at home for as long as possible and to target care and support in 
the home as much as is practicable�  I genuinely do not understand why the critical skills list is 
not amended to reflect the fact we have hundreds of thousands of hours allocated and approved 
in home care but we cannot source the staff.

I can list dozens of individual cases, as most Deputies can, regarding the much-needed 
hours allocated to various people where, for one reason or another, the HSE is failing to allocate 
a carer to them or to arrange for a service provider to be contracted to do the same�  I think of 
one lady in particular who is 92 years of age.  She is a dementia sufferer who has been waiting 
more than 12 months for a carer�  After many representations and having waited that length of 
time, she eventually got half of her entitlement but is still waiting for her full allocation�  This 
is being felt right across the board�

I understand that the reluctance up to now may have related to the fact that certain provid-
ers do not meet the same pay and conditions standards set by the HSE itself�  These contracts 
and working visas require a minimum salary of €27,000 in other circumstances and while this 
approximate salary is not as high as the HSE hourly rate of €16�50 an hour, nonetheless, it is a 
reasonable starting salary for many of these workers�

I urge the Minister and the Department to revise the criteria for the critical skills occupation 
list�  Let us deliver the whole allocation of hours and get the urgent care that these elderly and 
vulnerable people need�

14/06/2022EEE00800Minister of State at the Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection 
(Deputy Damien English): I thank the Deputy for raising this very important issue�  He is 
right it is one that we are aware of, as a Department and as a Government�  It has been raised 
often through questions in the House, with the Taoiseach, Deputy Micheál Martin, also saying 
that this is something he felt might be addressed and looked at through the permit process this 
year�  As the Deputy knows, the Minister of State, Deputy Butler, is working in the area and 
has put together the strategic workforce working group to look at this�  It is due to report back 
in September�  As I will be taking a Topical Issue matter on that later, I will not give the full 
answer in respect of it now�  However, it is an issue she is trying to address�  I have engaged 
with her on it to see if, before September, there are ways we can bring forward solutions under 
the categories the Deputy has mentioned in regard to permits�  It is something we are aware of 
and are looking at�

The Deputy is right that many families are waiting for support�  The funding is approved 
through the Government and its Departments, but it is having the personnel to implement this 
that we need to try to address�  We need to look at it as a combination of solutions�  The Min-
ister of State, Deputy Butler, is taking the long-term view on how to address this permanently 
through a workforce planning process�  Hopefully, that report will give us something to work 
on come the autumn�

In regard to the issues around the upcoming review of the permanent situation and how it 
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can be addressed, I want to explain what the permits scheme is about�  Ireland’s employment 
permit system is designed to accommodate the arrival of non-EEA nationals to fill skills and 
labour gaps for the benefit of our economy in the short to medium term, but this objective must 
be balanced with the need to ensure there are no suitably qualified Irish or EEA nationals avail-
able to undertake the work and that the shortage is a genuine one�  The Deputy will know this 
as he has often engaged with the system, and quite successfully too�

The system is managed through the operation of the critical skills and ineligible occupations 
list which determines employments that are either in high demand or ineligible for an employ-
ment permit, where there is evidence that there should be sufficient availability of those skills 
in the domestic and EEA labour market�  In order to ensure that the employment permit system 
is aligned with current labour market intelligence, these lists undergo regular evidence-based 
review guided by relevant research and published stakeholder consultation, and incorporate the 
views of the economic migration interdepartmental group, which includes representatives from 
the Department of Health�

10 o’clockAccount is also taken of upskilling and training initiatives and other known con-
textual factors such as the ending of the pandemic unemployment payment schemes, the Ukrai-
nian humanitarian crisis and their impact on the labour market�  Currently, home care workers 
are not eligible for an employment permit, as Deputy O’Sullivan correctly flagged.  While sub-
missions from the home care sector were considered, the most recently concluded review an-
nounced last October did not recommend removal of the occupation of care workers and home 
care workers from the ineligible occupations list as the evidence suggested that the contracts 
of employment on offer and employment terms and conditions being offered are factors in the 
recruitment challenges faced by the sector rather than a demonstrable labour market shortage�  
Since then I have engaged with some of the providers in the sector to try to analyse this data 
with them and to highlight that it is a concern for us that a high percentage of the workers in the 
sector work part time which points to the possibility that maybe there is an option to have long-
term contracts or full hour contracts as well�  They understand our concerns and I understand 
they are now preparing a submission for the next review which will come up quite soon�

  In order to add or remove an occupation from the lists, evidence is sought demonstrating 
that recruitment difficulties are solely due to genuine shortages across the EEA and not to other 
factors such as salary or employment conditions�  This is what I outlined in my meetings with 
the sector and also in conversation with the Minister of State, Deputy Butler�  Sectors in general 
are also required to engage structurally with the public employment service of the Department 
of Social Protection�  The review process invites stakeholders through the public consultation 
to provide data to substantiate claims of lack of skills or labour available in a detailed evidence-
based business case�  While Deputy O’Sullivan correctly highlighted the need from the client 
point of view and from the point of view of patients who need help and home care, we also 
expect the providers to show they have made every effort to source staff and to provide good 
pay and terms and conditions within Ireland and the EEA and to engage with the Department 
of Social Protection�  A longer term approach is required, as was touched on at the start by the 
Minister of State, Deputy Butler, but in the short term, there will be an opportunity when we 
open this system again for review of employment permits to make those conditions and have 
evidence to show it�  I hope to have that review open within the next couple of weeks�  Then we 
will be able to judge that over the coming time period and make a decision�  Hopefully, it will 
be timely�  In doing that, I will consult directly with the Department of Health and the Minister 
of State, Deputy Butler, to see if we can find a solution.
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14/06/2022FFF00200Deputy Pádraig O’Sullivan: I thank the Minister of State�  Deputy Marc MacSharry has a 
Topical Issue matter along similar lines�  I welcome the fact the review is coming up in the next 
couple of months�  I hope and pray this suggestion will be taken into consideration�  It has been 
made by a number of Deputies over the past few months�  If there was ever a no-brainer, and I 
do not like to use that kind of language, this is a no-brainer�  The Minister of State said the sec-
tor must demonstrate that the requirement is there for the additional intake of employees from 
non-EU countries�  The most demonstrable fact of that is that hundreds of thousands of hours 
are not being utilised�  If there was ever a business case to be made, surely that is it�  I hope the 
Department takes that into consideration�

I have to agree with the Minister of State, Deputy English on the role of the Minister of 
State, Deputy Butler, who has done a good job since assuming office.  She has increased the 
budget considerably and the number of hours since taking over, as I referenced in my open-
ing statement�  She has accumulated an additional 5 million hours per annum, which is much 
needed�  Those hours are useless unless people can avail of them�  I genuinely hope this can be 
looked at�

I am aware of the advisory group deliberating in the next couple of months�  It is now very 
important that we get people the care they need�  As I said earlier, national policy is to keep 
people at home as comfortable as possible, giving them their care needs in their own homes as 
well as possible�  This kind of move would provide for that�

As I said, I understand the visa requirement is that these employees would earn a minimum 
of €27,000 but the sector needs to work on that.  Given that many of its staff are part time, it 
might be able to expand the workforce, improve pay and conditions by doing that�  Even a rudi-
mentary sum done on €27,000 a year at 39 hours a week shows it would be equivalent to about 
€13�50 or €14 an hour, which is above the minimum wage but below the HSE wage�  However, 
€27,000 is not a wage to be sniffed at.

14/06/2022FFF00300Deputy Damien English: I thank Deputy O’Sullivan for raising this scenario�  We know 
there are many people who have been approved for hours and need help and it is Government 
policy to keep people at home as long as possible and to give them the care and support they 
need to be able to do that.  We are very much focused on that and we will work with officials 
and all Departments to try to make it happen�

Currently, Department officials are actively engaged with the Department of Health in re-
gard to the recruitment challenges outlined and my Department is a member of the cross-de-
partmental strategic workforce advisory group chaired by the Department of Health�  Areas 
being considered by that group include recruitment, retention, training, pay and conditions, 
and the career development of front-line carers in home support and nursing homes into the fu-
ture�  In some areas where we sanction the use of a permit, it involves training as well�  Deputy 
O’Sullivan mentioned the rate of €27,000, which was set for healthcare assistants last April and 
which was more than a year ago�  That does not have to be the exact amount of money�  It can 
vary for different sectors and different areas but we try to be at the high end.  We do not want to 
undercut the market by bringing in talent from abroad.  A figure of that order sounds appropri-
ate�

The group the Minister of State, Deputy Butler, chairs provides a forum for agreement on 
strategic approaches to address these workforce challenges in the sector and will develop a 
set of recommendations for the Minister of Health’s consideration outlining the group’s key 
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findings and a proposed action plan to support implementation of these recommendations by 
September 2022.  Naturally we hoped that report would have been finished in time to feed into 
our review of the permits but it does not look like it will be�

The timing of our next review of the occupational list in regard to permits will be kept un-
der consideration by my Department in the context of clearing the current employment permits 
backlog�  It is intended to have it open in the next few weeks if we can do so�  We usually have 
it open around June or July most years, and again in the autumn�  When open submissions will 
be invited from sector representative bodies and interested parties via the public consultation 
forum accessible on my Department’s website throughout the consultation period�

I will happily engage with the various sectors to make a very strong case�  However, it will 
be important that we capture the evidence that shows every effort was made to try to recruit 
people on decent contracts, with decent pay, locally and within Europe�  It is important they 
engage with the Department of Social Protection and the EURES advertising portal�

14/06/2022FFF00400Inland Fisheries

14/06/2022FFF00500Deputy Michael Ring: I do not like to raise issues such as this one but I am very concerned 
about what is going on with Inland Fisheries Ireland, in particular in regard to the Department 
and the CEO�  The amazing thing is allegations were made of 16 uninsured vehicles, one which 
was in a crash and was not insured; locally arranged leasing of Aasleagh Lodge to a member 
of the staff as a guest house with no transparency, no process or no financial arrangements and 
inappropriate disbursement of Dormant Accounts Fund money to a club that did not exist at 
the time, but which was then created�  Except in the past year, the protection crews in certain 
coastal areas did not do any work, resulting in the need to mobilise a mobile response unit at a 
considerable cost�  What happened then?  There was no investigation into the CEO or the De-
partment but the Minister appointed somebody to investigate the board�  To be fair to the board, 
it had signalled all of these problems and issues but could not get a response from the CEO�  The 
board did everything that was asked of it�  It was a marvellous board and it had a great chairman, 
but there were difficulties with the CEO and the Department.

As the Acting Chairman, Deputy Durkan, knows, because he is here as long as I am, the 
State is never investigated or prosecuted or has anything done to it�  It amazes me that this is 
put into the statement on internal control, which is submitted on 31 March every year, that the 
matters of concern are then reported to the Comptroller and Auditor General and that the board 
instructs the CEO and executive to arrange an external investigation into these matters and 
submit the report to the board and the Comptroller and Auditor General�  That proves the board 
did everything right�  Why then did the Minister need to appoint somebody to investigate the 
board?  Why does he not get somebody to investigate the CEO or the Department?  The only 
place this goes on is in Russia with Putin�  It would not happen anywhere else�  It is going on in 
this country�  I want to ask a few questions of the Minister�  Where were the auditors and when 
they saw these problems, what did they do about them?  The Comptroller and Auditor General 
is preparing a report�  Where is that report at this stage?  Why is this not sent to the Standards in 
Public Office Commission?  Why are they not investigating this?  Maybe the Garda Síochána 
should be investigating it�

What does the Minister, Deputy Eamon Ryan, do?  He appoints someone to investigate the 
board�  The board, that is there in a voluntary capacity, is a well-run board that did a great job�  
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There have been many difficulties with the chief executives, there have been many difficulties 
with the Department and now we have a situation where the board is being investigated�

I am sick and tired�  I am coming into this House for a long time�  I saw what went on with 
the local authority�  We saw the “RTÉ Investigates” programme�  What did the public service 
do?  Like it always does, it covered up�  Nothing has been done since the “RTÉ Investigates” 
programme�  If it was the Acting Chairman, Deputy Durkan, or if it was Deputy MacSharry 
or any other Deputy in this House, we would have the Standards in Public Office Commission 
down on us in a minute�  They would not have to be even told�  Where are they now?  Why 
are they not investigating Inland Fisheries Ireland?  Why are they not investigating the local 
authorities?  Are there two laws in this country?  Is there one for the public service, one for the 
elected representatives, one for the board members and one for the CEO?  That is all I want to 
say for now�

14/06/2022GGG00200Deputy Damien English: I thank Deputy Ring for raising this issue�  I will answer it on 
behalf of the Minister, Deputy Eamon Ryan, who, due to Covid, cannot be here�  I will have 
to go through his script�  I might not be able to answer all the questions the Deputy has raised�

14/06/2022GGG00300Deputy Michael Ring: Deputy Eamon Ryan was not coming anyway�

14/06/2022GGG00400Deputy Damien English: I might not be able to answer all the questions the Deputy raised 
but I will certainly bring back the rest of them to the Department as well�

On behalf of the Minister, Deputy Eamon Ryan, I thank the Deputy for the opportunity to, 
once again, set out the factual position on this issue�

At the outset, it is important to note that these matters were originally raised in Seanad Éire-
ann on 5 May last�  Subsequently, the assertions made were the subject of inaccurate media re-
ports relating to Inland Fisheries Ireland, IFI.  These reports suggested significant irregularities 
have been identified in the organisation, including issues in relation to the Dormant Accounts 
Fund, procurement, vehicle insurance, use of IFI vessels and the leasing of a property�  These 
assertions were fully addressed on a number of occasions in both Houses setting out the detailed 
factual position�

The fact is that these issues have been previously considered and addressed through, inter 
alia, the then chairman of the board’s statutory statement of internal control, external audit re-
views, correspondence between IFI and the Department, and the IFI board’s own assessment of 
these matters which the Department has accepted�

In particular, it should also be noted that the suggestion made in Seanad Éireann on 5 May 
2022, and carried in various media reports, that IFI grant aided, via funding from the Dormant 
Accounts Fund, an angling club that “did not exist” is entirely inaccurate.  IFI has confirmed 
that the club in question was established before funds were applied for, has a club constitution, 
bank account and tax clearance certificate, and is affiliated to the Irish Federation of Sea An-
gling Clubs�

It has also been suggested in the various media reports that the Minister, Deputy Eamon 
Ryan, had appointed a senior counsel to examine these matters�  The Minister wants to make 
clear this is inaccurate�  As set out above, the Department fully accepts the former chair’s and 
board’s assurances that these issues-allegations have been addressed, are being addressed or 
should be entirely refuted�
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The Department has appointed Mr� Conleth Bradley SC under section 18 of the Inland Fish-
eries Act 2010 - which section is entitled “Removal of Members from Office”, members being 
members of the board of IFI - to carry out a review of the exercise by the board of its functions 
under the Act�

The focus of the section 18 review by Mr. Bradley SC is quite specific and relates to issues 
raised in correspondence between the Department of the Environment, Climate and Communi-
cations and board members of IFI during the period 1 Feb and 27 April�  It includes letters of 4 
March and 7 April from the Department to the then chairman of the board, Mr� Fintan Gorman, 
the letter of 22 April from the then chairman to the Department, and email notifications and 
subsequent letters from other board members�

As part of the review and as required under section 18(4) of the Inland Fisheries Act 2010, 
IFI board members - including those who were members between the above dates but who 
have since resigned - management and personnel are required to co-operate with the review and 
provide assistance to Mr� Bradley SC�  Engagement with all relevant persons is a matter for Mr� 
Bradley SC before he completes his report for the Minister�

The review does not in any way relate to the matters raised in both Dáil Éireann and Seanad 
Éireann and in subsequent media reports during May 2022�

It is important to note that these matters are addressed in audit reviews and in the statement 
of internal control, signed off by the chairman of the board earlier this year, and which is re-
quired to form part of IFI’s annual report for 2021�

The chairman’s report on behalf of the board indicates that issues identified have been ad-
dressed, IFI assets are being appropriately managed and other allegations can be fully refuted 
by IFI�  I reiterate that the Minister, Deputy Eamon Ryan, and his Department have fully ac-
cepted the assurances of the board in this regard�

As members of this House will be aware, annual reports and accounts, including annual 
statements of internal control, are prepared by all public bodies, including IFI�  These docu-
ments are required to be submitted annually, as a matter of course, to the Office of the Comp-
troller and Auditor General before being laid before both Houses�

I emphasise that the suggestion that matters already addressed in the relevant IFI statement 
of internal control and audit reviews have been subsequently specifically or explicitly submit-
ted to the Comptroller and Auditor General outside of the well-established and normal process 
is simply untrue�  IFI’s normal annual submission, including the assurances on behalf of the 
board, to the Comptroller and Auditor General was made on 31 March last�

14/06/2022GGG00500Deputy Michael Ring: Meaning no disrespect, I do not accept what the Minister of State, 
Deputy English, has said�  I accept one point�

Like many other Ministers in this Government run by the Civil Service, the Secretary Gen-
erals and officials within the Department, I reject what is in that.  In fact, I will refer this to the 
Standing in Public Office Commission for investigation because it needs to be done.  I may even 
send it to the Garda Síochána to get it to investigate the matter because I am not happy with the 
reply here tonight�

I want to put this on the record of the House tonight�  The chairman and the board - every 
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one of them - cannot be wrong�  They did not just step aside because everything was perfect in 
the board�  These were decent honourable people who were prepared to give something to this 
country and who wanted to do something for the inland fisheries but the Department had to be 
putting its oar into it�  The chief executive had to be putting his oar into it�  When they identi-
fied problems, these problems were never dealt with.  Exactly like the reply again tonight, the 
problems were not dealt with or answered�

Of course, the Minister of State skipped over everything that I mentioned here in relation to 
the insurance, Aasleagh Lodge and inappropriate distribution of Dormant Accounts Funds�  Of 
course, Deputy English did not answer any of these�  I will have to get somebody else who will 
investigate it�  I will have to get somebody who will look into this because this is not acceptable�  
This is not acceptable of State agencies and of county managers�  It is not acceptable that there 
is no law or order for these people�  The general public out there will go up the road tomorrow 
morning and see ten squad cars out with their posts up but when there is a crime to be commit-
ted in the middle of this city tonight, there will be nobody out there�  When it is Revenue, the 
staff can be got.

I am really annoyed�  I am angry and I am not letting this go�  There was an honourable de-
cent board there that was treated badly by the Department, and now by the Minister�  When the 
board cried foul, the Minister investigated the board and did not investigate the CEO or what 
was going on�

I am disappointed with the reply tonight but I am not surprised�  I was hoping the senior 
Minister would be here tonight�  I accept he has Covid�  I do not mind that but he probably 
would not have turned up anyway�  Somebody else would be sent in to read out the public ser-
vice script�

14/06/2022GGG00600Deputy Damien English: I can only apologise that the Minister is not here�  I can only give 
Deputy Ring the script because I do not have the details�  I would not have the knowledge of this 
to be able to give the Deputy any other answers�  I tried to address some of the issues the Deputy 
raised as best I possibly could but, as I said, I will bring back his concerns to the Minister�  The 
concerns are genuine and I will make sure that they are dealt with as well�

I reiterate that the current review under section 18 is not focusing on the “potential irregu-
larities” raised by the Deputy or to a similar assertion made previously in the Oireachtas which 
gave rise to subsequent inaccurate media reports�

Nor does the review include other allegations, made in anonymous disclosures earlier this 
year, against a senior member of IFI staff that is already the subject of a separate independent 
internal investigation in IFI and in respect of which the relevant staff member remains on sus-
pension�  This investigation is entirely within the remit of IFI and neither the Minister, Deputy 
Eamon Ryan, nor his Department has any role�

To be clear, on behalf of the Minister, the statutory provisions of section 18 are very specific, 
concentrated entirely on the performance of the board, and could not encompass in their scope 
the issues raised in both Houses - and already fully addressed in the view of the Department - or 
independent investigation of disclosures under way in IFI�

The focus of the review is entirely on the functioning of the board�

I can assure the Deputy that the potential matters to which he refers have been fully ad-
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dressed within the normal annual control processes�

14/06/2022HHH00100Deputy Michael Ring: No, they have not�  I want to put that on record�  It is a good board�  
What the Minister of State is saying tonight is wrong and it will have to be corrected elsewhere�

14/06/2022HHH00200Deputy Damien English: It is essential that the examination of the quite separate matter 
of section 18 of the Inland Fisheries Act 2010 proceeds in an independent and impartial man-
ner without distraction and is not diverted by attempts to raise unconnected matters that have 
already been fully addressed.  I accept that Deputy Ring holds a different view.  I will pass that 
back to the Department�  I can only work with what I have on behalf of the Minister, Deputy 
Eamon Ryan�  However, I will pass back his annoyance with the answer, as well as his disputing 
of some of the facts�  I have no problem with relaying that message�

14/06/2022HHH00350Agriculture Industry

14/06/2022HHH00400Acting Chairman (Deputy Bernard J. Durkan): The third Topical Issue matter is in the 
names of Deputies Carthy, Kenny and Mairéad Farrell�

14/06/2022HHH00500Deputy Martin Kenny: The other Deputies are not available so I will be raising this Topi-
cal Issue matter on my own�  I raised this issue, and asked my colleagues to do so as well, be-
cause many farmers all over the country are concerned about the rise in the price of agricultural 
diesel�

Last night, I attended an Irish Farmers Association, IFA, meeting in Ballymote mart�  There 
were many farmers there who are concerned about the rising input costs for their work�  This 
morning I heard on the radio that farm incomes are up, and we welcome that�  Farmers in some 
sectors are doing much better than they had been from the point of view of the prices they are 
getting�  It was acknowledged by the farmers last night that cattle and sheep prices are up�  Al-
though those prices are up, they have not doubled�  I say this because the cost of everything else 
seems to have doubled and more than doubled�  Certainly, the price of fertiliser has doubled 
and, in some cases, tripled�  The price of agricultural diesel was something that they had a par-
ticular focus on because we are coming into the time of year when many farmers are trying to 
get their silage cut and wrapped�  All of those costs are going up as well�

The farmers focused particularly on diesel�  They made the valid point that the price of 
agricultural diesel is approximately €1�50 per litre at the moment�  Therefore, 1,000 l of diesel 
costs them €1,500�  This time last year it cost €0�78 per litre�  It cost €780 per 1,000 l�  It has 
therefore doubled in price�  There was a man present last night who is in the road haulage busi-
ness and has trucks�  He is buying white diesel as well�  The cost of white diesel has also gone 
up, although it has not gone up to the same extent�  If there was a pro rata rise with agricultural 
diesel costs doubling, one would expect that road diesel would double as well and would be 
over €3 per litre now, but it is not�  As we know, it is still very high, at approximately €2�10 to 
€2�15 per litre around the country�  This is an issue on which there needs to be a focus�  The 
Government may say that it has done little bits of tinkering around with excise duties but the 
reality is that enough has not been done to help this sector, which needs a break in regard to 
these costs, particularly the costs around agricultural diesel�

The other issue that was acknowledged by farmers last night is that there is pressure on the 
farming community across Ireland and indeed across Europe to be more self-sufficient, to grow 
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more food and to produce more food�  This is particularly the case in the context of the crisis in 
Ukraine�  The outcome of that is that we have a food security crisis as well as a cost-of-living 
crisis and an oil crisis�  That puts pressure on the farming community to produce the goods�  
If they can produce the goods, they will do so�  They will do their very best to do that�  They 
are prepared to do that�  However, they need a break in regard to the input costs anywhere the 
Government can help them, particularly around the issues of fertiliser and diesel�  The Minister 
of State will acknowledge that the same problems are found in his constituency, where farmers 
are paying very high prices for diesel�  The Government needs to sit up and listen to this plea�  
It needs to do something to get that cost down�  There is no point in taking it down by 5 cent or 
10 cent per litre and then coming out with a carbon tax that puts it back up by 5 or 10 cent per 
litre, which has happened in the past.  We need to get something real that will have a benefit to 
farmers so they can see that their Government cares about ensuring they will be in a position 
to increase their production, to grow more food and to ensure there will not be a food security 
crisis across Europe�

14/06/2022HHH00600Deputy Damien English: I thank Deputy Kenny for raising this important issue�  As he cor-
rectly said, it is an issue in many parts of the country, including his area of counties Leitrim and 
Sligo and my own area of County Meath�  Farmers, like anybody in business, are under extreme 
pressure with the price of energy, the price of fuel and the prices in general�  The Deputy is right 
that there have been some good times, given the recent increases in the prices they get for their 
own products.  However, those increases have been a long way off from being double, which is 
what the farmers are having to pay for fertiliser, foodstuffs or energy.

There is pressure on the agricultural sector�  There is no doubt about that�  It is an important 
sector to Ireland�  We want to protect it and to continue to work with it�  When we came out of 
the last financial crash, we saw that agriculture and food production were major assets to this 
country�  They are playing a major role in the current jobs-led recovery too�  We want to work 
with this valuable sector and to address some of the costs pressures it is under�

The Minister, Deputy Donohoe, could not be here today�  I will give the answer on his behalf 
and on behalf of his Department�  The Government understands the background to this Topical 
Issue matter and recognises that there is a real issue with the rising cost of fuel for the agricul-
tural sector, as Deputy Kenny and others have genuinely raised�  However, it has to be stated at 
the outset that we are living in unprecedented times�  While the Government is doing everything 
within its power to assist the economy as a whole, including the agriculture sector, there are 
limitations to what it can do�  In other words, it cannot completely insulate completely sectors 
of the economy from the impact of issues such as the war in Ukraine, which are completely 
outside of its control�

As regards the application of excise on agricultural fuels, the Finance Act 1999 provides 
for the application of excise duty in the form of mineral oil tax, MOT, to specified mineral oils 
used as motor or heating fuels�  MOT is comprised of a non-carbon component and a carbon 
component�  The carbon component is commonly referred to as carbon tax�  The non-carbon 
component is often referred to as excise, fuel excise or fuel duty�

Diesel used for certain purposes, for example in agricultural machinery, may qualify for a 
reduced rate of MOT.  Such diesel must be marked with prescribed fiscal markers and is re-
ferred to as marked gas oil, MGO, green diesel or farm-agricultural diesel�  The current reduced 
rate of MOT that applies to MGO is €111�14 per 1,000 l�  This is considerably less than the 
standard rate of MOT on diesel used as a propellant which is currently €405�38 per 1,000 l�
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 In March of this year, in response to the global fuel crisis, the Minister for Finance intro-
duced cuts to MOT rates on petrol, diesel and MGO�  He introduced a further cut to the MOT 
rate on MGO from 1 May to run until 11 October this year�  This rate cut applies to the non-
carbon component of MOT and fully compensates for the carbon tax increase�  As a result of the 
measures introduced, all MGO users benefit from a cut of more than 5 cent per litre inclusive 
of VAT from 1 May until 11 October.  In addition to benefiting from the reduced MOT rate on 
MGO, farmers may also claim a tax deduction for expenditure incurred on MGO�

In computing their taxable farming profits, farmers may also benefit from a relief provided 
under section 664A of the Taxes Consolidation Act 1997�  This relief allows a farmer to claim 
an additional deduction for MGO, which amounts to the difference between the carbon tax 
charged and the carbon tax that would have been charged had it been calculated at the rate of 
€41.30 per 1,000 l of farm diesel, which was the 2012 baseline figure.

It is also worth mentioning that the MOT law provides for a relief from the carbon com-
ponent of MOT for biofuels that are made of biomass of animal or vegetal origin�  This means 
that a fuel that is entirely made from biomass would be liable for the non-carbon component of 
MOT only�  In the case of such a biofuel used in place of MGO, the MOT carbon component 
would be fully relieved�  For blended fuels containing biomass, the relief applies to the por-
tion of fuel that meets the biofuel criteria set out in the MOT legislation�  The biofuel relief is 
intended to promote a higher level of biofuel in fuel sales and supports the Government’s com-
mitment to incentivising the use of greener alternatives to fossil fuels�

In conclusion, and in response to Deputy Kenny’s questions, the Government will continue 
to engage with all our stakeholders and to work with our European partners to respond to this 
crisis, using all of the tools at our disposal�  There will be more initiatives brought forward in 
the summer and in the budget�

14/06/2022HHH00700Deputy Martin Kenny: I accept the reply that the Minister of State has given on behalf of 
the Minister, Deputy Eamon Ryan�  Changes were made�  We can read out at length the data 
and the tables regarding the various taxes and tax rates, etc�, but the reality for the farmer is that 
when they go to fill a 5-gallon drum with diesel, it is costing them twice the price.  That is the 
reality�  There needs to be a check on that�

From speaking to the farmers last night, and from speaking to other farmers since then, I 
emphasise that farmers need to see a reduction to below €1�20 per litre�  That is what they are 
asking for�  It is at €1�50 per litre now�  It needs to go at least below €1�20 per litre�  That is still 
a very large increase on what they had this time last year�  However, that is what they are asking 
for�  I am asking the Minister of State to bring that message back to the Minister for Finance�  
That is the message that we need to get through�  We need a reduction in agricultural diesel, in 
green diesel, to below €1�20 per litre and to keep it at that in order that farmers will be able to 
be productive as they can be into the future�    If farmers cannot buy the diesel they need to be 
able to cut their silage, raise their animals and do all the things they need to do, there will be a 
fodder crisis next winter and there will be knock-on effects from that.  One of those effects will 
be harvest problems�  The question will then arise as to where we will get our food�

While there may be headline figures showing that farming family incomes are up, the real-
ity for many farmers, certainly in my part of the country and especially for farmers who are 
dependent on sucklers and sheep, is that their incomes are very low�  Even if incomes trebled 
from what they are now, never mind going up by 30% or 40% on last year, those farmers would 
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still on low incomes�  In fact, if one added up the hours they put into their work, they are on 
well below the minimum wage, as bad as it is in this country�  They need a commitment that the 
Government will bring the price of agricultural diesel below €1�20 a litre, which is what I am 
asking the Minister to do�

14/06/2022JJJ00200Deputy Damien English: As the Deputy will appreciate, I cannot give that commitment 
tonight, as much as I might want to do so�  I will take his very clear request back to the Minis-
ter for Finance and the Department.  This issue has been flagged in the engagements that have 
been taking place with the agricultural community over the past few weeks�  The Deputy has 
proposed a clear target of bringing the price below €1�20�  I certainly understand the pressure 
farmers and contractors are under, as does the Minister�  Like many others in various sectors, 
it is very hard to make ends meet and make business pay�  Even though farmers can receive 
a decent price for their product, the input costs have increased dramatically for everybody in 
farming, as they have in other sectors�

This issue has been well flagged and identified by the Government.  There has been a re-
sponse, as I outlined, to try to take some off the pressure off, not just in regard to fuel costs but 
in different ways as well.  The whole area is being kept under review by the Government.  All 
the Departments have been feeding into the budget process over recent weeks and will continue 
to do so through June and July, focusing on how best we can respond to this issue and the pres-
sures it is putting on the sector�  The farming sector is very important, as the Deputy noted, 
because of the need for food security and the food shortages we will see coming out of what 
is happening in Ukraine�  The matter certainly will get attention from the Minister and I will 
be sure to convey the points the Deputy has raised�  I will make sure the Minister hears them 
first-hand.

14/06/2022JJJ00300Home Help Service

14/06/2022JJJ00400Deputy Marc MacSharry: I welcome the opportunity to make a few points on this issue�  
In the context of a previous matter, another Deputy appealed to the Minister of State to make 
work permits available to people who are prepared to join the workforce in Ireland as carers 
because there is such a shortage of staff in this area.  I would support that as something which 
may help to address the problem�  We are reaping the rewards of a very short-sighted approach 
taken some ten to 12 years ago, when financial challenges were to the forefront and when the 
HSE, in effect, changed its strategy of recruiting home help workers into its permanent staff and 
instead farmed the service out to private agencies�  This led to a growth in such agencies, which 
are being paid X and are paying the carers who provide the service Y�  We are seeing a mass 
exodus of staff from the private agencies offering home help care.  While the HSE is beginning 
to try to recruit in order to ensure that we have appropriate staff numbers, there is a crisis in the 
here and now�

I offer one example of a dependent person needing home help provision who will not re-
cover�  In this instance, it is not a rehabilitation situation; it is about the provision of care to end 
of life�  This individual has a very generous package of 42 hours per week, but only 26 of those 
hours can be delivered because of the shortage of staff prepared to do the work and who are 
available, either through agencies or from the HSE�  This person’s situation is indicative of an 
emergency that will lead to an exponential growth in the numbers attending hospitals unneces-
sarily, in the delays for discharge and in demands for nursing home beds�  All of this, in turn, 
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will put our entire health service into chaos�

While I am conscious that public pay talks will be commencing soon, we cannot wait two 
years for agreement�  We need to be prepared to pay home carers an appropriate level of remu-
neration and expenses consistent with the astronomical rises in fuel and other expenses relevant 
to this area�  This is not something that can wait for reviews, sub-committees, consultants’ 
reports or anything like that�  Somebody has to take the bull by the horns and take action now 
because, otherwise, it will cost too much in terms of the spin-off problems that will arise in 
our wider health service.  We must increase the pay rates and remuneration for home care staff 
and ensure that they receive adequate expenses to look after the people who are rehabilitating 
at home and, in line with our national policy, those who are in the twilight of their lives and 
require full-time care at home�

In fairness to the Minister of State, Deputy Butler, she is making all the hours available�  The 
problem is we are not paying the correct rates to get the job done.  There is a superficial granting 
of hours, as in the case of the poor patient to whom I referred�  That individual has been given 
42 hours but, in reality, only 26 can be delivered�  This is unsustainable�  I would like to see 
us dealing with this crisis with the same gusto, can-do attitude and speed with which we were 
prepared to take measures in the management of the Covid crisis and, indeed, in welcoming our 
Ukrainian friends who have been running for their lives�

14/06/2022JJJ00500Deputy Damien English: I thank the Deputy for raising this very important issue, which 
affects many people, and their families, who are in need of home care throughout the country.  
It is an issue that has been discussed a great deal in this House with the Taoiseach, the Tánaiste 
and the Minister of State, Deputy Butler, who has been addressing it in a number of ways�  The 
Minister of State could not be here tonight and has asked me to take the matter on her behalf�  I 
certainly will convey the Deputy’s clear message to her�

The Government is very much committed to the development of improved community-
based services, shifting care to the home and offering greater choice for older people to be able 
to remain at home for as long as possible�  We want to ensure the people who need that care can 
receive it, including the person to whom the Deputy referred, for whom more than 40 hours was 
approved�  In budget 2021, the Minister of State secured additional funding of €150 million for 
home support to progress the development of a reformed model of service delivery to underpin 
the statutory scheme for the financing and regulation of home support services and provide 5 
million additional hours of home support�  The funding secured in budget 2021 to provide those 
additional 5 million hours has been maintained for 2022�  In 2021, some 20�4 million hours 
were provided to more than 55,000 people�  This is approximately 2�9 million more hours, or 
an increase of 17%, compared with 2020�  That increase was needed because, as the Deputy 
noted, demand is up�  Preliminary activity data currently available show that in the period to 
the end of April 2022, some 6�9 million home support hours were delivered nationally to just 
under 55,000 people�

Significant inroads have been achieved in reducing waiting lists for funding approval for 
new or additional service from more than 7,800 in January 2020 to 302 in April 2022�  This 
reduction has been achieved through a combination of validation of the waiting lists and avail-
ability of additional funding to address those waiting�  However, there can be a lag between 
funding approval and the delivery of home support hours�  Certain geographical areas that are 
experiencing increased pressures due to staff availability are particularly affected.  At the end 
of April, provisional information shows there were 5,344 people for whom funding for home 
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support had been approved and who were waiting for a carer to be assigned�  It is important 
to note that the total number of people waiting for home support has reduced from more than 
9,000 at the start of 2020�

Supporting egress from acute hospitals is a key priority of the Government, and each com-
munity healthcare organisation area has dedicated staff working closely with the hospitals.  As 
of 7 June, 531 patients nationally were waiting to be discharged from hospital�  A total of 96 
patients were waiting to be discharged home with home supports, with 59 waiting on a carer to 
become available�  Transitional care funding continues to be in place on a demand-led basis to 
support patients discharging from acute hospital to long-stay care and for patients who require 
convalescence care before returning home�

The HSE continues to advertise on an ongoing basis throughout the country for healthcare 
support assistants and to recruit as many suitable candidates as possible�  Due to the nature of 
the role, this recruitment is normally conducted at a very local level�  In addition, approved pri-
vate home support providers continue to recruit home support workers�  The Minister of State is 
very much aware of the strategic workforce challenges in the home support and nursing homes 
sector�  In recent weeks, she has had meetings with the HSE to discuss the potential of a re-
newed focus on advertising these positions locally.  There is a renewed effort to recruit the staff 
to provide the care�  She has also established a cross-departmental strategic workforce advisory 
group to examine issues such as recruitment, retention, training and the career development of 
front-line carers in home support and nursing homes into the future, with a view to ensuring that 
solutions can be identified and implemented.  It is also expected that the pay and conditions for 
these workers will be examined�  The Deputy asked that these facets be examined�  He also said 
an urgent decision was needed, but this work now looks like it will be due to complete early in 
September, with recommendations being provided�  The Minister of State, Deputy Butler, wish-
es to achieve the goal of ensuring there is an adequate supply of appropriately-skilled healthcare 
support assistants�  That is a key aim of this initiative�  Hopefully, therefore, the report and this 
work will bring some success in September�  

I also engaged with the Minister of State regarding the permanent option�  We made changes 
in April 2021 to the healthcare assistant role in nursing home settings, but not in home settings�  
This aspect is one that can be reappraised in the next review, which will commence soon�  A 
major part of the focus, however, must be on the terms and conditions and what contracts are 
on offer.  I refer to them being full time, because the terms are generally concerned with those 
types of contracts�  

14/06/2022KKK00200Deputy Marc MacSharry: Unfortunately, we are doing exactly what I said we should not 
do, in respect of having a group for this, a chat about that, an expert group on the other and a 
cross-departmental team on something else�  The reality is that this is a problem now�  When 
we get to early autumn and into winter, it is going to be a much worse problem�  We must pay 
home carers more money and remunerate them for adequate expenses, especially given the 
astronomical rise in costs�  If we do not do that, then we will have a major problem in our hos-
pitals, nursing homes, etc�, later this year�  It will be much worse�  It is already bad, but it will 
be much worse then�

My point is that when we want to and when we are under the glare of the international spot-
light regarding our reactions, which we all welcome in respect of helping our Ukrainian friends, 
we can pay thousands of euro every week to house people and to ensure they are looked after�  
Indeed, if the Secretary General of the Department of Health needs an extra €80,000, we can do 
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that overnight as well�  It is as clear as the nose on my face why there is a recruitment problem 
in this area�  Let us address it, look after people who are rehabilitating and in the twilight of their 
lives and keep the pressure off our hospitals and nursing homes.  They are already under pres-
sure�  The Minister of State will bring what I am saying back to the Minister of State, Deputy 
Butler�  I understand she is otherwise engaged this evening�  I very much hope, however, instead 
of there being the usual administrative merry-go-round, which we tend to embrace and then 
say something has been dealt with, that we can use the same can-do, let-us-get-it-done attitude 
as we did when dealing with Covid-19 and the Ukrainian refugee crisis�  I do not see the same 
level of urgency and the same can-do attitude manifested when it comes to looking after our 
own and I would like to see it in this instance�  

14/06/2022KKK00300Deputy Damien English: I thank Deputy MacSharry again�  He is asking a fair question 
regarding whether we can get some quicker decision-making on this matter as well�  It is not 
just an issue concerning pay and conditions, but the Deputy has identified these aspects as the 
main reason�  Part of the work the Minister of State, Deputy Butler, is doing involves trying to 
determine these reasons.  It also includes travel arrangements, the hours on offer in respect of 
full-time versus part-time work and the unsocial nature of those hours.  It is also difficult work 
and a difficult service to provide.  Not everyone is fit to do the work of a carer or a healthcare 
assistant in a home or nursing home�  It is only certain individuals who can do it�  The Deputy 
raised the point that these people need to be well paid and looked after�  I will certainly bring 
the Deputy’s points back to the Minister of State�  She is determined to resolve this issue�  I will 
also bring back the suggestions made by Deputy MacSharry�  We must try to get some urgency 
in addressing this matter�  I thank the Deputy�

Cuireadh an Dáil ar athló ar 10�44 p�m� go dtí 9�12 a�m�, Dé Céadaoin, an 14 Meitheamh 
2022�

The Dáil adjourned at 10�44 p�m� until 9�12 a�m� on Wednesday, 14 June 2022�


